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COMMUTATIVE ν-ALGEBRA
AND
SUPERTROPICAL ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY
ZUR IZHAKIAN :
Abstract. This paper lays out a foundation for a theory of supertropical algebraic geometry, relying
on commutative ν-algebra. To this end, the paper introduces q-congruences, carried over ν-semirings,
whose distinguished ghost and tangible clusters allow both quotienting and localization. Utilizing these
clusters, g-prime, g-radical, and maximal q-congruences are naturally defined, satisfying the classical
relations among analogous ideals. Thus, a foundation of systematic theory of commutative ν-algebra is
laid. In this framework, the underlying spaces for a theoretic construction of schemes are spectra of g-
prime congruences, over which the correspondences between q-congruences and varieties emerge directly.
Thereby, scheme theory within supertropical algebraic geometry follows the Grothendieck approach, and
is applicable to polyhedral geometry.
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1. Introduction
The evolution of supertropical mathematics having been initiated in [21] by introducing a semiring
structure whose arithmetic intrinsically formulates combinatorial properties that address the lack of sub-
traction in semirings. This mathematics is carried over ν-semirings whose structure permits a systematic
development of algebraic theory, analogous to the theory over rings [32], in which fundamental notions
can be interpreted combinatorially [33, 34, 35, 37].
The introduction of supertropical theory was motivated by the aim of capturing tropical varieties in a
purely algebraic sense by extending the max-plus semiring (cf. Example 3.26). The ultimate goal has been
to establish a profound theory of polyhedral algebraic geometry in the spirit of A. Grothendieck, whose
foundations are built upon commutative algebra. The present paper introduces an algebraic framework
for such a theory, evolving further supertropical mathematics.
The aspiration of this theory has been to provide an intuitive algebraic language, clean and closer
as passible to classical theory, but at the same time abstract enough to frame objects having a discrete
nature. In this theory, the mathematical formalism involves no complicated combinatorial formulas and
enables a direct implementation of familiar algebro-geometric approaches. The conceptual ideas and main
principles of the theory are summarized below.
1.1. Supertropical structures.
The underlaying additive structure of a ν-algebra is a ν-monoid pM,G, νq – a monoid M with a distin-
guished (partially ordered) ghost submonoid G and a projection ν : M ÝÑ G – which satisfies the key
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property
a` b “ νpaq whenever νpaq “ νpbq.
In particular, a ` a “ νpaq for any a P M. Thus, an element νpaq of G can be thought of as carrying
an “additive multiplicity” higher than 1, i.e., a sum a ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a with a repeated at least twice. When
the monoid operation ` is maximum, this arithmetic intrinsically formulates the common tropical phrase
“the maximum is attained at least twice”, replacing the “vanishing condition” in classical theory.
Equipping an additive ν-monoid with a multiplicative operation that respects the relevant axioms, a
ν-semiring pR, T ,G, νq is obtained. In ν-semirings the ghost submonoid G becomes an ideal – a “ghost
absorbing” submonoid – which plays the customary role of zero element in commutative algebra. In this
view, a traditional equation ♦ ¨ ¨ ¨♦ “ 0 is reformulated as ♦ ¨ ¨ ¨♦ P G, replacing the familiar “vanishing
condition” (which is often meaningless for semiring structures) by possessing ghost. On the other edge,
to obtain a suitable multiplicative substructure, the subset T of tangible elements in the complement
of G is distinguished, satisfying the conditions: if a ` b P T then a, b R G. As well, T contains the well
behaved subset T ˝ of t-persistent elements, closed for taking powers.
Together, the ghost ideal G and the tangible set T of a ν-semiring enable a reformulation of basic
algebraic notions. For instance, a q-homomorphism is a homomorphism of ν-semirings that preserves
the components T and G. The tangible core and the ghost kernel are, respectively, the preimages of T
and G which characterize q-homomorphisms. With these objects in place, the category of ν-semirings
whose morphisms are q-homomorphisms is established.
ν-semirings generalize the max-plus semiring pR,max,`q and the boolean algebra pB,_,^q, enriching
them with extra algebraic properties, as detailed in Examples 3.26 and 3.27. Furthermore, any ordered
monoid pM, ¨ q gives rise to a semiring structure by setting its addition to be maximum, and therefore,
supertropical theory is carried over transparently to ordered monoids. Former works have frequently
assumed multiplicative cancellativity (i.e., ca “ cb ñ a “ b for any a, b, c), to compensate the luck of
inverses in semirings. This condition is too restrictive for ν-semirings (see Example 3.22). Therefore,
we avoid any cancellativity conditions. As a consequent, pathological elements, as ghost divisors and
ghostpotents, emerge in this setting and are treated by the use of congruences.
1.2. Congruences versus ideals.
Quotienting and localization are central notions in algebra. In commutative ring theory and in classical
algebraic geometry these notions are delivered by ideals. A ring ideal defines an equivalence relation, and
thus a quotient, while the complement of a prime ideal is a multiplicative system, used for localizing.
Since substraction is absent in semirings, ideals do not determine equivalence relations and, therefore,
are not applicable for quotienting. Consequently, one has to work directly with congruences, i.e., equiv-
alence relations that respect the semiring operations. However, by itself, this approach does not address
localization. But, with extra properties, quotienting and localization are accessible via congruences on
ν-semirings.
To introduce clustering on congruences – a coarser decomposition of classes – we enhance the classi-
fication of elements as tangibles or ghosts to equivalence classes. In particular, an equivalence class ras is
tangible if it consists only of tangibles, ras is ghost if it contains some ghost, and ras is neither tangible
nor ghost otherwise. Thus, a congruence A on a ν-semiring R is endowed with two disjoint clusters,
consisting of equivalence classes:
z tangible cluster whose classes are preserved as tangibles in R{A,
z ghost cluster whose classes are identified as ghosts in R{A.
The former serves for localization and the latter serves for quotienting. These clusters are not necessarily
the complement of each other; so one has to cope with an extra degree of freedom. This divergency is
addressed by the tangible and ghost projections of A on R, which are respectively determined by the
diagonals of classes within the clusters of A.
A q-congruence A on a ν-semiring R is a congruence whose tangible projection contains the group of
units of R, and thus a submonoid of t-persistent (tangible) elements. In the special case, when the tangible
projection is a monoid by itself, A is an ℓ-congruence. In our theory, q-congruences are elementary entity,
providing the building stones for commutative algebra. Quotienting by a q-congruence is done in the
standard way, while the monoid structure of tangible projections of ℓ-congruences allows for executing
localization. The tangible projection and the ghost cluster enable the utilization of familiar methods
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in commutative algebra. Moreover, q-congruences preserve the ν-semiring structure in the transition
to quotient structures and, at the same time, perfectly coincide with q-homomorphisms. Therefore,
concerning ν-semirings, q-congruences play the traditional role of ideals.
q-congruences support executing “ghostification” of elements – a redeclaration of elements as ghosts
in quotient structures. This redeclaration is the supertropical analogy to quotienting by an ideal, whose
elements are “identified” with zero. Formally, an element a P R is ghostified by a congruence A, if A
includes the equivalence a ” νpaq. This means that, despite the absence of additive inverses, we are
capable to quotient out a ν-semiring by its substructure (even by a subset) in a meaningful sense. Hence,
cokernels of q-homomorphisms can be defined naturally.
1.3. Congruences and spectra.
Classical theory employs spectra of prime ideals, endowed with Zariski topology, as underlying topological
spaces. In supertropical theory, ideals are replaced by q-congruences, whose special structure permits the
key definitions:
z a q-congruence is g-radical if ak ”r νpakq implies a ”r νpaq,
z an ℓ-congruence is g-prime if ab ”p νpabq implies a ”p νpaq or b ”p νpbq.
Note that the conditions in these definitions are determined solely by equivalence to ghosts, while local-
ization by g-prime congruences is performed through their tangible projections. This setup enables to
formulate many tropical relations, analogous to well known relations among radical, prime, and maximal
ideals. With these relations, manifest over q-congruences, the notions of noetherian ν-semirings and
Krull dimension are obtained.
To cope simultaneously with congruences and “ghost absorbing” subsets of ν-semirings, we study
several types of radicals, which are shown to coincide. Moreover, they provide a version of abstract
Nullstellensatz (Theorem 4.69). In comparison to ring ideals, the hierarchy of q-congruences contains
unique types of congruences, including deterministic ℓ-congruence and interweaving congruences. How-
ever, maximal congruences are not applicable for defining locality, since they do not necessarily coincide
with maximality of clusters. Instead, t-minimal ℓ-congruences, determined by maximality of non-
tangible projections, are used to define locality. A ν-semiring R is local, if all t-minimal ℓ-congruences
on R share the same tangible projection.
The well behaved interplay between localization and various types of q-congruences allows for introduc-
ing the spectrum of g-prime congruences, endowed with a Zariski type topology. With this setting,
our study follows the standard methodology of exploring the correspondences among closed sets, open
sets, q-congruences, and ν-semiring structures, resulting eventually in a construction of sheaves.
1.4. Sheaves and schemes.
Upon the spectrum X “ SpecpAq of all g-prime congruences on a ν-semiring A, realized as a topological
space, a closed set Vpfq in X is the set of all g-prime congruences P that ghostify a given f P A. That
is, f belongs to the ghost projection of P, i.e., f ”p νpfq in P. Therefore, since f ”p νpfq for any
ghost f , we focus on non-ghost elements f P A to avoid triviality. Yet, this focusing does not imply
that a non-ghost element f belongs to the tangible projection of all g-prime congruences composing the
complement Dpfq of Vpfq in X . Thus, f does not necessity possess tangible values over the entire open
set Dpfq, in particular when f is not tangible. This bearing requires a special care in the construction of
sheaves, as explained below.
A variety in X is a closed set which can be determined either as the set of g-prime congruences
containing a q-congruence A on A, or as the set of g-prime congruences that ghostify a subset E of A.
These equivalent definitions establish the correspondences between properties of q-congruences on A and
subsets of X . For example, the one-to-one correspondence between g-prime congruences and irreducible
varieties (Theorem 6.24). In this setting, closed immersions SpecpA{Aq „ÝÝÑ VpAq of spectra appear
naturally (Corollary 6.25). Open immersions are more subtle and require a further adaptation, that is,
a restriction DpC, fq of Dpfq to g-prime congruences whose tangible projection contains a given tangible
monoid C of A. This restriction yields the bijection SpecpACq „ÝÝÑ
Ş
fPC DpC, fq.
To preserve the ν-semiring structure, localization is feasible only by t-persistent elements. Nevertheless,
to construct a sheaf, each open set Dpfq has to be assigned with a ν-semiring, allocated by the means
of localization, even when f is not tangible. To overcome this drawback, we consider the submonoid
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Spfq of particular t-persistent elements h such that Dpfq Ď Dphq, which delivers the well defined map
Dpfq ÞÝÑ ASpfq for every f P A. To ensure that this map coincides with the map P ÞÝÑ AP, sending a
point P in Dpfq to the localization of A by P, sections over Dpfq are customized to g-prime congruences
in Dpfq whose tangible projection contains the submonoid Spfq. The subset of these g-prime congruences
assembles the focal zone qDpfq of the open set Dpfq. Accordingly, ν-stalks are determined as inductive
limits taken with respect to focal zones determined by t-persistent elements, whereas the naive definition
of morphism applies and respects focal zones (Lemma 7.16). The building of structure ν-sheaves and
locally ν-semiringed spaces is then standard, admitting functoriality as well. This construction provides
a scheme structure pX,OXq of ν-semirings, called ν-scheme.
While most of our theory follows classical scheme theory, a ν-semiring OXpDpfqq of sections in an affine
ν-scheme pX,OXq, with X “ SpecpAq, might not be isomorphic to the localized ν-semiring ASpfq, since
sections are specialized to focal zones. However, this excludes strict elements f P A (and in particular
units) for which the equality qDpfq “ Dpfq holds. Therefore, in the theory of ν-schemes, global sections
ΓpX,OXq are isomorphic to the underlying ν-semiring A (Theorem 7.20). Moreover, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between q-homomorphisms of ν-semirings and morphisms of ν-schemes (Theorem 7.24).
Fiber products of ν-schemes also exist (Proposition 8.18).
The advantage of this framework appears in the analysis of the local ν-semiring at a point, which
includes the notions of tangent space, local dimension, and singularity. These notions are not so
evident in standard tropical geometry, since ideals are not well applicable in semirings.
1.5. Varieties towards polyhedral geometry.
Traditional tropical geometry is a geometry over the max-plus semiring pR,max,`q. Features of this
geometry are balanced polyhedral complexes of pure dimension [20, 52, 54], called tropical varieties.
These varieties are determined as the so-called “corner loci” of tropical polynomials and are obtained as
valuation images of toric varieties, linking tropical geometry to classical theory. Although pR,max,`q
suffices for describing tropical varieties, from the perspective of polyhedral geometry this family is rather
restrictive; for example, it does not include ploytopes.
Supertropical algebraic sets are defined directly as ghost loci of polynomial equations [32, 37, 38]; that
is, Zpfq “ tx P Apnq | fpxq P Gu. Thereby, tropical varieties are captured as algebraic sets of tangible
polynomials over the supertropical extension of pR,max,`q, cf. Example 3.26. This approach does not
rely on the so-called “tropicalzation” of toric varieties and dismisses the use of the balancing condition [39].
Furthermore, it yields formulation of additional polyhedral features, previously inaccessible by tropical
geometry, such as polytopes, and more generally subvarieties of the same dimension as their ambient
variety (Example 3.55).
Supertropical structures provide a sufficiently general framework to deal with finite and infinite under-
lying semirings, as well as with bounded semirings. Our theory allows for approaching convex geometry
and discrete geometry, utilizing similar principles as in this paper. We leave the study of these geometries
for future work.
1.6. A brief overview of related theories.
Tropical semirings pR,max,`q, where R “ B,N,Z, are linked to number theory [6, 7, 8] and arithmetic
geometry via the Banach semifield theory of characteristic one [44]. Features of traditional tropical
geometry are received as the Euclidean closures of “tropicalization” of subvarieties of a torus pKˆqn,
where K is a non-archimedean algebraically closed valued field, complete with respect to the valuation
[14, 20, 54]. A generalization to subvarieties of a toric variety is given by Payne [56], using stratification
by torus orbits. With this geometry, a translation of algebro-geometric questions into combinatorial
problems is obtained, where varieties are replaced by polyhedral complexes, helping to solve problems
in enumerative geometry [52]. The translations of classical problems into combinatorial framework have
been motivating the development of profound algebraic foundations for geometry over semirings.
Over the past decade, many works have dealt with scheme theory over semirings and monoids, aim-
ing mainly to develop a characteristic one arithmetic geometry over the field F1 with one element,
e.g., Connes-Consani [6], Deitmar [10], Durov [12], Toe¨n-Vaquie´ [59]. See [48] for survey. Berkovich
uses abstract skeletons [3], while Lorscheid [49, 50] uses blueprints. Giansiracusa-Giansiracusa [15] and
Maclagan-Rinc´on [53] specialize F1 to propose tropical schemes, subject to “bend relations”. The point
of departure of these works is an underlying spectrum whose atoms are prime ideals. Alternatively,
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other works employ congruences as atoms of spectra. However, the use of congruences raises the issue
of defining primeness that exhibits the desired attributes. This approach is taken by Joo´-Mincheva [41]
and Rowen [58], who use twisted products, by Bertram-Easton [4], and by Lescot [45, 46, 47]. Primeness
in [45, 46, 47] depends only on equivalence to zero, ignoring other relations that are determined by a
congruence. In [9], primes are defined in terms of cancellative quotient monoids.
Although the above approaches address the needs of other theories, for polyhedral algebraic geometry
they seem to have their own deficiencies. Some approaches are too restrictive to capture the wide range
of polyhedral objects, while others are much too abstract and difficult to be implemented. The concept in
the current paper is different in the sense that it uses congruences, enriched by supertropical attributes,
as atoms of spectra that fulfill the required correspondences between topological spaces and algebras.
The algebraic theory then follows the classical commutative algebra, allowing for the development of
scheme theory within algebraic geometry along the track of Grothendieck. This concept provides a clear-
cut algebraic framework for a straightforward study of polyhedral varieties and schemes, in particular
tropical varieties, without the need to constantly referring back to their classical valuation preimages.
1.7. Paper outline.
For the reader’s convenience, the paper is designed as stand-alone. We include all the relevant definitions,
detailed proofs, and basic examples. We follow standard structural theory of scheme within algebraic
geometry, involving a categorical viewpoint, e.g., [5, 13, 18, 19]. The paper consists of two parts. The
first part (Sections 2–5) is devoted to commutative ν-algebra and the second part (Sections 6–8) develops
scheme theory over ν-semirings.
Section 2 opens by recalling the setup of known algebraic structures, to be used in the paper. Section 3
provides the definitions of various ν-structures, as well as their connections to familiar semiring structures.
Section 4 intensively studies congruences on ν-semirings, including the introduction of q-congruences and
ℓ-congruences. Section 5 introduces ν-modules and tensor products. Section 6 discusses varieties through
the correspondences of their characteristic properties to q-congruences. Section 7 constructs ν-sheaves,
combining categorical and algebraic perspectives. Finally, Section 8 develops the notions of ν-schemes
and locally ν-semiringed spaces.
Part I: Commutative ν-Algebra
2. Algebraic structures
In this section we recall definitions of traditional algebraic structures and their morphisms, to be used
in this paper. As customary, N denotes the positive natural numbers, while N0 stands for NYt0u; Q and R
denote respectively the rational and real numbers. We write Apnq for the cartesian product Aˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆA
of a structure A, with A repeated n times.
In this paper addition and multiplication are always assumed to be associative operations.
2.1. Congruences in universal algebra.
A congruence A on an algebra A – a carrier algebra – is an equivalence relation ” that preserves all
the relevant operations and relations of A. That is, if ai ” bi, i “ 1, 2, then
(i) a1 ` a2 ” b1 ` b2,
(ii) a1a2 ” b1b2.
Note that to prove (ii) it is enough to show that a1a ” b1a and aa1 ” ab1 for all a P A, since then
a1b1 ” a2b1 ” a2b2.
We call ” the underlying equivalence of A and write ras for the equivalence class of an element a P A.
(These are called the homomorphic equivalences in [23].) We write A{A for the factor algebra, whose
elements are equivalence classes ras determined by A, with operations
ras ¨ rbs “ rabs, ras ` rbs “ ra` bs, (2.1)
for a, b P A.
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A congruence A on algebra A may be viewed either as a subalgebra of AˆA containing the diagonal
and satisfying two additional conditions corresponding to symmetry and transitivity (in which case A
is described as the appropriate set of ordered pairs), or otherwise A may be viewed as an equivalence
relation ” satisfying certain algebraic conditions. To make the exposition clearer we utilize both views,
relying on the context.
We denote the set of all congruences on an algebra A by
CongpAq :“ t A is a congruence on A u,
which is closed for intersection. We write A1 Ď A2 if a ”1 b implies a ”2 b, in other terms pa, bq P A1
implies pa, bq P A2. Thus, CongpAq is endowed with a partial order ď induced from Ď, i.e., A1 ď A2 if
and only if A1 Ď A2.
The diagonal ∆pAq of A ˆ A is a congruence by itself, contained in any congruence A on A, and is
minimal with respect to inclusion. It provides the bijection
ι : A „ÝÝÝÝÑ ∆pAq Ď A, a ÞÝÑ pa, aq, (2.2)
with the inverse map ∆-1ppa, aqq “ a for any pa, aq P ∆pAq. On the other hand, ∆pAq is also obtained as
∆pAq “
č
APCongpAq
A, (2.3)
since an intersection of congruences is again a congruence.
Remark 2.1. For any collection tpai, biquiPI of pairs pai, biq P A ˆ A, there is a unique minimal con-
gruence in which ai ” bi for every i P I. It is termed the congruence determined by the pairs pai, biq.
This congruence can be obtained in two equivalent ways, either by taking the transitive closure of all the
equivalences ai ” bi with respect to the operations and relations of A, or by considering the intersection
of all congruences on A that include the equivalences ai ” bi for all i P I.
In this paper we follow the latter approach, as it better fits our purpose, allowing a direct restriction
to congruences subject to particular properties.
Definition 2.2. A congruence A on an algebra A is said to be
(i) proper, if it has more than one equivalence class;
(ii) trivial, if each of its equivalence classes is a singleton (i.e., A “ ∆pAq);
(iii) maximal, if there is no other congruence properly containing A;
(iv) irreducible, if it cannot be written as the intersection of two congruences properly containing A;
(v) cancellative, if ca ” cb implies a ” b.
An element a P A is called isolated with respect to A if it is congruent only to itself.
In this context, an algebra A is called simple, if the trivial congruence is the only proper congruence on A.
One may also consider a specialization of the above congruences to a restricted family of congruences
on A, determined by particular attributes. For example, maximality with respect to a given property.
Remark 2.3. We recall some key results from [40, §2].
(i) Given a congruence A on an algebra A, one can endow the set
A{A :“  ras | a P A(
of equivalence classes with the same (well-defined) algebraic structure via (2.1). The canonical
surjective homomorphism
πA : A ÝÝÝ։ A{A, a ÞÝÑ ras, (2.4)
is defined trivially.
(ii) In the opposite direction, for any homomorphism ϕ : A1 ÝÑ A2 one can obtain a congruence Aϕ
on A1, defined by
a ”ϕ b iff ϕpaq “ ϕpbq.
Aϕ is termed the congruence-kernel (written c-kernel) of ϕ, and is also denoted by kercpϕq.
Then, ϕ induces a one-to-one homomorphism rϕ : A1{Aϕ ÝÑ A2, via rϕprasq “ ϕpaq, where ϕ
factors through
A1 ÝÝÝ։ A1{Aϕ „ÝÝÝÝÑ A2,
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as indicated in [40, p. 62]. Therefore, the homomorphic images of A1 correspond to the congru-
ences defined on A1.
(iii) A homomorphism ϕ : A1 ÝÑ A2 induces a map of congruences ϕ_ : A2 ÞÝÑ A1, sending a
congruence A2 on A2 to the congruence A1 “ Aπ2˝ϕ on A1, where π2 : A2 Ý։ A2{A2. That is
a ”1 b iff ϕpaq ”2 ϕpbq.
When ϕ “ π1 : A1 ÝÑ A2 “ A1{A1 is the canonical surjection (2.4), we denote the map π-12 also
by π_2 .
Given a homomorphism ϕ : A1 ÝÑ A2, there is the induced mappϕ : A1 ˆA1 ÝÝÝÝÑ A2 ˆA2, pa, bq ÞÝÑ pϕpaq, ϕpbqq
that restricts to a map of congruences A1 Ă A1 ˆA1. Note that pϕpA1q need not be a congruence on A2,
as transitivity and reflexivity may fail, but it induces a congruence-inclusion relation:pϕpA1q Ă A2 iff pϕpaq, ϕpbqq P A2 for all pa, bq P A1. (2.5)
To approach restrictive relations on subsets of A we use the following terminology.
Definition 2.4. The restriction of a congruence A on A to a subset B of A is
A|B :“ tpa, bq P A | a, b P Bu.
A partial congruence on A is a congruence on a subalgebra B of A.
Set theoretically, a congruence A1 on a subalgebra B Ă A is a subset of B ˆ B Ă A ˆ A containing
the diagonal of B, but it is not a subalgebra of A ˆ A that contains the diagonal of A. For this reason
we call it “partial”. However, any partial congruence extends naturally to a congruence on the whole A
by joining the diagonal of AzB, subject to the transitive closure of A1 over A. A restriction A|B of A is
a congruence on B, if B is a subalgebra of A.
Definition 2.5. Let A1 and A2 be congruences on algebras A1 and A2, respectively. A homomorphism
of congruences Ψ : A1 ÝÑ A2 is a homomorphism Ψ “ pψ, ψq, where ψ : A1 ÝÑ A2 is a homomorphism
for which
a ”1 b ñ ψpaq ”2 ψpbq,
i.e., Ψppa, bqq “ pψpaq, ψpbqq P A2 for all pa, bq P A1.
We recall some standard relations on congruences. The product of two congruences A1,A2 P CongpAq
is defined as
A1A2 :“ tpac, bdq | pa, bq P A1, pc, dq P A2u,
for which the relation A1A2 Ď A1 X A2 holds. Then, for a given congruence A on A, we have the chain
A Ě A2 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě An Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.6)
which induces quotients on A.
Definition 2.6. The quotient A1{A2 of congruences A1 Ă A2 on A is defined as
A1{A2 :“ tpras2, rbs2q | pa, bq P A1u,
for which there exists the homomorphism
Ψ : A1 ÝÝÝÝÑ A1{A2
of congruences.
Composing this definition with (2.6), one obtains a sequence of congruence homomorphisms
A ÝÝÝÝÑ A{A2 ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÝÝÑ An´1{An ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (2.7)
Later, we mainly refer to the initial step of this sequence.
Remark 2.7. If A1 Ă A2 are congruences on A, then A1{A2 is a congruence on A{A1, for which
pA{A1q{pA1{A2q – A{A2. This also gives a factorization of the homomorphism A ÝÑ A{A2 as A ÝÑ
A{A1 ÝÑ A{A2.
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We defined the congruence closure of A1YA2 and A1`A2, for A1,A2 P CongpAq, to be respectively
the intersections, when are nonempty 1,
A1 Y A2 :“
č
A P CongpAq
A1 Y A2 Ă A
A , A1 ` A2 :“
č
A P CongpAq
A1 ` A2 Ă A
A , (2.8)
where A1 YA2 is the set theoretic union of A1 and A2 and A1 `A2 is induced by the addition of AˆA.
2.2. Semigroups, monoids, and semirings.
A (multiplicative) semigroup S :“ pS, ¨ q is a set of elements S, closed with respect to an associative
binary operation p ¨ q. A monoid M :“ pM, ¨ q is a semigroup with an identity element 1M. Formally,
any semigroup S can be attached with identity element 1S by declaring that 1S ¨ a “ a ¨ 1S “ a for all
a P S. So, when dealing with multiplication, we work with monoids. As usual, when p ¨ q is clear from
the context, a ¨ b is written as ab. An abelian monoid is a commutative monoid, i.e., ab “ ba for all
a, b P M. Analogously, we use additive notation for monoids, written M :“ pM,`q, whose identity is
denoted by 0M.
Remark 2.8. The intersection A X B of two submonoids A,B Ă M is again a submonoid. Indeed, if
a, b P AX B, then ab P A and ab P B, and hence ab P AX B.
An abelian monoid M :“ pM, ¨ q is cancellative with respect to a subset T Ď M, if ac “ bc implies
a “ b whenever a, b PM and c P T. In this case, we say that T is a cancellative subset of M. Clearly,
when T is cancellative, the monoid generated by T in M also is cancellative, so one can assume that T
is a submonoid. A monoid M is strictly cancellative, if M is cancellative with respect to itself.
An element a of M is absorbing, if ab “ ba “ a for all b P M. Usually, it is identified as 0M. A
monoid M is called pointed monoid if it has an absorbing element 0M. An element a P M is a unit
(or invertible), if there exists b PM such that ab “ ba “ 1M. The subgroup of all units in M is denoted
by Mˆ.
Definition 2.9. A partially ordered monoid is a monoid M with a partial order ď that respects the
monoid operation:
a ď b implies ca ď cb, ac ď bc, (2.9)
for all a, b, c PM. A monoid M is ordered if the ordering ď is a total order.
When working with pointed ordered monoid we usually assume that 0M is a minimal (or maximal)
element in M.
Definition 2.10. A homomorphism of monoids is a map ϕ : M ÝÑ N that respects the monoid
operation:
(i) ϕpa ¨ bq “ ϕpaq ¨ ϕpbq;
(ii) ϕp1Mq “ 1N .
ϕ is called local monoid homomorphism, if ϕ-1pNˆq “Mˆ (every ϕ satisfies “ Ą”).
A standard general reference for structural theory of semirings is [16].
Definition 2.11. A (unital 2) semiring R :“ pR,` , ¨ q is a set R equipped with two (associative) binary
operations p`q and p ¨ q, addition and multiplication respectively, such that:
(i) pR,`q is an abelian monoid with identity 0R;
(ii) pR, ¨ q is a monoid with element 1R;
(iii) 0R is an absorbing element, i.e., a ¨ 0R “ 0R ¨ a “ 0R for every a P R;
(iv) multiplication distributes over addition.
R is a commutative semiring, if ab “ ba for all a, b P R.
1The intersection of all congruences containing A1 ˚ A2 for a given operation ˚ , possibly subject to certain properties,
implicitly produces the minimal transitive closure of A1 ˚ A2.
2The given definition is for a unital semiring. But, as in this paper deals only with unital semirings, we call it semiring,
for short.
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A semiring R is said to be idempotent semiring, if a ` a “ a for every a P R. It is called
bipotent (sometimes called selective) if a` b P ta, bu for any a, b. For example, the max-plus semiring
R´8 :“ pRY t´8u,max,`q is a bipotent semiring with 1R´8 “ 0 and 0R´8 “ ´8, see e.g. [57].
Remark 2.12. Any (totally) ordered monoid pM, ¨ q gives rise to a bipotent semiring. We formally add
the zero element 0 as the smallest element, employed also as absorbing element, and define the idempotent
addition a` b to be maxta, bu. Indeed, this is a semiring. Associativity is clear, and distributivity follows
from (2.9).
To designate meaningful sums in semirings, we exclude inessential terms in the following sense.
Definition 2.13. A sum
ř
i ai of elements is said to be redundant if
ř
i ai “
ř
j‰i aj for some i; in
this case ai is said to be inessential. Otherwise,
ř
i ai is called reduced, in which each ai is essential.
For example, in an idempotent semiring every sum of the form a ` a is a redundant sum, while 0 is
always inessential.
Definition 2.14. An ideal a of a semiring R :“ pR,`, ¨ q, written a ✁ R, is an additive submonoid of
pR,`q such that ab P a and ba P a for all a P a and b P R.
An ideal a of R determines a “Rees type” congruence AReespaq on R by letting pa, bq P AReespaq iff
a, b P a. Then, every element of Rza is isolated with respect to AReespaq, so AReespaq includes no nontrivial
relations on Rza, which makes it very limited.
Semiring ideals do not have the extensive role as ideals have in ring theory, since, due to the lack of
negation, they do not determine congruences naturally. Furthermore, their correspondence to kernels of
semiring homomorphisms is not so obvious. Yet, they are useful for classifying special substructures of
semirings, and we employ them only for this purpose. The passage to factor semirings is done by semiring
congruences, which are a particular case of congruences on algebras, cf. §2.1.
Definition 2.15. The equaliser of two elements a, b in a semiring R is the set
Eqpa, bq “ ts P R | sa “ sb, as “ bsu,
which might be empty.
When R is a commutative semiring, the equaliser Eqpa, bq is a semiring ideal of R, often playing the
role of annihilators in ring theory.
Definition 2.16. A homomorphism of semirings is a map ϕ : R ÝÑ S that preserves addition and
multiplication. To wit, ϕ satisfies the following properties for all a, b P R:
(i) ϕpa` bq “ ϕpaq ` ϕpbq;
(ii) ϕpa ¨ bq “ ϕpaq ¨ ϕpbq;
(iii) ϕp0Rq “ 0S;
A unital semiring homomorphism is a semiring homomorphism that preserves the multiplicative identity,
i.e., ϕp1Rq “ 1S.
In the sequel, unless otherwise is specified, semiring homomorphisms are all assumed to be unital.
2.3. Monoid localization.
Recall the well-known construction of the localization C´1M of an abelian monoid M :“ pM, ¨ q by
a cancellative submonoid C, cf. Bourbaki [1]. The elements of C´1M are the fractions a
c
with a P M
and c P C, where
a
c
“ a
1
c1
iff ac1 “ a1c,
and multiplication given by
a1
c1
a2
c2
“ a1a2
c1c2
.
(Although many texts treat localization for algebras, precisely the same constructions and proofs work
for monoids.) This construction is easily generalized to non-cancellative submonoids, where now
a
c
“ a
1
c1
iff ac1c2 “ a1cc2 for some c2 P C. (2.10)
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(In the case of a pointed monoid M, we assume that 0M R C.) If the monoid M is ordered, then C´1M
is also ordered, by letting a
c
ď a1
c1
iff ac1c2 ď a1cc2 for some c2 P C.
Any monoid homomorphism ϕ : M ÝÑ N , for which ϕpcq is invertible for every c P C, extends
naturally to a unique monoid homomorphism pϕ : C´1M ÝÑ N , given by
pϕˆa
c
˙
“ ϕpaqϕpcq´1.
If M is endowed also with addition p`q, then p`q extends to C´1M via the rule:
a1
c1
` a2
c2
“ c2a1 ` c1a2
c1c2
.
Each of the basic properties (associativity of p`q and distributivity) can be extended straightforwardly
from M to C´1M.
For a strictly cancellative monoid M (and thus without 0M), or when C “ M, we write QpMq for
the localization C´1M. Therefore, QpMq is an abelian group, since pa
c
q´1 “ c
a
.
2.4. Modules over semirings.
Modules (called also semi-module in the literature) over semirings are defined similarly to modules
over rings [42].
Definition 2.17. A (left) R-module over a semiring R is an abelian monoid M :“ pM,`q with an
operation R ˆM ÝÑ M – a left action of R – which is associative and distributive over addition, and
which satisfies a0M “ 0M “ 0Rv, 1Rv “ v for all a in R, v PM .
An R-module homomorphism is a map ϕ :M ÝÑ N that satisfies the conditions:
(i) ϕpv ` wq “ ϕpvq ` ϕpwq for all v, w PM ;
(ii) ϕpavq “ aϕpvq for all a P R and v PM .
HomRpM,Nq denotes the set of R-module homomorphisms from M to N .
Right modules are defined dually. If R and S are semirings and M is a left R-module and a right
S-module, then M is called pR,Sq-bimodule, if pavqb “ apvbq for all a P R, v PM , b P S.
Example 2.18. Let R be a semiring.
(i) A semiring ideal a✁R is an R-module, cf. Definition 2.14.
(ii) The direct sum of R-modules is clearly an R-module. In particular, we define Rpnq to be the direct
sum of n copies of R.
Congruences of monoids, cf. §2.1, extend directory to modules.
Definition 2.19. An R-module congruence is a monoid congruence on M that satisfies the additional
property that, if v ” w, then av ” aw for all v, w PM and a P R.
3. Supertropical structures
To develop a solid algebraic theory, we introduce a new monoid structure which leads to existing
definitions of supertropical structures [21, 22, 32, 39], these are later generalized by applying additional
modifications.
3.1. Additive ν-monoids.
We start with our basic underlying additive structure.
Definition 3.1. An additive ν-monoid is a triplet M :“ pM,G, νq, where M “ pM,`q is an additive
abelian monoid 3, G is a distinguished partially ordered submonoid of M with 0M ă a for all a P G, and
ν : M ÝÑ G is an idempotent monoid homomorphism (i.e., ν2 “ ν)—a projection on G—satisfying for
every a, b PM the conditions:
NM1: a` b “ a whenever νpaq ą νpbq,
NM2: a` b “ νpaq whenever νpaq “ νpbq,
3Supertropical monoids in [24] regard with a multiplicative monoid structure, which does not involve the monoid ordering,
and are of a different nature.
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NM3: If a` b R G and a` νpbq P G, then a` b “ νpaq ` b.
The element 0M is the monoid identity: 0M ` a “ a` 0M “ a for every a PM.
By definition νpaq “ a for every a P G, and 0M P G, since G is an (additive) submonoid of M. As ν is a
monoid homomorphism, we have νpa` bq “ νpaq`νpbq for any a, b PM. We often term M a ν-monoid,
for short.
In the extreme case that the partial ordering of G is degenerate, i.e., only trivial relations a “ a occur,
Axiom NM1 is dismissed. Replacing Axiom NM2 by the (weaker) axiom
NM2’: a` a “ νpaq ` a “ νpaq for all a PM,
Axiom NM3 implies NM2. Indeed, suppose νpaq “ νpbq but a` b R G, then a` νpbq “ a` νpaq P G, and
hence a` b “ νpaq ` b “ νpbq ` b P G – a contradiction. Literally, Axiom NM3 gives a condition whether
the contribution of a to a sum a` b is “idempotent”, namely a` b “ a` a` b “ νpaq ` b. This includes
that case that a` b is redundant (Definition 2.13), i.e., a` b “ νpaq ` b “ b.
The elements of G are termed ghost elements and G is called the ghost submonoid of M. An
element a R G is said to be non-ghost. Although, 0M P G, as an exceptional case, it is sometimes
considered as a non-ghost element. The projection map ν : M ÝÑ G is called the ghost map of M.
We write aν for the image νpaq of a in G. (M might have elements a P G without ν-preimage in MzG.)
A ν-monoid M is said to be ghost monoid, if M “ G, i.e., if all its elements are ghost. In this case,
the ghost ν “ idM is the identity map.
We say that elements a and b in M are ν-equivalent, written a –ν b, if aν “ bν . That is
a –ν b ô νpaq “ νpbq. (3.1)
The ν-fiber of an element a PM is the set
fibν paq :“ tb PM | b –ν au, (3.2)
usually considered for a P G. Accordingly, for any b, b1 P fibν paq we have b` b1 “ aν , while fibν paq X G “
taνu for every a PM.
Remark 3.2. One can easily verify the following properties, obtained from Axioms NM1, NM2 and the
ordering of G.
(a) a` b “ 0M ñ a “ b “ 0M.4
(b) νpaq “ 0M ñ a “ 0M.
(c) a` a “ a` aν “ aν for every a PM.
We define the ghost surpassing relation:
a |ù b if a “ b` c for some c P G. (3.3)
Accordingly, since G is a submonoid, if b P G and a |ù b, then a P G. Also, we always have aν |ù a, while
a |ù aν only when a P G.
Given a ν-monoidM :“ pM,G, νq, one can recover the partial ordering of G from the additive structure
of M. That is, a ą b iff a` b “ a, for a, b P G. The ordering of G ĎM induces a (partial) ν-ordering ěν
on the whole M via the ghost map, defined as
a ěν b ô aν ě bν ,
a ąν b ô aν ą bν , (3.4)
in which a ěν 0M for every a PM.
Example 3.3. In the degenerate case that M is a ν-monoid with G “ t0M, au and ghost map ν : b ÞÝÑ a
for all b ‰ 0M in M, by Axiom NM2, b`c “ a for all b, c ‰ 0M. When G “ t0Mu, we have ν : b ÞÝÑ 0M
for all b, implying that b “ b` 0M “ νpbq “ 0M, and thus M “ t0Mu is trivial.
For reduced sums x “ řiPI ai and y “ řjPJ aj with nonempty finite sets of indices I, J , we define the
relation ă as
x ă y ô I Ă J, (3.5)
which introduces an additional partial ordering on M.
4This property is called “lack zero sums” in [28].
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Definition 3.4. A homomorphism of additive ν-monoids is a monoid homomorphism
ϕ : pM,G, νq ÝÝÝÝÑ pM1,G1, ν1q (3.6)
of ν-monoids, i.e., ϕpa ` bq “ ϕpaq ` ϕpbq for all a, b P M, where ϕp0Mq “ 0M1 . A gs-morphism (a
short for ghost surpassing morphism) is a map φ : M ÝÑ M1 that satisfies φpaq ` φpbq |ù φpa ` bq for
all a, b PM.
The image of ϕ, denoted by im pϕq, is the set ϕpMq Ă M1. The ghost-kernel of ϕ, abbreviated
g-kernel, is defined as
gker pϕq :“ ta PM | ϕpaq P G1u ĂM.
We say that ϕ is ghost injective, if gker pϕq “ G.5 A homomorphism ϕ is a ghost homomorphism,
if gker pϕq “M.
Clearly any gs-morphism is a homomorphism. It easy to verify that gker pϕq is a ν-submonoid of M
containing the ghost submonoid G. A ν-monoid homomorphism (3.6) respects the ghost map ν : M ÝÑ G,
as well as the induced ν-ordering (3.4):
Lemma 3.5. Any homomorphism ϕ : M ÝÑM1 of additive ν-monoids satisfies the following properties
for all a, b PM:
(i) ϕpaνq “ ϕpaqν1 ;
(ii) ϕpGq Ď G1, and thus G Ď gker pϕq;
(iii) If a ąν b, then ϕpaq ąν1 ϕpbq;
(iv) If a –ν b, then ϕpaq –ν1 ϕpbq.
Proof. (i): Write ϕpaνq “ ϕpa` aq “ ϕpaq ` ϕpaq “ ϕpaqν1 .
(ii): Immediate from (i), since any a P G satisfies ϕpaq “ ϕpaνq “ ϕpaqν1 P G1.
(iii): If a ąν b, then a` b “ a, implying ϕpaq “ ϕpa` bq “ ϕpaq ` ϕpbq, i.e., ϕpaq ąν1 ϕpbq by (3.4).
(iv): If a –ν b, then a` b “ aν “ bν , implying ϕpaqν1 “ ϕpa` bq “ ϕpbqν1 , i.e., ϕpaq –ν1 ϕpbq. 
Lemma 3.6. Let ϕ : M ÝÑM1 be a homomorphism of additive ν-monoids.
(i) If ϕ is injective, then gker pϕq “ G.
(ii) If gker pϕq “ G, then a` b P G for any a, b with ϕpaq “ ϕpbq.
Proof. (i): G Ď gker pϕq by Lemma 3.5.(ii). If a P gker pϕqzG, then a ‰ aν , but ϕpaqν1 “ ϕpaνq “ ϕpaq by
Lemma 3.5.(ii), since a P gker pϕq, which contradicts the injectivity of ϕ.
(ii): ϕpaq “ ϕpbq ñ ϕpaq ` ϕpbq P G1 ñ ϕpa` bq P G1 ñ a` b P gker pϕq “ G. 
Given additive ν-monoids M1 and M, as customarily, HompM,M1q denotes the set of all homo-
morphisms ϕ : M ÝÑ M1. HompM,M1q is equipped with a partial ordering, determined for ϕ, ψ P
HompM,M1q by
ϕ ąνHom ψ ô ϕpaq ąν1 ψpaq for all a PM,
and further with the ghost map νHom : HompM,M1q ÝÑ HompM,G1q defined by ϕ ÞÝÑ ν1 ˝ ϕ.
Proposition 3.7. HompM,M1q is a ν-monoid (Definition 3.1).
Proof. The operation ϕ`ψ is well defined, as ϕ and ψ are homomorphism. It is associative and commu-
tative, since M1 is an abelian monoid. The function 0Hom : a ÞÝÑ 0M1 is the neutral element for p`q. So
HompM,M1q is an abelian monoid. The ghost map ν1 of M1 is idempotent, therefore ν1 ˝ ν1 ˝ϕ “ ν1 ˝ϕ,
and hence νHom “ νHom ˝ νHom is also idempotent. The ghost submonoid of HompM,M1q is the image
of νHom. Axioms NM1–NM3 are obtained by point-wise verification, provided that they hold in M
1. 
5Note that ghost injectivity does not imply that the restriction ϕ|G : G ÝÑ G
1 is an injective map.
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3.2. Colimts, pullbacks, and pushouts.
We denote the category of additive ν-monoids by νMon, whose objects are ν-monoids and its mor-
phisms are ν-monoid homomorphisms.
Proposition 3.8. Colimits exist for additive ν-monoids.
Proof. Let I be a directed index set, and let pMi, ϕijqi,jPI be a direct system of ν-monoids, where
ϕij : Mi ÝÑMj are homomorphisms of ν-monoids. Take „ to be the equivalence determined by x „ y
if ϕikpxq “ ϕjkpyq for some k ě i, j in I, where x PMi and y PMj. The direct limit xM :“ limÝÑiPIMi “`š
iPI Mi
˘{„ exists in the category of monoids, together with the associated maps ϕi : Mi ÝÑ xM.
Similarly, pG :“ limÝÑiPIGi “ `šiPI Gi˘{„ is the direct limit of the system pGi, ψijqi,jPI of ghost submonoids
Gi ĂMi such that ψij “ ϕij |Gi . The ghost maps νi : Mi ÝÑ Gi satisfy ψij “ νj ˝ϕij , and are preserved
under ϕij , by Lemma 3.5. Therefore, pxM, pG, pνq is a ν-monoid with ghost map pν : xM ÝÑ pG. 
Definition 3.9. Let A,B, C P νMon be ν-monoids with morphisms φ1 : A ÝÑ C and φ2 : B ÝÑ C. A
ν-monoid P P νMon, with morphisms π1 : P ÝÑ A and π2 : P ÝÑ B, is a pullback along φ1 and φ2 if
it renders the following diagram commute and universal,
U
ξ

ψ2

ψ1
##
P
π1

π2
// B
φ2

A
φ1
// C
i.e., for every other ν-monoid U with morphisms ψ1 : U ÝÑ A and ψ2 : U ÝÑ B there is a unique
morphism ξ : U ÝÑ P which makes the diagram commute.
In the standard way we define the ν-monoid P as the subset of the direct product Aˆ B:
AˆC B :“ tpa, bq P Aˆ B | φ1paq “ φ2pbqu,
endowed with component-wise addition p`q and identity element p0A, 0Bq; its ghost map is induced
from Aˆ B.
Proposition 3.10. AˆC B is a pullback and it is universal.
Proof. First, to see that A ˆC B is a ν-monoid, notice that φ1p0Aq “ 0C “ φ2p0Bq, since φ1 and φ2 are
ν-monoid homomorphisms, thus p0A, 0Bq P AˆC B. Clearly, AˆC B is closed for addition in Aˆ B, and
is also closed under ν. Indeed, φ1paq “ φ2pbq ñ φ1paνq “ φ1paqν “ φ2pbqν “ φ2pbνq.
Observe that AˆC B is set-theoreic pullback. Given U P νMon with ψ1 : U ÝÑ A, ψ2 : U ÝÑ B such
that φ1 ˝ ψ1 “ φ2 ˝ ψ2, we have
ξ : U ÝÝÝÝÑ Aˆ B, u ÞÝÑ pψ1puq, ψ2puqq,
hence φ1 ˝ π1 ˝ ξ “ φ2 ˝ π2 ˝ ξ. Then, a routine check shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between pairs of homomorphisms pψ1, ψ2q : U ÝÑ AˆCB such that φ1˝ψ1 “ φ2˝ψ2 and homomorphisms
ξ : U ÝÑ AˆC B. 
Pushout of ν-monoids as usual is the dual notion of a pullback, determined by the diagram
V
P
ξ
__
B
π2oo
ψ1
oo
A
ψ2
OO
π1
OO
C
φ2
OO
φ1oo
It is universal, where the proof follows similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.10.
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3.3. ν-semirings.
Equipping an additive ν-monoid (Definition 3.1) by a multiplicative operation with additional traits,
we obtain the following semiring structure, which is the central structure of the study in this paper.
Definition 3.11. A ν-semiring is a quadruple R :“ pR, T ,G, νq, where R is a semiring, pR,G, νq is
an additive ν-monoid, and T Ď RzG is a distinguished subset, containing a designated subset T ˝ with
Rˆ Ď T ˝ which satisfies the conditions:
NS1: a P T ˝ implies an P T ˝ for any n P N,
NS2: a` b P T implies a` bν R G, unless a` b is redundant.
The additive identity 0R is an absorbing element, i.e., 0Ra “ a0R “ 0R for every a P R.
A ν-semiring R is said to be
‚ faithful if ν|T : T ÝÑ G is injective;
‚ commutative if ab “ ba for all a, b P R;
‚ definite if T “ RzG;
‚ tame if any a P RzpT Y Gq can be written as a “ c` dν , where c, d P T ;
‚ persistent full if T “ T ˝;
‚ persistent closed if T ˝ is a (multiplicative) monoid;
‚ T -closed if T is a monoid.
We set eR :“ 1R ` 1R “ p1Rqν , hence e “ e2 “ e ` e “ eν for e “ eR. In particular e P G, and
aν “ a ` a “ ap1R ` 1Rq “ p1R ` 1Rqa; thus aν “ ea “ ae for every a P R. Therefore, in ν-semirings
the ghost submonoid G becomes a semiring ideal (Definition 2.14), called the ghost ideal (which can be
thought of as a “ghost absorbing” subset). Indeed,
abν “ aeb “ ap1R ` 1Rqb “ apb` bq “ ab` ab “ pabqν P G,
furthermore aνbν “ eaeb “ epabq “ pabqν . Note also that, for any a1, . . . , an in R,`ÿ
ai
˘ν “ e`ÿ ai˘ “ÿ eai “ÿ aνi , (3.7)
which implies that if x is a ghost, then all reduced sums y ă x are also ghosts, cf. (3.5). The ν-
equivalence –ν on R is induced from the ν-equivalence (3.1) of its additive ν-monoid structure (cf. §3.1),
respecting multiplication as well, i.e., a –ν b implies ca –ν cb for every c P R. On ν-semirings –ν can be
stated as a –ν b iff ea “ eb.
The elements of the distinguished subset T are called tangible elements and T is termed the tangible
set of R. 6 When R is T -closed, T is called the tangible monoid of R and we say that R is tangibly
closed, for emphasis. We write T0 for T Y t0Ru, which is a pointed monoid when R is a tangibly closed
ν-semiring. The element 0R can be considered either as ghost or tangible. An element a R T is termed
non-tangible.
A tangible element a P T ˝ is said to be tangibly persistent, written t-persistent, i.e., if an P T ˝ Ď T
for any n P N. In particular, every tangible idempotent is t-persistent. The designated subset T ˝ Ď T
is called the t-persistent set of R, and is never empty, since 1R P Rˆ Ď T ˝. T ˝ may contain a larger
monoid than t1Ru, which we denote by T ‚ and call it a t-persistent monoid, or a tangible monoid, in
which any product of t-persistent elements is t-persistent. Accordingly, for a persistent closed ν-semiring
we have T ‚ “ T ˝, while T ‚ “ T ˝ “ T in a tangibly closed ν-semiring.
Example 3.12. A tangible element a “ b` c that can be written as a reduced sum of tangibles b, c P T in
a commutative ν-semiring is not t-persistent. Indeed, a2 “ pb` cq2 “ b2` ebc` b2, which is not tangible,
unless the term ebc is inessential.
Literally, Axiom NS1 means that any power of a t-persistent element is t-persistent, but a product of
t-persistent elements need not be t-persistent. On the other hand, ab P T (reps. ab P T ˝) does not imply
that a, b P T (resp. a, b P T ˝).
6Intuitively, the tangible elements in a ν-semiring correspond to the original max-plus algebra in Example 3.26 below,
although now a`a “ aν instead of a`a “ a. Therefore, as a`¨ ¨ ¨`a “ aν , this formulation encodes an additive multiplicity
ą 1, or equivalently the phrase “the sum attends by at least two different terms”. Taking the sum to be maximum, this is
the tropical analogy of the vanishing condition in ring theory.
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Axiom NS2 strengthens Axiom NM3 of ν-monoids (Definition 3.1) to tangible sums in ν-semirings.
Practically, it follows from Axiom NS2 that a reduced tangible sum cannot involve ghosts:
a` b P T ñ a, b R G. (3.8)
Indeed, otherwise, if a` b P T , say with b P G, then both aν and b are ghost and hence aν ` b P G, since G
is an ideal, which contradicts Axiom NS2. This implies that if a |ù b where a P T , cf. (3.3), then a “ b.
Remark 3.13. In a tame ν-semiring ab R T for any b R T , since b “ c ` dν and ab “ ac ` pcdqν R T
by (3.8).
Recall that Rˆ denotes the subgroup of units in R, where an element a P R is a unit, and said to be
invertible, if there exits b P R such that ab “ ba “ 1R. In this case, b is called the inverse of a and is
denoted by a-1. A unit in ν-semirings must be t-persistent, to stress this we sometimes write T ˆ for Rˆ.
Remark 3.14. In a commutative ν-semiring R, ab P Rˆ implies a, b P Rˆ, since cpabq “ 1R “ pcaqb for
some c P T , and hence b P Rˆ. Commutativity implies that also a P Rˆ.
To summarize our setting, for a ν-semiring R we have the (multiplicative) components
1R P T ˆ “ Rˆ
group
Ď T ˝
set
Ď T
set
Ď RzG
set
, eR P G
ideal
✁R,
each of which is nonempty.
We say that two non-invertible elements a, b R Rˆ are associates if a “ bc for some c P Rˆ. An
element a R Rˆ is irreducible, if a “ bc implies b P Rˆ or c P Rˆ. Accordingly, a ghost element a P G
is never irreducible, as a “ aν “ ea, where e is not a unit.
Since R is a semiring, where multiplication distributes over addition, and pR,G, νq is a partially ν-
ordered monoid (3.4), then
a ąν b ñ ca ąν cb, ac ąν bc for any a, b, c P R, c ‰ 0R. (3.9)
So, the multiplication of R respects the partial ν-ordering of R, and in this sense all nonzero elements
may be realized as “positive” elements.
When R is tangibly closed, we have the strong property
a P T and b P T ñ ab P T ,
which provides T as a monoid.
Remark 3.15. The following structural relations hold:
(a) definite ñ tame;
(b) tangibly closed ñ persistent full and persistent closed.
One can construct a ν-semiring (more precisely a supertropical semiring, as defined below in §3.4)
from any ordered monoid.
Construction 3.16. Given an ordered monoid M :“ pM, ¨ q, cf. Definition 2.9, we duplicate M to have
a second copy Mν of M and create the set STRpMq :“ M Y t0u YMν , where 0 is formally added as
the smallest element. STRpMq becomes an ordered set by declaring that
a ă aν ă b ă bν
for any a ă b in M. We define the addition of x, y P STRpMq as
x` y :“ maxtx, yu,
and take the multiplication induced by the monoid operation, i.e., ab “ a ¨ b for a, b PM and abν “ aνb “
aνbν “ pa ¨bqν , where aν , bν PMν . Accordingly, M is assigned as the tangible monoid T , while MνYt0u
is allocated as the ghost ideal G. Then, STRpMq is endowed with the structure of tangibly closed ν-
semiring, which is also faithful and definite, with ghost map ν|T “ id, in which 0a “ 0a “ 0 is an
absorbing element.
The elements of the Cartesian product Rpnq “ Rˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆR are n-tuples a “ pa1, . . . , anq with ai P R.
A point a P Rpnq is tangible if ai P T0, for all i, and is ghost if ai P G for every i. We write p0Rq for
the point p0R, . . . , 0Rq, which belongs to both T pnq0 and Gpnq. Given a subset E Ă Rpnq, we write E|˝tng
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for E X pT ˝qpnq – called the tangibly persistent part of E. We write E|tng for E X T pnq0 – called the
tangible part of E, E|gh :“ E X Gpnq is called the ghost part of E. The latter parts, E|tng and E|gh,
need not be the complement of each other.
Example 3.17. Suppose R is a commutative, tame, tangibly closed ν-semiring.
(i) The semiring Rrλ1, . . . , λns of polynomials over R is a commutative ν-semiring; its tangible set
consists of the polynomials with tangible coefficients. This ν-semiring is tame but not persistent
full, as the tangible polynomials do not form a monoid. As explained below in §3.9, Rrλ1, . . . , λns
is canonically associated to the persistent full ν-semiring of polynomial functions on Rpnq.
(ii) The semiring of n ˆ n matrices over R is a noncommutative ν-semiring, which is tame but not
tangibly closed. It contains the subgroup of invertible matrices (i.e., the group of generalized
permutation matrices) and the subgroup of diagonal tangible matrices, which give rise to (tame)
tangibly closed ν-subsemiring structures.
(iii) The set Rpnq of all n-tuples over R, with entry-wise addition and multiplication, is a commuta-
tive tangibly closed ν-semiring. The identity element 1Rpnq of this ν-semiring can be generated
additively and multiplicatively by other elements of Rpnq.
Parts (ii) and (iii) provide examples of ν-semiring which are tame, but this property can be dependent on
the way that their tangible elements are defined, e.g., if zero entries are allowed in tangible elements.
The present paper deals with commutative structures arising from commutative ν-semirings, for ex-
ample, from polynomial functions that establish a persistent full ν-semiring, as described below in §3.9.
Therefore, in the sequel, our underlying ν-semirings are always assumed to be commutative.
(A similar but more involved theory can be developed for noncommutative ν-semirings, to cope also with
noncommutative structures, e.g., with matrices.)
Although semiring ideals (Definition 2.14) in the present paper are mostly employed to classify special
subsets of ν-semirings, rather than for factoring out substructures, for a matter of completeness and for
future use, we introduce their special types.
Definition 3.18. An ideal a✁R of a ν-semiring R is called:
(i) ghost radical, if for any an P a, with n P N, the following condition holds
an P a|gh ñ a P a|gh,
(ii) ghost prime, if for any ab P a the following condition holds
ab P a|gh ñ a P a|gh or b P a|gh;
(iii) ghost primary, if for any ab P a the following condition holds
ab P a|gh ñ a P a|gh or bn P a|gh for some n P N;
(iv) maximal, if a is proper and maximal with respect to inclusion.
As one sees, the structural condition on these ideals applies only to ghost products; this is the curtail
merit of these ideals.7 As will be seen later, this is a conceptual idea in our theory.
3.4. ν-domains and ν-semifields.
To avoid pathological cases, e.g., as in Example 3.17, one can turn to more rigid ν-structures which
manifest a better behavior. Henceforth, when it is clear from the context, we write 1, e, 0, for 1R, eR,
0R, respectively.
Definition 3.19. An element a R G in a ν-semiring R :“ pR, T ,G, νq is said to be a ghost divisor if
there exists an element b R G such that ab P G or ba P G. It is a zero divisor if ab “ ba “ 0. We denote
the set of all ghost divisors in R by gdivpRq.
A tangibly closed ν-semiring R is called ν-domain, if it contains no ghost divisors.8 A commutative ν-
domain is called integral ν-domain. If furthermore T is an abelian group, then R is called ν-semifield.
7These types of ideals here are different from the ideals studied in [37, 38].
8This definition changes the definition provided in [39], which is based on cancellativity of multiplication. The latter
definition does not suite here, as seen in Examples 3.22 below.
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In the sequel, we restrict to commutative structures, and write ν-domain for integral ν-domain, for short.
Clearly any zero divisor is a ghost divisor. Suppose that a is a ghost divisor with ab P G, where b R G,
then any product ca with ca R G is also a ghostdivisor. This shows that gdivpRq Y G is a monoid (with
R commutative). Moreover, a cannot be a unit, since otherwise a-1ab “ b P G – a contradiction. If a is
t-persistent in a t-persistent monoid T ‚, then b R T ‚, as T ‚ is a tangible monoid.
Remark 3.20. Suppose that a, b R gdivpRq, then ab R gdivpRq. Indeed, otherwise pabqc P G with c R G
implies apbcq P G, where bc R G since b R gdivpRq, and thus a P gdivpRq – a contradiction.
We have the following trivial example.
Example 3.21. A definite tangibly closed ν-semiring has no ghost divisors, cf. Remark 3.15, and
therefore it is a ν-domain.
In comparison to zero divisors in rings, ghost divisors in ν-semirings appear much often, both in
commutative and noncommutative ν-semirings.
Example 3.22. Let a “ b ` ec be a reduced sum, where b, c P T are tangibles and R is commutative.
Then
pb ` ecqpeb` cq “ eb2 ` bc` ebc` ec2 “ eb2 ` ebc` ec2.
and thus a is ghost divisor. Furthermore, writing
pb` ecqpeb` cq “ peb` ecqpeb` cq “ pb` ecqpeb` ecq
shows that R is not cancellative with respect to multiplication, and also that unique factorization fails.
Similarly, even when a “ b` c is tangible we have a2 “ pb ` cq2 “ b2 ` ebc` c2, where
pb2 ` ebc` c2qpeb2 ` bc` ec2q “ epb4 ` b3c` b2c2 ` bc3 ` c4q.
Thus a2 is ghost divisor (unless ebc is inessential), implying that a is a ghost divisor.
Lemma 3.23. Let R be a commutative tame ν-semiring.
(i) Every a P RzpT ˝ Y Gq is a ghost divisor.
(ii) T ˝z gdivpRq is a multiplicative monoid.
(iii) If a product ab is t-persistent, then a and b are both t-persistent.
Proof. (i): Assume first that a P RzpT Y Gq. Since R is tame, we can write a “ c ` ed, where c, d P T ,
which is a ghost divisor, by Example 3.22. If a P RzpT ˝ Y Gq, then for some m either am P G or
am P RzpT Y Gq, and hence a is a ghost divisor. Indeed, for the latter take the minimal m so that am
is a ghost divisor and there is b R G such that amb P G. Write amb “ apam´1bq, where am´1b R G, since
otherwise we would contradict to the minimality of m.
(ii): Let a, b P T ˝z gdivpRq, and assume that ab R T ˝. The product ab is not ghost since a, b P T ˝z gdivpRq.
Then, also bab is not ghost, since b R gdivpRq and ab R G, implying that pabq2 R G, and iteratively that
pabqn R G. So, pabqn P RzpT Y Gq for some n, and thus pabqn “ c ` ed, with c, d P T . But then pabqn is
a ghost divisor by part (i), and there is q R G such that pabqnq P G. Now bq R G since b R gdivpRq, so if
apbqq P G, then a P gdivpRq – a contradiction. Iteratively, we get that pabqnq P G, where bpabqn`1 R G,
contradictively implying a P gdivpRq.
(iii): Suppose a R T ˝, then there exists m such that am R T , where am R G, since otherwise pabqm P
G. Hence am “ c ` ed, with c, d P T . But, then pabqm “ ambm “ pc ` edqbm “ cbm ` edbm –
contradicting (3.8). 
3.5. Supertropical semirings.
So far all our ν-structures have been considered to have an (additive) ghost submonoid which is
partially ordered (Definition 3.11). The next supertropical structures strengthen this property to totally
ordered submonoids [32].9
9The present paper develops the theory in the more abstract setting of ν-semirings and supertropical structures are
brought as particular examples. Supertropical semirings were employed for an extensive development of linear and matrix
algebra [25, 26, 33, 34, 35].
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Definition 3.24. A supertropical semiring R :“ pR, T ,G, νq is a ν-semiring whose ghost ideal is
totally ordered. A supertropical (integral) domain is a (commutative) definite tangibly closed ν-
semiring R. i.e., T ˝ “ T “ RzG is a abelian monoid, in which the restriction ν|T : T ÝÑ G is onto. A
supertropical semifield is a supertropical integral domain whose tangible monoid is an abelian group,
i.e., Rˆ “ T .
In a supertropical domain R the tangible set T ˝ “ T “ RzG is a monoid, which directly implies that R
has no ghost divisors (Example 3.21), and thus it is a ν-domain. Furthermore, R is tame, as it is definite
(cf. Remark 3.15). In addition, the ν-fiber (3.2) of each ghost b P G contains a tangible element a P T ,
not necessarily unique.
Example 3.25. Letting the ordered monoid M in Construction 3.16 be an ordered abelian group, the
ν-semiring STRpMq is then a supertropical semifield.
Particular examples for STRpMq are obtained by taking M to be pN0,`q, pZ,`q, and pQ,`q, where `
stands for the standard summation. The ν-semirings STRpZq and STRpQq are supertropical semifields,
while STRpN0q is not a supertropical semifield, since STRpN0q|tng “ N0 where Nˆ0 “ 0. But, it is a
supertropical domain (Definition 3.24).
The next example establishes the natural extension of the familiar (tropical) max-plus semiring pRY
t´8u,max,`q and its connection to standard tropical geometry [20].
Example 3.26. Our main supertropical example is the extended tropical semifield [21], that is T :“
STRpMq with M “ pR,`q ordered traditionally, cf. Construction 3.16. Explicitly,
T :“ RY t´8u Y Rν ,
with T “ R, G “ Rν Y t´8u, where the restriction of the ghost map ν|T : R ÝÑ Rν is the identity map
and addition and multiplication are induced respectively by the maximum and standard summation of the
real numbers [21]. The supertropical semifield T extends the familiar max-plus semifield, which is the
underlying structure of tropical geometry. It serves as a main numerical examples, which we traditionally
call logarithmic notation (in particular 1 “ 0 and 0 “ ´8).
The following example presents the smallest finite supertropical semifield, extending the well-known
boolean algebra.
Example 3.27. The superboolean semifield B :“ pt1, 0, 1νu, t1u, t0, 1νu, ν q is a three element su-
pertropical semifield, extending the boolean semiring pt0, 1u,_,^ q, endowed with the following addition
and multiplication:
` 0 1 1ν
0 0 1 1ν
1 1 1ν 1ν
1ν 1ν 1ν 1ν
¨ 0 1 1ν
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1ν
1ν 0 1ν 1ν
B is totally ordered as 1ν ą 1 ą 0. The tangible element of B is 1, while e “ 1 ` 1 “ 1ν is its ghost
element; G :“ t0, 1νu is the ghost ideal of B with the obvious ghost map ν : 1 ÝÑ e.
In other words, by Construction 3.16, the superboolean semifield B is STRpMq with M being the
trivial group. This semifield suffices for realizations of matroids, and more generally of finite abstract
simplicial complexes, as semimodules [30, 31].
Proposition 3.28 (Frobenius Property [32, Proposition 3.9]). If R is a supertropical semiring, then
pa` bqn “ an ` bn, n P N,
for any a, b P R.
3.6. ν-topology.
Let R :“ pR, T ,G, νq be a ν-semiring. Given a nonempty subset U Ď R, using the ν-fibers (3.2) of its
members we define the subset
fibν pUq :“ tb P fibν paq | a P Uu. (3.10)
In particular, if U Ď G, then U Ď fibν pUq. Employing these subsets, a given topology Ω on the ghost
ideal G induces a topology rΩ on R whose open sets are
V Ď fibν pUq such that νpV q “ U, U is open in Ω.
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Clearly, rΩ admits continuity of semiring operations on V , whenever Ω preserves continuity of operations
on U . We call this topology the ν-topology induced by Ω. A ν-topology rΩ on R is extended to Rpnq by
taking the product ν-topology of rΩ.
Example 3.29. In the case of the extended tropical semifield T in Example 3.26, the Euclidian tropology
on Rν induces a ν-topology on T which admits continuity of addition. However, this induced ν-topology
is not Hausdorff, since a and aν cannot be separated by neighbourhoods.
In general, when G is totally ordered, we can define a ν-topology directly.
Example 3.30. A supertropical semiring R, i.e., G is totally ordered, is endowed with a ν-topology on
R having the intervals
Va,b “ tx P R | a ăν x ăν bu, a, b P G,
as a base of its open sets.
3.7. Homomorphisms of ν-semirings.
Recall from Lemma 3.5 that ϕpGq Ď G1 for any homomorphism of ν-monoids ϕ : M ÝÑ M1 (Defini-
tion 3.4).
Definition 3.31. A homomorphism of ν-semirings is a semiring homomorphism (Definition 2.16)
ϕ : pR, T ,G, νq ÝÝÝÝÑ pR1, T 1,G1, ν1q (3.11)
which is also a ν-monoid homomorphism. ϕ is unital, if ϕp1Rq “ 1R1 .
A homomorphism ϕ is a q-homomorphism, abbreviation for quotient homomorphism, if ϕpaq P T 1
implies a P T for all ϕpaq P T 1, that is ϕ-1pT 1q Ď T .
The tangible core and the persistent tangible core of a q-homomorphism ϕ are respectively the
subsets
tcor pϕq :“ ta P T | ϕpaq P T 1u, tcor˝pϕq :“ ta P T | ϕpaq P pT 1q˝u.
We say that ϕ is tangibly injective, if ϕpT q Ď T 1. We call ϕ a tangibly local homomorphism, if
ϕ-1pT 1q “ T , namely if tcor pϕq “ T .
In other words, a q-homomorphism ϕ : R ÝÑ R1 maps only tangible elements of R to the tangible
set T 1 of R1.10 When ϕ is unital, it cannot be a ghost homomorphism (Definition 3.4) and ϕpeRq “
ϕp1Rq`ϕp1Rq “ 1R1`1R1 “ eR1 , which shows again that ϕpGq Ď G1, since ϕpaνq “ ϕpeRaq “ ϕpeRqϕpaq “
eR1ϕpaq. In addition, ϕpRˆq Ď pR1qˆ, since ϕp1Rq “ ϕpaa-1q “ ϕpaqϕpa-1q “ 1R1 .
By definition, we see that tcor˝pϕq Ď tcor pϕq, where tcor˝pϕq of any q-homomorphism ϕ is nonempty,
since ϕ is unital and thus 1R P tcor˝pϕq.
Lemma 3.32. tcor˝pϕq Ă T ˝ for any q-homomorphism ϕ : R ÝÑ R1.
Proof. Assume a P tcor˝pϕq is not t-persistent, then an R T for some n, and thus an R ϕ-1pT 1q, as
ϕ is a q-homomorphism. On the other hand, ϕpanq “ ϕpaqn P pT 1q˝, and therefore an P ϕ-1pT 1q – a
contradiction. 
Proposition 3.33. Let ϕ : R ÝÑ R1 be a q-homomorphism. Then, ϕ-1ppT 1q‚q Ď T ˝ is a monoid for any
tangible monoid pT 1q‚ Ă pT 1q˝.
Proof. ϕ-1ppT 1q˝q Ď T ˝ by the Lemma 3.32. In particular, 1R P tcor˝pϕq, since ϕ is a q-homomorphism.
Assume that a, b P ϕ-1ppT 1q‚q, i.e., ϕpaq, ϕpbq P pT 1q‚. Then, ϕpabq “ ϕpaqϕpbq P pT 1q‚, hence ab P
ϕ-1ppT 1q‚q, implying that ϕ-1ppT 1q‚q is a monoid. 
Corollary 3.34. If ϕ : R ÝÑ R1 is a q-homomorphism, where R1 is a tangibly closed ν-semiring, then
tcor pϕq “ tcor˝pϕq is a monoid.
Example 3.35. The superboolean semifield B (Example 3.27) embeds naturally in any ν-semiring R via
ι : B ÝÝÝÝÑ R, 1 ÞÝÑ 1R, 0 ÞÝÑ 0R, 1ν ÞÝÑ eR.
Note that the surjective map ψ : R ÝÑ B, given by a ÞÝÑ 1 for any a P T , 0R ÞÝÑ 0, and a ÞÝÑ 1ν for
every a P RzT0, is not a homomorphism of ν-semirings.
10This condition prevents a mapping of non-tangibles of R which are not ghosts to tangibles in R1.
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Example 3.36. If ϕ : R ÝÑ R1 is a ghost injective homomorphism (Definition 3.4) of supertropical
domains, then ϕ|T : T ÝÑ T 1 is injective. Indeed, if a ‰ b, say with tangibles a ąν b, such that
ϕpaq “ ϕpbq, then
ϕpaνq “ ϕpaqν1 “ ϕpaq ` ϕpbq “ ϕpa` bq “ ϕpaq,
so ϕpaq P G1– a contradiction.
It is easy to verify that the ghost kernel gker pϕq (Definition 3.4) of a ν-semiring homomorphism
ϕ : R ÝÑ R1 is a semiring ideal containing the ghost ideal G of R. Clearly, gker pϕq X tcor pϕq “ H for
any q-homomorphism ϕ of ν-semirings.
Definition 3.37. The category νSmr of ν-semirings, is defined to be the category whose objects are
ν-semirings (Definition 3.11) and whose morphisms are q-homomorphisms (Definition 3.31).
In what follows, all our objects are taken from the category νSmr.
3.8. Localization of ν-semirings.
Let R :“ pR, T ,G, νq be a commutative ν-semiring, and let C Ă R be a multiplicative submonoid with
1R P C. We always assume that C is not pointed, i.e., that 0R R C. When it is clear from the context,
we write 1 and 0 for 1R and 0R, for short.
We define the localization C´1R of R by C as the monoid localization by a non-cancellative sub-
monoid, as described in §2.3. To wit, this localization is determined by the equivalence „C on R ˆ C
given as
pa, cq „C pa1, c1q iff ac1c2 “ a1cc2 for some c2 P C, (3.12)
written a
c
“ a1
c1
. The addition and multiplication of C´1R are defined respectively via
a1
c1
` a2
c2
“ c2a1 ` c1a2
c1c2
,
a1
c1
a2
c2
“ a1a2
c1c2
,
for a1, a2 P R, c1, c2 P C. Then, C´1R could become a ν-semiring by defining aicj to be tangible if and
only if both ai and cj are tangibles in R, and letting
ai
cj
be ghost if ai or cj is ghost in R. But then, the
elements a
c
are not necessarily invertible, as c P C could be non-tangible. Moreover, taking an arbitrary
monoid C does not suit here, as seen by the next remark.
Remark 3.38. The idea of localization by non-tangible elements has a major defect. For example,
suppose that a “ p` qe is a non-tangible element in C, where p, q P T . In this case we would have
1 “ a
a
“ p` eq
p` eq “
p` eq ` eq
p` eq “
p` eq
p` eq `
eq
p` eq “ 1` e
ˆ
q
p` eq
˙
,
which for a large q contradicts NS2, cf. (3.8). (In addition, 1 is then a g-divisor by Example 3.22,
implying contradictively that b “ 1b “ ghost for some non-ghost b P RzG.) Similarly, for a “ eq we would
have 1 “ a
a
“ eq
eq
“ eeq
eq
“ e eq
eq
“ e, introducing a contradiction again.
With this nature, to ensure that a localized ν-semiring is well defined, where the elements of C become
units in the localization RC , initially, all the members of C must be tangibles. More precisely, they must
be t-persistents, i.e., C Ď T ˝, since C should be a tangible monoid.
Definition 3.39. When C Ď T is a tangible submonoid, we say that C´1R is a tangible localization
of R. If C “ T (and hence T “ T ‚), then C´1R is called the ν-semiring of fractions of R and is
denoted by QpRq. When R is a ν-domain, C´1R is called the ν-semifield of fractions of R.
Note that C may contain g-divisors, as far as it is a tangible monoid. Henceforth, we assume that C Ď T ˝
is a tangible monoid.
The canonical q-homomorphism (Definition 3.31) is given by
τC : R ÝÝÝÝÑ C´1R, a ÞÝÑ a
1
, (3.13)
and is an injection. We identify C´1R with the ν-semiring pC´1R, C´1T , C´1G, ν1q, whose ghost map
is given by ν1 : a
c
ÞÝÑ aν
c
, and write
RC :“ C´1R
for the localization of R by C. When the multiplicative submonoid C is generated by a single element
a P R, i.e., C “ t1, a, a2, a3, . . . u, we sometimes write Ra for RC .
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Remark 3.40. Let τC : R ÝÑ RC be the (canonical) injective q-homomorphism (3.13).
(i) The ghost kernel of τC is determined as
gker pτCq “ ta P R | ac P G for some c P Cu.
Indeed, a
1
“ bν
1
is ghost in RC iff ac “ bνc for some c P C, but bνc “ pbcqν P G is ghost, implying
that ac P G.
(ii) For all c P C, τCpcq is a tangible unit in RC , i.e., τCpcq P pRCqˆ.
(iii) τC is bijective, if C consists of tangible units in R.
For a q-homomorphism ϕ : R ÝÑ R1 of ν-semirings, where R1 is a tangibly closed ν-semiring, we define
the tangible localization Rϕ of R by ϕ to be
Rϕ :“ Rtcor˝pϕq “ ptcor˝pϕqq-1R. (3.14)
It is well defined, since tcor˝pϕq Ă R is a multiplicative tangible submonoid by Corollary 3.33.
Proposition 3.41 (Universal property of tangible localization). Let R be a ν-semiring, and let RC
be its tangible localization by a (multiplicative) submonoid C Ď T . The canonical q-homomorphism
τC : R ÝÑ RC satisfies τCpCq Ď pRCqˆ and it is universal: For any ν-semiring q-homomorphism
ϕ : R ÝÑ S with ϕpCq Ď Sˆ there is a unique ν-semiring q-homomorphism pϕ : RC ÝÑ S such that the
diagram
R
ϕ
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
◆
τC // RC
pϕ

S
commutates. Furthermore, if ϕ : R ÝÑ S satisfies the same universal property as τC does, then the
q-homomorphism pϕ : RC ÝÑ S is an isomorphism.
Proof. Uniqueness: For a P R and c P C, we have ϕpaq “ pϕ`a
1
˘ “ pϕ`a
c
c
1
˘ “ pϕ`a
c
˘
ϕpcq, hence pϕ`a
c
˘ “
ϕpaqϕ-1pcq since ϕpCq Ď Sˆ, implying that pϕ is uniquely determined by ϕ.
Existence of a q-homomorphism pϕ : RC ÝÑ S: Set pϕ`ac ˘ “ ϕpaqϕpcq-1, with a P R and c P C. Suppose
a
c
“ a1
c1
, that is ac1c2 “ a1cc2 for some c2 P C. Then ϕpaqϕpc1qϕpc2q “ ϕpa1qϕpcqϕpc2q, which implies
ϕpaqϕpc1q “ ϕpa1qϕpcq, since ϕpc2q is a unit in S, and this is equivalent to ϕpaqϕpcq-1 “ ϕpa1qϕpc1q-1.
Hence, pϕ : RC ÝÑ S is well-defined, and it is easily checked that pϕ satisfies ϕ “ pϕ ˝ τC .
Assume that both τC and ϕ are universal in the above sense. Then, pϕ : RC ÝÑ S satisfies ϕ “ pϕ ˝ τC ,
and there is a q-homomorphism φ : S ÝÑ RC such that τC “ φ ˝ ϕ. Applying the uniqueness part to
idS ˝ϕ “ pϕ ˝ τC “ ppϕ ˝ φq ˝ ϕ, idRC ˝τC “ φ ˝ ϕ “ pφ ˝ pϕq ˝ τC ,
we conclude that pϕ ˝ φ “ idS and φ ˝ pϕ “ idRC . Consequently, pϕ : RC ÝÑ S is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 3.42. Suppose C2 Ă C1 are multiplicative submonoids of R, then RC1 is isomorphic to
pRC2qτC2 pC1q.
Proof. Once we have the universal property of tangible localization in Proposition 3.41, the proof is
similar to the case of rings, e.g., [40, Propoisition 7.4]. 
Lemma 3.43. Suppose a P T ˝z gdivpRq is irreducible t-persistent, where R is a tame ν-semiring. If
an “ bc, then b “ uas and c “ vat with u, v units.
Proof. As a is irreducible, we may assume that a cannot be written as a product of two elements,
otherwise we can divide by one terms which is a unit. Since a is t-persistent and R is tame, b and c are
also t-persistent by Lemma 3.23.(iii). Localizing by b, we have a
n
b
“ c
1
, implying that a
s
b
“ 1 for some s,
since a is irreducible; hence as “ b. 
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3.9. Functions and polynomials.
We repeat some basic definitions from [39], for the reader’s convenience. Given a semiring R, in the
usual way via point-wise addition and multiplication, we define the semiring FunpX,Rq of set-theoretic
functions from a set X to R. As customarily, we write f |Y for the restriction of a function f to a
nonempty subset Y of X .
For a ν-semiring R :“ pR, T ,G, νq, FunpX,Rq is a ν-semiring whose ghost elements are functions
defined as fνpxq “ pfpxqqν , for all x P X . Defining tangible functions is more subtle, and includes several
possibilities [39]. We elaborate this issue later.
Definition 3.44. The ghost locus of a function f P FunpX,Rq, with R a ν-semiring, is defined as
Zpfq :“ tx P X | fpxq P Gu.
When f is determined by a polynomial, Zpfq is called an algebraic set.
An equivalent way to define the ghost locus of f is by
Zpfq :“ tx P X | fpxq “ fνpxqu. (3.15)
By this definition we see that X “ Zpfνq for every ghost function fν over any set X . When X Ă Rpnq,
the distinguishing of tangible subsets and ghost subsets in X can be made by a point-wise classification.
Polynomials in n indeterminates Λ :“ tλ1, . . . , λnu over a ν-semiring R are defined as customarily by
formulas ÿ
iPI
αiΛ
i, αi P R,
where I Ă Nn is a finite subset and i “ pi1, . . . , inq is a multi-index. RrΛs :“ Rrλ1, . . . , λns denotes
the ν-semiring of all polynomials over R, whose addition and multiplication are induced from R in the
standard way. A polynomial f P RrΛs is a tangible polynomial, if αi P T for all i P I. f is a ghost
polynomial, if αi P G for all i P I. (Note that, as a function, a tangible polynomial does not necessarily
take tangible values everywhere).
Remark 3.45. Clearly, if R is a tame ν-semiring, then RrΛs is also tame, cf. Example 3.17.(i).
The polynomial ν-semiring RrΛs is not a tangibly closed ν-semiring (resp. definite ν-semiring), even
if R is tangibly closed (resp. definite), as a product (or even powers) of tangible polynomials can be non-
tangible (e.g. pλ` aq2 “ λ2` aνλ` a2, and λ` a is not t-persistent). Therefore, tangible polynomials do
not constitute a monoid. To resolve this drawback, we view polynomials as functions under the natural
map
φ : RrΛs ÝÝÝÝÑ FunpX,Rq,
defined by sending a polynomial f to the function rf : a ÞÝÑ fpaq, where a “ pa1, . . . , anq P X Ă Rpnq.
We denote the image of RrΛs in FunpX,Rq by PolpX,Rq, which is a ν-subsemiring of FunpX,Rq. The
map φ induces a natural congruence FX on X , whose underlying equivalence –X is determined by
f –X g ô rf |X “ rg|X .
Accordingly, the ν-semiring PolpX,Rq is isomorphic to RrΛs{FX, whose elements are termed polynomial
functions.11
In this setting, an element rf s P RrΛs{FX is
‚ a tangible polynomial function if and only if f –X h only to tangible polynomials h P RrΛs,
‚ a ghost polynomial function if and only if f –X g for some ghost polynomial g P RrΛs,
‚ a zero function if and only if f –X 0.
We write f |X –ν g|X , if fpaq –ν gpaq for all a P X.
As a consequence of these definitions, if R is a tangibly closed ν-semiring, then RrΛs{FX is also tangibly
closed. In particular, F rΛs{FX is tangibly closed for any ν-semifield F .
Remark 3.46. Let f P RrΛs{FX be a polynomial function.
11Polynomial functions have been studied in [32], and yielded a supertropical version of Hilbert Nullstellensatz. Their
restriction to an algebraic set forms a coordinate semiring [39]. This view provides an algebraic formulation, given in terms
of congruences, for the balancing condition used in tropical geometry [20].
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(i) The property of being tangible for f depends on the domain X. A polynomial function f can
be tangible over X but non-tangible (or even ghost) over a subset Y Ă X, for example take
Y “ Zpfq. In particular, a tangible polynomial can be a ghost polynomial function over some
subsets X Ă Rpnq.
(ii) If f is a ghost function over X, then it is ghost over any subset Y Ď X.
(iii) If a product fg is ghost, where f is tangible, then g is ghost. However, we may have a ghost
product of two non-ghost functions, i.e., a ghost divisor as in Example 3.22.
(iv) f –X 0 iff f “ 0, independently on the subset X, as long as X ‰ t0u.
When X “ Rpnq, we denote by rRrΛs the ν-semiring PolpX,Rq “ RrΛs{FX of polynomial functions.
Similarly, we write rF rΛs for the tangibly closed ν-semiring F rΛs{FX with F a ν-semifield. (In this case,
every tangible polynomial is assigned with a tangible polynomial function.) The restriction of rF rΛs to a
subset Y Ă X , denoted as rF rY s, is considered as the coordinate ν-semiring of Y , cf. [39].
Remark 3.47. Given a subset Y Ď X and a point a P Y , we define the “evaluation mapping”
ǫa : rRrY s ÝÝÝÝÑ R
by ǫapfq “ fpaq. If ǫa “ ǫb for a, b P X, then a “ b. (Indeed, if ǫa “ ǫb, then fpaq “ fpbq for every
f P rRrXs, and in particular for fpxq “ x.) The map ǫa is a q-homomorphism of ν-semirings, for which
an element a P Zpfq iff f P gker pǫaq.
Any q-homomorphism ϕ : rRrY s ÝÑ rRrZs defines a morphism φ : Z ÝÑ Y . Indeed, the composition
ǫa ˝ ϕ is clearly a function rRrY s ÝÑ R, and thus equals ǫb for some b P Y . Then, the identification φ
sending a ÞÝÑ b defines a morphism.
The view of polynomial functions over supertropical semirings provides the Frobenius Property,
written as
fm “
ˆÿ
i
aiΛ
i
˙m
“
ÿ
i
paiΛiqm, (3.16)
which is a direct consequence of the point-wise computation in Proposition 3.28.
Theorem 3.48 ([32, Theorem 8.35]). Let F be divisibly closed supertropical semifield. Then, any poly-
nomial function f P rF rλs factorizes uniquely to a product of linear and quadratic terms of the form
λ` a, eλ` a, λ` aν , λ2 ` bνλ` a, with b ą ?a.
These terms are called primitive elements.
The extended tropical semiring T in Example 3.26 is a supertropical semifield that admits the con-
ditions of the theorem. However, in general, unique factorization fails for ν-semirings (as seen in Exam-
ple 3.22), especially for supertropical polynomial functions, even for tangible functions.
Example 3.49. Consider the ν-semiring of polynomial functions rF rΛs over a ν-semifield F .
(i) The tangible polynomial function 12
f “ g1g2 “ pλ1 ` λ2 ` 1qpλ1 ` λ2 ` λ1λ2q
“ λ21λ2 ` λ1λ22 ` λ21 ` λ22 ` eλ1λ2 ` λ1 ` λ2
“ pλ1 ` 1qpλ2 ` 1qpλ1 ` λ2q “ h1h2h3
has two different factorizations g1g2 and h1h2h3 [39, Example 5.22]. Note that hi ă g1 for
i “ 1, 2, 3, cf. (3.5), but Zphiq Ę Zpg1q.
(ii) The square of the linear function f “ eλ1 ` eλ2 ` 1 can be written as
peλ1 ` eλ2 ` 1q2 “ peλ1 ` λ2 ` 1qpλ1 ` eλ2 ` 1q “ g1g2,
although f is irreducible. But still f –ν gi, for i “ 1, 2.
By Lemma 3.43, for powers of tangible polynomial functions in rF rΛs, with rF a tame ν-semifield, we
have the following property.
12This example holds also for polynomials over the standard tropical semiring.
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Remark 3.50. Assume that f P rF rΛs is a tangible irreducible which is not a ghost divisor; thus f is
t-persistent by Lemma 3.23. If fm “ gh, then g “ af s and h “ bf t for some units a, b P Rˆ, cf.
Lemma 3.43. More generally, this holds for f P rRrΛs, where R is a tame tangibly closed ν-semiring.
Considering the ghost locus Zpfq in Definition 3.44 as the root set of a polynomial function f P rRrλs,
a very easy analog of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra is obtained.
Proposition 3.51. Over a ν-semiring R, every f P rRrλs which is not a tangible constant has a root.
Proof. As a function, fpaq P G for a large enough a P G, unless f is a tangible constant. 
Restricting to tangible roots, we recall Proposition 5.8 from [32]:
Proposition 3.52. Over a divisibly closed supertropical semifield F , every f P rF rλs which is not a
tangible monomial has a tangible root.
The present paper develops the theory in the general framework of ν-semirings and the above results
serve later as particular examples.
3.10. Hyperfields and valuations.
The link of classical theory to ν-semirings to is established by valuations. Recall that a valuation of
a valued field K is a map
val : K ÝÝÝÝÑ T0 :“ T Y t0u, p0 :“ ´8q,
where T :“ pT ,`q is a totally ordered abelian group, that satisfies
(a) valpf ¨ gq “ valpfq ` valpgq;
(b) valpf ` gq ď maxtvalpfq, valpgqu with equality if valpfq ‰ valpgq.
By Example 3.25, the ordered group T extends to the supertropical semifield STRpT q “ pT0YT ν , T , T ν0 , νq,
where val : K ÝÑ T0 gives the supervaluation sval : K ÝÑ STRpT q, sending K to the tangible submonoid
of STRpT q, as studied in [22].
A valuation in general is not a homomorphism, as it does not preserve associativity. Yet, one wants
to realize this map at least as a “homomorphic relation”. To receive such realization, we view STRpT q,
usually with T “ R, as a hyperfield [2, 60]. This is done by assigning every tangible a P T0 with the
singleton Pa :“ tau Ă T0, while each ghost aν P T ν is associated to the subset Paν :“ tb P T0 | b ď au Ă T0.
The hyperfield operations are induced from the operations of STRpT q:
Px ` Py :“ Px`y , Px ¨ Py :“ Pxy .
For x ‰ y, this construction provides the inclusions
Px Ď Py iff x ďν y, for all x P STRpT q, y P T ν , (3.17)
while the (non-unique) inclusion valpfq P Px gives the binary relation
valpfq P Px or valpfq R Px, (3.18)
for every x P STRpT q and f P K.
Proposition 3.53. The relation (3.18) is homomorphic in the sense that
valpfgq P Pxy and valpf ` gq P Px`y,
for valpfq P Px, valpgq P Py.
Proof. Let a “ valpfq, b “ valpgq. Then, valpfgq “ valpfq ` valpgq “ ab P Pab, and
valpf ` gq ď maxta, bu “
$&% a P Pa “ Pa`b, a ą b,a P Pa Ă Pa`a “ Paν , a “ b,
b P Pb “ Pa`b, b ą a. 
Example 3.54. Consider the supertropical semifield T “ STRppR,`qq in Example 3.26. To realize T as
a hyperfield over R, each a P RYt´8u is assigned with the one-element set tau Ă RYt´8u, while b P Rν
is assigned with the closed ray r´8, as Ă RY t´8u.
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3.11. A view to polyhedral geometry.
Traditional tropical varieties may be obtained by taking different viewpoints, as outlined below, see
e.g. [14]. We write R´8 for the max-plus semiring R´8 :“ tR Y t´8u,max,`q, where Rpnq´8 stands for
the cartesian product of n copies of R´8.
The amoeba of a complex affine variety Y “ tpz1, . . . , znq | zi P Cu is defined as
AtpY q “ tplogt |z1|, . . . , logt |zn|q | pz1, . . . , znq P Y u Ă Rpnq´8,
which by taking limit t Ñ 0 degenerates to a non-Archimedean amoeba A0 in the n-space over the
max-plus semiring R´8, cf. [14]. A0 is a finite polyhedral complex of pure dimension, i.e., all its maximal
faces (termed facets) have the same dimension. This symplectic viewpoint leads to the topological
definition [20]: a tropical variety X Ă Rpnq is a finite rational polyhedral complex of pure dimension
whose weighted facets δ carry positive integral values mpδq such that for each face σ of codimension 1 in
X the following balancing condition holdsÿ
σĂδ
mpδqnσpδq “ 0, (3.19)
where δ runs over all facets of X containing σ, and nσpδq is the primitive unit vector normal to σ lying
in the cone centered at σ and directed by δ. Thereby, a tropical hypersurface must have (topological)
dimension n´ 1.
The “combinatorial–algebraic” approach to tropical varieties starts with a polynomial f
R
over the
max-plus semiring R´8, which determines a piecewise linear convex function fR : R
pnq ÝÑ R. Its domain
of non-differentiability Corpf
R
q, called corner locus, defines a tropical hypersurface. In combinatorial
sense, Corpf
R
q is the set of points in Rpnq on which the evaluation of f
R
is attained by at least two of its
monomials. Yet, this formalism is not purely algebraic.
Valuations as described in §3.10 give a direct passage from classical algebraic varieties to tropical
varieties [54]. For example, take T “ R to be the valued group of the field K of Puiseux series pptq “ř
qPQ cqt
q, with cq P C and Q Ď Q bounded from below, where val : K ÝÑ R´8 is given by
valppptqq :“
#
´mintq P Q | cq ‰ 0u, pptq P Kˆ,
´8, pptq “ 0.
A tropical variety is now defined as the closure valpY q of a subvariety Y of the torus pKˆqpnq, where val
is applied coordinate-wise to Y . A parallel way is to tropicalize the generating elements of the ideal that
determines Y and then to consider the intersection of their corner loci.
Supertropical theory provides a purely algebraic way to capture tropical varieties as ghost loci of
systems of polynomials (Definition 3.44). In this setting, standard tropical varieties are a subclass of
ghost loci obtained as the tangible domains of tangible polynomial functions [32]. Furthermore, ghost
loci allow to frame a larger family of polyhedral objects, including objects whose dimension equals to
that of their ambient space.
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Figure 1. Tangible parts of supertropical algebraic sets.
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Example 3.55. Let f “ λ21λ2 ` λ1λ22 ` αλ1λ2 ` 0 be a polynomial in Trλ1, λ2s, where T is the extended
tropical semiring of Example 3.26. Assume α ăν 0, and let X “ Zpfq be the ghost locus of f .
(i) For a tangible α P T “ R, the restriction X |tng is a standard tropical elliptic curve, as described
in Figure 1.(a).
(ii) When α P G “ Rν is a ghost, we obtain the supertropical curve X |tng illustrated in Figure 1.(b).
This type of objects is not accessible by traditional tropical geometry.
(iii) Consider the set of polynomials E “ tαν ` λ1, αν ` λ2, 0` p´αqνλ1λ2, u Ă Trλ1, λ2s with α ą 0,
and let Y “ ZpEq “ ŞfPE Zpfq be ghost locus of E. Then, restricting to tangibles, Y |tng is the
filled triangle given in Figure 1.(c).
In fact, by the same way as in (iii), any convex polytope with m facets having rational slopes can be
described as the tangible restriction of the ghost locus of a set ofm binomials over T. More specifically, to
capture the geometric features with tropical geometry one can simply use the extension T of the max-plus
semiring R´8, as demonstrated Example 3.55.(i).
4. Congruences on supertropical structures
In this section we employ congruences on ν-semirings, starting with their underlying additive ν-monoid
structure, and later concern their multiplicative structure as well. To enable a meaningful passage to
quotient structures, congruences in our theory play the customary role of ideals in ring theory. In this
view, we study main types of congruences, analogous to types of ideals, and explore their meaning in
supertropical theory. Types of these congruences are of different nature, due to the special structure of
ν-semirings.
4.1. Congruences on additive ν-monoids.
We denote by CongpMq the set of all congruences on a given additive ν-monoid M :“ pM,G, νq,
cf. Definition 3.1. A congruence A P CongpMq is an equivalenc relation that respects the ν-monoid
operation and all relevant relations (especially associativity), cf. §2.1. Its underlying equivalence is
denoted by ”, unless otherwise is specified. Recall from (2.4) that for any congruence A on M there
exists the canonical surjection πA : M Ý։M{A, see Remark 2.3.
Given a congruence A P CongpMq with underlying equivalence ”, we write
a ” ghost if a ” b for some b P G.
(This notation includes the case that a ” 0, in which also aν ” 0.)
Lemma 4.1. Suppose a ” ghost in a congruence A P CongpMq, then a ” aν .
Proof. By assumption a ” b for some b P G. As A respects the ν-monoid operation `, we have a` a ”
b` b “ b, since b P G. Hence aν ” b, and the transitivity of A implies a ” aν . 
We have the obvious characterization of ghosts in terms of congruences:
Corollary 4.2. An element a PM is ghost if and only if a ” aν in all congruences A on M.
Viewing a congruence A on M as subalgebra of MˆM, we define its ghost cluster of A to be
GclspAq :“ tpa, bq P A | a ” aνu ĎMˆM. (4.1)
This ghost cluster provides a coarse classification of the ghost equivalence classes of A. In particular, for
every A we always have G ˆ G Ď GclspAq. Moreover, by Lemma 4.1, an inclusion pa, bq P GclspAq implies
that pa, aq P GclspAq and pb, bq P GclspAq, whereas a ” aν and b ” bν.
The set-theoretic complement of GclspAq in A is denoted by
G
c
clspAq :“ AzGclspAq.
A congruence A on M is said to be a ghost congruence, if A “ GclspAq, namely GcclspAq “ H.
Remark 4.3. If the ghost cluster GclspAq of A P CongpMq consists of elements from a single (ghost)
equivalence class, then A is not a proper congruence (Definition 2.2). Indeed, in this case aν ” 0 for
every aν P G, and then
a “ a` 0 ” a` aν “ a` pa` a` aq “ pa` aq ` pa` aq “ aν ` aν ” 0` 0 “ 0.
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Therefore, each a PM is congruent to 0.
Formally, in special cases, we use the zero congruenceO, whose underlying equivalence”o is given by
a ”o 0 for all a PM. (4.2)
O consists of the single equivalence class r0s.
We define the ghost projection of the ghost cluster GclspAq of a congruence A on M to be the subset
G
-1
clspAq :“ ta PM | a ” aνu Ď M. (4.3)
In other words, G-1clspAq is the preimage of the diagonal of GclspAq under the map ι : M ÝÑ ∆pAq,
cf. (2.2). In this setup, GclspAq is the restriction of A to G-1clspAq Ď M, and by itself is a congruence on
G
-1
clspAq. Note that an element a P G-1clspAq need not be a ghost belonging to G, and that a P G-1clspAq if
and only if pa, aq P GclspAq. Clearly, the inclusion G Ď G-1clspAq holds for any congruence A on M. For
short, we write
G
-c
clspAq :“ pG-1clspAqqc (4.4)
for the set-theoretic complement of G-1clspAq in M.
The quotient of a ν-monoid M :“ pM,G, νq by a congruence A is defined as
M{A :“ pM{A, G-1clspAq{GclspAq, rνsq, (4.5)
where the ghost map ν : M ÝÑ G of M induces the ghost map rνs of M{A via rasrνs “ raνs. A class ras
of M{A is a ghost class, if it contains a ghost element of M, where Lemma 4.1 implies that a ” aν , and
hence also aν P ras. The partial ordering of the ghost submonoid of M{A is induced by addition, i.e.,
ras ą rbs if ras ` rbs “ ras, and thus ras ` rbs “ rasrνs whenever rasrνs “ rbsrνs. Hence, M{A is an additive
ν-monoid (Definition 3.1).
We see that in fact the ghost projection G-1clspAq is the preimage of the ghost submonoid of M{A under
the canonical surjection πA : M Ý։M{A, cf. (2.4). Namely, it is the g-kernel of πA (Definition 3.6).
Remark 4.4. For any congruence A on a ν-monoid M we have the following properties.
(i) If aν ” bν , then
ra` bs “ ras ` rbs “ rasν ñ a` b ” aν .
This equivalence is compatible with the canonical surjection πA : M Ý։M{A, cf. Remark 2.3.(i).
(ii) Suppose a` b “ c. If a ” b, then aν “ a` a ” a` b, and thus
aν ” a` b “ c, aν “ aν ` aν ” pa` bq ` pa` bq “ c` c “ cν ,
implying that c ” cν . In the case that aν ` b P G, the same holds under the equivalence a ” aν ,
since aν ` b ” a` b “ c.
(iii) If a` b “ a and a ” b, then a ” aν by (i), and hence b ” bν , since
b ” a ” aν “ a` a ” b` b “ bν .
In particular, this implies that if a ” b where b ďν a, then a ” aν and b ” bν .
(iv) If a` b “ a and a ” b, then a ” c for every c such that a` c “ a and c` b “ c (especially when
a ąν c ąν b). Indeed
a “ a` c ” b` c “ c.
Furthermore, c ” cν for each such c, since a ” aν by (iii).
Clearly, an inclusion of congruences implies the inclusion of their ghost clusters:
A1 Ă A2 ñ GclspA1q Ă GclspA2q. (4.6)
Also, by transitivity of congruences, the intersection A1 X A2 respects intersection of ghost clusters:
GclspA1 X A2q “ GclspA1q X GclspA2q.
Having the above insights, we next observe congruences that arise from suitable “ghost relations”,
taking place on subsets of ν-monoids. For a nonempty subset E of M we define the set of congruences
GpEq :“ tA P CongpMq | E Ď G-1clspAqu Ď CongpMq, (4.7)
and consider the congruence determined as the intersection of all its members:
GE :“
č
APGpEq
A. (4.8)
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This construction provides GE as the minimal congruence in which the entire subset E is declared as
ghost, that is a ” aν for every a P E, cf. Remark 2.1 and Lemma 4.1.
The congruence GE respects the monoid operation of M, as it is the intersection of congruences, and
hence it is transitively closed. We call GE the ghostifiying congruence of E, while M{GE is said to
be the ghostification of E, for short. We also say that K is ghostfied by GE , when K Ď E.
Lemma 4.5. The underlying equivalence ” of GE can be formulated as
a` b ” a` bν for all b P E. (4.9)
In particular, b ” bν for all b P E.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, the inclusion E Ď G-1clspAq is equivalent to having the relation b ” bν satisfied for
all b P E. Every A P GpEq satisfies the equivalence (4.9), since A respects addition, and therefore their
intersection GE also admits condition (4.9). Then, the minimality of GE completes the proof. 
Accordingly, the ghsotification of a subset E Ď M is provided by the minimal congruence whose
underlying equivalence ” admits the relation
a ” aν for all a P E Y G.
In the degenerated case that E Ď G, we simply have GE “ ∆pMq. On the other hand, if 1 P E, then GE
is a ghost congruence.
Remark 4.6. Let ras, rbs be classes of R{GE. From (4.9) it follows that ras “ rbs only if a –ν b, cf. (3.1).
(The converse does not hold in general, take for example a, b R G such that a ‰ b and a –ν b.)
We say that the congruence GE is determined by E ĎM, and define the set
ConggpMq :“ tGE | E ĎMu (4.10)
of all ghostifying congruences on M. We call these congruences g-congruences, for short. ConggpMq
is a nonempty set as it contains ∆pMq.
Remark 4.7. For any subsets E,E1 ĎM we have the following properties:
(i) GEXE1 “ GE XGE1 ;
(ii) GEYE1 “ GE YGE1 (cf. (2.8));
(iii) E Ă E1 ñ GE Ă GE1 .
Namely, ConggpMq is closed for intersection (and respects inclusion), in which GM is maximal congru-
ence. Therefore, ConggpMq has the structure of a semilattice.
(By Remark 3.2, a ”g 0 in GE implies that a “ 0, and thus formally the zero congruence O does not
belong to ConggpMq.)
Lemma 4.8. Let ϕ : M ÝÑ M1 be a ν-monoid homomorphism (Definition 3.4), then gker pϕq “
G
-1
clspGgker pϕqq.
Proof. Let E “ gker pϕq. The inclusion E Ď G-1clspGEq is obvious. Conversely, suppose G-1clspGEqzE is
nonempty and take a P G-1clspGEqzE. Thus, a is not a ghost, since E “ gker pϕq, and a can be written as
a “ b` d`
ÿ
ei for some b P G, d PMzG, ei P EzG,
where b and ei are possibly all 0. (In fact b`
ř
ei P E as E is a monoid.) By Lemma 4.5 we obtain
aν “ dν ` b`
ÿ
eνi “ d` b`
ÿ
eνi ,
since a P G-1clspGEq, which implies by Axiom NM3 in Definition 3.1 that a “ dν ` b`
ř
ei. Thus
a “ b1 `
ÿ
ei for some ei P E, b1 P G.
But G Ă E, and hence a P E. 
Using ghostifying congruences, one can define quotients of ν-monoids.
Definition 4.9. The quotient ν-monoid of a ν-monoid M by a subset E Ď M is defined to be the
ν-monoid M{GE. We write M{{E for M{GE.
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In other words, all the elements of E ĎM are identified as ghosts in M{{E. In particular, for E Ď G,
we have GE “ ∆pMq, and therefore, in this case, M{{E “ M. On the other hand, M{{E – G when
E “ M. The process of quotienting by the means of ghsotification is canonically defined and allows a
factoring oyt by substructures, as well as taking closures.
Definition 4.10. The g-cokernel of a homomorphism ϕ : M ÝÑM1 of ν-monoids is defined as
gcoker pϕq :“M1{{im pϕq . (4.11)
Let E be a subset of M, and consider the surjective homomorphism
ϕ : M ÝÝÝÝÑM{{E.
By Lemma, 4.8 gker pϕq “ G-1clspGgker pϕqq is a ν-submonoid of M containing E Y G.
Lemma 4.11. Let N Ă M be a ν-submonoid containing G, and let φ : M ÝÑ M{{N be the canonical
homomorphism. Then gker pφq “ N .
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.8. 
Theorem 4.12. Let ϕ : M ÝÑM1 be a ν-monoid homomorphism. There exists a unique ν-homomorphism
ϕ : M{{gker pϕq ÝÝÝÝÑM1, ϕ : ras ÞÝÑ ϕpaq,
such that ϕ “ ϕ ˝ π, where π : M ÝÑ M{{gker pϕq is the canonical homomorphism. Namely, ϕ factors
uniquely through π and the diagram
M
ϕ“ϕ˝π
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
π //M{{gker pϕq
ϕ

M1
commutes.
Proof. Clearly, ϕ is a homomorphism: ϕpra ` bsq “ ϕpa ` bq “ ϕpaq ` ϕpbq “ ϕprasq ` ϕprbsq. Let Aϕ
be the c-kernel of ϕ (Remark 2.3.(ii)) and write E “ gker pϕq, which is a monoid. Then, E “ G-1clspGEq
by Lemma 4.8, and GE Ă Aϕ since Aϕ includes the relations a ” aν for all a P E, and their transitive
closure, implying that ϕ is well defined by Remark 2.7. Also, pϕ ˝ πqpaq “ ϕpπpaqq “ ϕprasq “ ϕpaq,
proving that ϕ ˝π “ ϕ. Suppose there exists another ψ such that ψ : M{gker pϕq ÝÑM1 with ψ ˝π “ ϕ,
then ψprasq “ ψpπpaqq “ pψ ˝ πqpaq “ ϕpaq so that ϕ “ ψ, and ϕ is unique. 
4.2. Congruences on ν-semirings.
Henceforth, our ν-semiring R :“ pR, T ,G, νq is always assumed to be commutative, cf. §3.3. Recall
that ” denotes the underlying equivalence of a congruence A. We begin with the set CongpRq of all con-
gruences on R, and later restrict to better behaved congruences which include families of g-congruences.
Remark 4.13. Any congruence A P CongpRq satisfies the condition that if a ” b then
aν “ ea ” eb “ bν .
Conversely, when A is cancellative (Definition 2.2), if aν ” bν then a ” b, and moreover a ” aν for every
a P R. (Indeed, ea ” eaν , and a ” aν by cancellativity.) Therefore, one sees that cancellativity is much
too restrictive for congruences on ν-semirings.
We specialize congruences on ν-monoids to ν-semirings, involving their multiplicative structure. While
the additive structure induced by a congruence A on R has been addressed through ghost elements,
characterized by the ghost cluster GclspAq, the multiplicative structure induced by A is approached via
tangible elements.
The tangible cluster TclspAq of a congruence A P CongpRq is defined as
TclspAq :“ tpa, bq P A | a P T , pa, tq P A only for t P T u Ď T ˆ T , (4.12)
By transitively, b must also be congregant only to tangibles. The set-theoretic complement of TclspAq
in A is denoted by
T
c
clspAq :“ AzTclspAq .
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In analogy to G-1clspAq in (4.13), the tangible projection of A is the projection of the diagonal of TclspAq
on R, defined as
T
-1
clspAq :“ ta P T | a ” t only for t P T u Ď T , (4.13)
that is T-1clspAq “ ∆-1pTclspAqq, cf. (2.2). Accordingly, the tangible projection T-1clspAq is the preimage of
the tangible subset of R{A under the canonical surjection πA : R Ý։ R{A. By definition, we immediately
see that
a P T-1clspAq ñ a P T . (4.14)
For short, we write
T
-c
clspAq :“ pT-1clspAqqc (4.15)
for the set-theoretic complement of T-1clspAq in R.
Remark 4.14. Let A be a congruence on R, let a, b P T zRˆ be tangibles, and let u, v P Rˆ be units.
(i) If u ” v then u-1 ” v-1, since v-1 “ uu-1v-1 ” vu-1v-1 “ u-1vv-1 “ u-1.
(ii) The equivalence u ” a implies that ru-1s “ ras-1 in R{A, since ru-1sras “ ru-1srus “ ru-1us “ r1s.
Thus, ras is invertible in R{A.
(iii) If u P G-1clspAq, then T-1clspAq “ H. Indeed, u is then congruent to a ghost element in R, and
since A respects multiplication, also 1 “ uu-1 P G-1clspAq and 1 ” e. Consequently, every a P R is
congruent to some ghost element, and thus T-1clspAq is empty.
(iv) By Remark 4.4.(iv), if a ” b where a` u “ a and b ` u “ u (in particular when a ąν u ąν b),
then u ” uν and T-1clspAq “ H.
(v) If a ` b “ u, where a ” a1 and b ” b1 such that a1 ` b1 is ghost, then u is congregate to a ghost
and again T-1clspAq “ H.
These properties will be of much use in the analysis of maximal congruences.
The ghost cluster GclspAq in (4.1) and the tangible cluster TclspAq in (4.12) of a congruence A are set
theoretically disjoint. Together they induce a classification of equivalent classes as tangible, ghost, or
neither tangible nor ghost. Accordingly, we sometimes refer to a congruence A as the triplet
A :“ pA,TclspAq,GclspAqq.
By definition, pa, bq P TclspAq implies pa, aq P TclspAq and pb, bq P TclspAq. The same holds for GclspAq,
where it may contain a pair of tangibles pa, bq P T ˆ T , if a ” aν .
Set-theoretically, TclspAq is not necessarily the complement of GclspAq in A, since A may elements
which are neither in TclspAq nor in GclspAq. This means that TcclspAq and GcclspAq need not be disjoint;
this happens only in certain cases. For example, when R a supertropical domain (Definition 3.24) we
have A “ GclspAq Y TclspAq.
Remark 4.15. As A respects the multiplication of the carrier ν-semiring R, a P G-1clspAq implies that
ab P G-1clspAq for any b P R, since the product of any element in R with a ghost element is ghost. Hence,
the ghost projection G-1clspAq of A is a semiring ideal of R (Definition 2.14) – a ghost absorbing subset
containing G.
If G-1clspAq contains a unit u P Rˆ, then A is a ghost congruence. Indeed, 1 “ u-1u P G-1clspAq, and thus
b “ b1 P G-1clspAq for every b P R. In other words, G-1clspAq “ R, which is the case of Remark 4.14.(iii).
Categorically, the projections T-1clsp q and G-1clsp q are viewed as maps.
Remark 4.16. The subsets T-1clspAq and G-1clspAq of R define class forgetful maps T-1clsp q : CongpRq ÝÑ T
and G-1clsp q : CongpRq ÝÑ R that preserve only clusters’ decomposition. That is, the property of being
tangible or ghost under the canonical surjection πA : R Ý։ R{A. This data is fully recorded by restricting
classes to subsets of the diagonal of A, where the diagram
R
πA '' ''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
  ∆ // A
ψ

R{A
respects this clustering.
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In oppose to (4.6), an inclusion of congruences implies an inverse inclusion of tangible clusters:
A1 Ă A2 ñ TclspA1q Ą TclspA2q. (4.16)
Remark 4.17. The clusters TclspAiq and GclspAjq admit the following relations for intersection:
TclspA1 X A2q Ě TclspA1q X TclspA2q, GclspA1 X A2q “ GclspA1q X GclspA2q.
Intersections of clusters of different congruences need not be empty, and include the following cases:
(i) TclspA1q X GclspA2q Ď TclspA1q;
(ii) TclspA1q X TcclspA2q Ă TclspA1q;
(iii) TclspA1q X GclspA2q Ę GclspA2q, unless it is empty;
(iv) TcclspA1q X TcclspA2q can be in TclspA1q, GclspA1q, or in the complement of their union.
The intersection of the projections T-1clsp q and G-1clsp q are induced by these cases.
The ghostification of subsets of ν-monoids, i.e., identifying subsets as ghosts, extends naturally to
ν-semirings.
Remark 4.18. The underlying equivalence ” of the ghostifiying congruence GE of a subset E Ď R is
formulated as
a` b ” a` bν , ab ” pabqν , for all b P E, (4.17)
cf. (4.8) and (4.9). Indeed, Lemma 4.5 gives the additive relation; the multiplicative relation is obtained
from the ν-semiring multiplication and the role of the ghost ideal, since aν “ ea for every a P R.
From relations (4.17) it follows that, for any a P R,
a P G-1clspGEq ñ a “ q `
ÿ
ciei for some ei P E, ci P R, q P G, (4.18)
since a is ghostified as a consequence of ghostifiying E. Indeed, assume that a “ d` q `ř ciei for some
essential term d R G-1clspGEq, then
aν “ dν ` q `
ÿ
cie
ν
i “ d` q `
ÿ
cie
ν
i ,
implying by Axiom NM3 in Definition 3.1 that a “ dν`q`ř ciei. Thus, a admits (4.18), since dν`q P G.
(See also Lemma 4.11.)
In this view, since GE is a congruence, the passage to quotient structures by subsets E Ă R is natural.
A ghostifying congruence GE with E “ tau, a R G, is called a principal congruence.
One sees that ghostifiying a subset E of a ν-semiring makes E a “ghost absorbing” subset, in analogy to
ideals generated by subsets in ring theory. Note that the ghsotifcation of a reduced sum x (Definition 2.13)
does not necessarily ghsotifies sums y ă x, cf. (3.5). Using (4.18), the ghostification of E by (4.17)
determines a “ghost dependence”, in the sense that any combination of elements in E becomes ghost.
Although this dependence is weaker than spanning, it often suffices to simulate the role of the latter.
Lemma 4.19. Given a, b P R, for Gpaq as defined in (4.7) we have:
(i) Gpaq XGpbq Ď Gpa` bq;
(ii) Gpaq XGpbq Ď Gpabq;
(iii) Gpaq YGpbq Ď Gpabq.
Proof. (i)-(ii): A P Gpaq X Gpbq means that both a P G-1clspAq and b P G-1clspAq, thus a ` b P G-1clspAq and
ab P G-1clspAq, since G-1clspAq is an ideal of R by Remark 4.15.
(iii): A P Gpaq means that a P G-1clspAq and thus also ab P G-1clspAq, since G-1clspAq is an ideal of R. By
symmetry, the same holds for A P Gpbq. 
Corollary 4.20. Let A “ paiqiPI and B “ pbjqjPJ be families of elements ai, bj P R. Suppose d “
ř
aibj
is a finite sum, then Gtdu Ď GA XGB, cf. (4.8).
Proof. Lemma 4.19 gives GpAq XGpBq Ď Gptduq, implying that Gtdu Ď GA XGB. 
Lemma 4.21. Let a ✁ R be a ν-semiring ideal (Definition 2.14) containing G, and let ϕ : M ÝÑ R{{a
be the canonical homomorphism. Then gker pϕq “ a.
Proof. In ν-monoid view, gker pϕq “ a, by Lemma 4.8, while gker pϕq is a ν-semiring ideal by §3.7. 
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4.3. q-congruences and ℓ-congruences.
Not all congruences A on a ν-semiring R possess q-homomorphisms (Definition 3.11); furthermore, a
quotient R{A does not necessarily preserve a tangible component of R. To retain the category νSmr
of ν-semirings, we restrict to congruences which endow R{A with ν-semiring structure and are also
applicable for localization. Moreover, to obtain the desired supertropical analogy of ideals in classical
commutative algebra, together with their correspondences to varieties, such congruences should coincide
with the notion of ghostification. Let us first address some guiding pathological cases.
Example 4.22. Let A be a congruence on a ν-semiring R.
(i) If a` b “ u is a unit and a ” b in A, then u ” uν by Remark 4.4.(iv), implying by Remark 4.15
that A is a ghost congruence. Hence, R{A has no tangible component.
(ii) If a ” b for any pair of tangible elements a, b in R, and G is ordered, then for a ąν b we have
a “ a` b ” a` a “ aν ,
implying that TclspAq is empty, cf. Remark 4.4.(iii).
(iii) Similarly, if a ” u for some unit u P Rˆ, where a is non-tangible, then R{A does not necessarily
have tangible elements and TclspAq could be empty. It might also not be a ν-semiring, since ras
must be unit, but is non-tangible.
Consequently, in all these cases R{A need not be a ν-semiring and the canonical surjection πA : R Ý։ R{A
is not necessarily a q-homomorphism (Definition 3.31), whereas tcor pπAq “ H.
To avoid the above drawbacks, we first distinguish those elements in R which must be preserved as
tangible in the passage to a quotient R{A.
Definition 4.23. An element a P T is called tangible unalterable, written t-unalterable, if
a ” b for some b R T ñ Rˆ Ę T-1clspAq, (4.19)
in all A P CongpRq. We denote the set of all t-unalterable elements by S.
Clearly, 1 P S and thus S is nonempty. Also, S Ă T ˝, since congruences respect the ν-semiring multipli-
cation. However, t-unalterable elements need not be units, while Rˆ Ď S.
For instance, every tangible element in a definite ν-semifield F is t-unalterable, as well as in the poly-
nomial ν-semiring F rΛs. For example, consider the polynomial ν-semiring Trλ1, λ2s from Example 3.55;
its t-unalterable elements are the tangible elements of T. In this case, each t-unalterable element is a
unit. On the other hand, p0,´1q P Tp2q is t-unalterable, since p0,´1q “ p´1, 0q “ p1, 1q “ 1Tp2q , but is
not a unit.
To ensure that a quotient semiring R{A is a proper ν-semiring (Definition 3.11) and that the canonical
surjection πA : R Ý։ R{A is a (unital) q-homomorphism of ν-semirings with a nonempty tangible core,
we exclude all the ghost congruences and restrict our intention to the following types of congruences. As
will be seen later, the characteristic of these particular congruences, concerning localization as well, is
curial for our forthcoming results.
Definition 4.24. A congruence A on a ν-semiring R is a q-congruence (abbreviation for quotient-
ing congruence), if Rˆ Ď T-1clspAq. Hence, its tangible projection T-1clspAq contains a nonempty tangible
submonoid P-1‚ pAq Ě Rˆ. The set of all q-congruences on R is denoted by CongqpRq.
A q-congruence A is an ℓ-congruence (abbreviation for localizing congruence), if T-1clspAq by itself is
a multiplicative tangible submonoid of T , written T-1clspAq “ P-1‚ pAq, and hence
ab R T-1clspAq ñ a R T-1clspAq or b R T-1clspAq. (4.20)
The set of all ℓ-congruences is denoted by CongℓpRq.
By this definition, T-1clspAq Ď T ˝ for every ℓ-congruence A, while S Ď T-1clspAq for any q-congruence A,
since otherwise Rˆ Ę T-1clspAq.
q-congruences and ℓ-congruences are defined solely by the structure of their tangible projections
T
-1
clsp q, cf. (4.13). They are proper congruences (Definition 2.2) whose tangible clusters and ghost
clusters are disjoint and nonempty. For example, the trivial congruence ∆pRq on a ν-semiring R is a
q-congruence. ∆pRq is an ℓ-congruence, if R is tangibly closed, since then T-1clsp∆q “ T is a multiplicative
monoid.
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Lemma 4.25. Let A be a q-congruence on a ν-semiring R, then R{A is a ν-semiring (Definition 3.11).
Proof. The quotient R{A is a ν-monoid by §3.1. T-1clspAq{TclspAq is the tangible set of R{A, containing rus,
since u P T-1clspAq, for every u P Rˆ, and thus each rus is t-persistent in R{A. The t-persistent set of R{A
is formally defined to be all ras P T-1clspAq{TclspAq such that rasn P T-1clspAq{TclspAq for every n, so that
Axiom NS1 holds.
Suppose ras ` rbs is tangible, where rbs is ghost in R{A, that is b ” bν by Lemma 4.1. Then aν ` b ”
aν ` bν is ghost, and thus ra` bs is not tangible – a contradiction. Hence Axiom NS2 holds. 
Corollary 4.26. The quotient R{A of a ν-semiring R by an ℓ-congruence A is a tangibly closed ν-
semiring.
Proof. Indeed, R{A is a ν-semiring by Lemma 4.25, where T-1clspAq{TclspAq is its t-persistent monoid. 
It follows from Definition 4.24 that in a q-congruence A none of the units of R is congruent to a
non-tangible, especially not to a ghost or 0. Also, we have the following properties.
Remark 4.27. For a q-congruence A, Remarks 4.14 and 4.15 can be strengthened.
(i) If u is a unit, then rus is a unit of R{A, by Remark 4.14.(ii), and thus πApRˆq “ pR{Aqˆ,
implying that πA : R Ý։ R{A is a local homomorphism (Definition 2.10).
(ii) Any q-congruence is a proper congruence having at least three equivalence classes (Definition 2.2):
a tangible class, a ghost class, and the zero class.
(iii) If u “ a`b, then a and b cannot be ghostified simultaneously by a q-congruence A, since otherwise
u would be congruent to a ghost, implying that T-1clspAq “ H, cf. Remark 4.14.(v).
(iv) From Remark 4.14.(iii) we learn that if a subset E Ă R contains a unit, then the ghostifying
congruence GE , cf. (4.8), is not a q-congruence.
(v) A is not a q-congruence whenever T-cclspAq contains a t-unalterable element.
We observe that for q-congruences the pathologies in Example 4.22 are dismissed, where the com-
patibility of q-congruences with q-homomorphisms follows obviously. The quotient R{A of a ν-semiring
R :“ pR, T ,G, νq by a q-congruence A is again a ν-semiring (Lemma 4.25), given as
R{A “ pR{A, T-1clspAq{TclspAq, G-1clspAq{GclspAq, rνsq, (4.21)
where the ghost map rνs of R{A is induced from the ghost map ν : R ÝÑ G of R via rasrνs “ raνs.
Moreover, the canonical surjection (Remark 2.3)
πA : R ÝÝÝ։ R{A, a ÞÝÑ ras,
is a q-homomorphism (Definition 3.31), in particular πAp1Rq “ 1R{A, with
T
-1
clspAq “ tcor pπAq and G-1clspAq “ gker pπAq. (4.22)
(See respectively Proposition 3.33 and Lemma 3.5.)
Remark 4.28. The intersection of two ℓ-congruences A1 and A2 need not be an ℓ-congruence, since
T
-1
clspA1 X A2q is not necessarily closed for multiplication of tangibles. For example, take ℓ-congruences
A1 and A2 such that ai P T-1clspAiq and ai R T-1clspAjq for i ‰ j, where i, j “ 1, 2. Then, both a1, a2 P
T
-1
clspA1 XA2q, but a1a2 R T-1clspA1 XA2q. However, T-1clspA1 XA2q is nonempty, it contains the group Rˆ,
and thus A1 X A2 is a q-congruence. On the other hand, the intersection of q-congruences is a q-
congruence, since Rˆ is contained the intersection of their tangible clusters. Therefore, CongqpRq is
closed for intersection.
Suppose A1 is a congruence contained in a q-congruence A, then A1 is a q-congruence. Indeed, A1 Ă A
implies by (4.16) that TclspA1q Ě TclspAq, and hence Rˆ Ď TclspA1q.
We specialize the congruence closures from (2.8) to q-congruences A1,A2 by setting
A1 Y A2 :“
č
A P CongqpRq
A1 Y A2 Ď A
A , A1 ` A2 :“
č
A P CongqpRq
A1 ` A2 Ď A
A , (4.23)
to obtain these closures in CongqpRq.
Remark 4.29. Let R and R1 be ν-semirings.
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(i) For any q-congruence A on R, the canonical q-homomorphism πA : R Ý։ R{A induces a one-to-
one order preserving correspondence between the q-congruences (rep. ℓ-congruences) on R which
contain A and the q-congruences (resp. ℓ-congruences) on R{A.
(ii) Given a q-homomorphism ϕ : R ÝÑ R1, the pullback ϕ_pA1q of a q-congruence A1 on R1 (Re-
mark 2.3) is a q-congruence on R. Indeed, the congruence ϕ_pA1q on R is defined via ϕpaq ”1
ϕpbq, where ϕpaq P T-1clspA1q implies a P T and a P T-1clspϕ_pA1qq, since ϕ is a q-homomorphism,
in particular Rˆ Ď T-1clspϕ_pA1qq. By the same argument, if A1 is an ℓ-congruence, then ϕ_pA1q
is an ℓ-congruence.
In the sequel of this paper we extensively rely on q-congruences, especially to define radical, prime,
and maximal congruences. To preserve our objects in the category νSmr of ν-semirings, we comply the
principles:
z quotienting is done only by q-congruences,
z localization is performed only by ℓ-congruences.
As seen later, q-congruences and ℓ-congruences appear naturally in various ways. Note that a g-
congruence GE need not be a q-congruence, e.g., see Remark 4.27.(iv).
Lemma 4.30. Given a P R where ak R G for every k, there exists a q-congruence A such that G-cclspAq is
a multiplicative monoid which contains a, i.e., a R G-1clspAq.
Proof. Note that a by itself is not ghost. Let J be the set of all q-congruences A on R such that no
power of a is in G-1clspAq. First, J is not empty since it contains the trivial congruence ∆pRq, as ak R G
for every k. Second, as ghost projections are semiring ideals (Remark 4.15), from Zorn’s lemma it follows
that J has at least one q-congruence A with maximal ghost projection E “ G-1clspAq. Moreover, E ‰ R,
since A is a q-congruence.
Suppose b, c R E, and let E1 :“ E Y tbu, E2 :“ E Y tcu. Then, both g-congruences GE1 and GE2 do
not belong to J , and thus there exist powers m,n such that am P G-1clspGE1q and an P G-1clspGE2q. Hence,
by (4.18), we have am “ g1 `ř e1is1i ` bt1 and an “ g2 `ř e2js2j ` ct2 for some e1i, e2j P E, s1i, s2j , t1, t2 P R,
g1, g2 P G. Computing the product aman, we get
am`n “ `g1 `ř e1is1i ` bt1˘`g2 `ř e2js2j ` ct2˘
“ `g1g2 ` g1ř e2js2j ` g1ct2 ` g2ř e1is1j ` g2bt1˘` `ř e1is1ie2js2j ` ct2ř e1is1i ` bt1ř e2js2j˘` bct1t2
“ g ` `ř e1is1ie2js2j ` ct2ř e1is1i ` bt1ř e2js2j˘` bct1t2,
which belongs to G-1clspGKq, where K “ E Y tbcu. Consequently, GK R J and bc R E, since GE Ď A.
Therefore, G-cclspAq is a multiplicative monoid, where a R G-1clspAq. 
4.4. Interweaving congruences.
Remark 4.4 deals with equivalence relations which are derived from ghostifiying elements through the
underlying ν-monoid addition (Lemma 4.5). However, ghostification does not capture “direct” relations
on non-ghost elements. For example, it does not encompass cases where a1 ” a2 for ν-equivalent elements
a1, a2 R G, i.e., a1 –ν a2, namely when a1 and a2 are contained in a ν-fiber fibν paq, cf. (3.2).
Definition 4.31. A (tangible) interweaving congruence Ia, written i-congruence, of an element
a P T is a congruence whose underlying equivalence ”i is determined by
a ”i a1 for all a1 P T such that a1 –ν a, (4.24)
i.e., a` b ”i a1 ` b and ab ”i a1b for every b P R. The interweaving congruence IE of a subset E Ď T is
the congruence with the equivalence ”i applies for all a P E. The set of all i-congruences on R is denoted
by CongipRq.
The interweaving congruence Ia of an element a P T effects directly the tangible members of the
ν-fiber fibν paq and unite all of them to a single tangible element.
Lemma 4.32. IE is a q-congruence.
Proof. To see that IE is a congruence, suppose that a –ν a1 and both a and a1 are tangible belonging
to E, then ra ` a1s “ raνs “ rasν. On the other hand ras ` ra1s “ rasν, since ras “ ra1s, and hence IE
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respects the ghost map ν. The verification that IE preserves addition and multiplication is routine. Since
IE unites only tangibles with tangibles from a same ν-fiber, then T
-1
clspIEq is nonempty, containing Rˆ,
and thus IE is a q-congruence. 
The inclusions Ia Ă IE Ă IT hold for any a Ă E Ă T .
Lemma 4.33. The quotient ν-semiring R{IT of a ν-semiring R by the i-congruence IT is a faithful
ν-semiring (Definition 3.11).
Proof. Immediate, since fibν
`ras˘ of any ras P R{IT contains at most one tangible element. 
Example 4.34. All q-congruences on a supertropical semifield F (Definition 3.24) are interweaving
congruences. Indeed, the ghost ideal of F is totally ordered, while its tangible set is an abelian group;
namely, each tangible element in F is a unit. Therefore, by Remark 4.14.(iv), a q-congruence can only
unite elements a –ν b which are ν-equivalent.
If, furthermore, F is faithful (Definition 3.11), then the trivial congruence ∆pF q (Definition 2.2) is the
unique q-congruence on F . In this case, the only possible congruences on F are the trivial congruence,
the zero congruence, and the congruence defined by a ” b for all nonzero a, b P F . This case generalizes
[44, Lemma 11].
One benefit of i-congruences is that CongipRq contains the unique maximal i-congruence IT , which is
determined solely by the ν-equivalence –ν , applied only to tangibles. In general two non-tangible a, a1
in fibν paq cannot always be unified, as the congruence properties may be violated. However, one can
identify all the non-tangible elements in fibν paq with aν to get a congruence, but, this congruence is not
necessarily a q-congruence.
Definition 4.35. The congruence CR is defined for each b P G by the equivalence
a1 ”c a for all tangibles a, a1 P fibν pbq,
b1 ”c b for all non-tangibles b1 P fibν pbq.
(4.25)
We call CR the structure congruence of R.
When CR is a q-congruence, the quotient R{CR is a faithful definite ν-semiring (Definition 3.11).
4.5. Congruences vs. ν-semiring localizations.
Recall that ” denotes the underlying equivalence of a congruence A on a ν-semiring R :“ pR, T ,G, νq.
Let C Ď T be a tangible multiplicative submonoid of R with 1 P C, and let RC be the tangible localization
of R by C as described in §3.8. As C is a tangible submonoid, all its elements are t-persistent (cf. §3.3).
Using the canonical injection τC : R ÝÑ RC in (3.13), a congruence A1 on RC restricts naturally to the
congruence A1|R :“ A1 X pRˆRq on R via
a
1
”1 b
1
ñ a ”1|R b,
for all a, b P R.
Remark 4.36. When A1 is a q-congruence on RC , so does its restriction A
1|R to R. Indeed, the ghost
projection of A1|R is obtained as tb | bc P G-1clspA1qu, since every c P C is tangible. By the same reason,
T
-1
clspA1|Rq “ ta | ac P T-1clspA1qu is a tangible subset of R, containing Rˆ. Similarly, the restriction A1|R
of an ℓ-congruence A1 on RC is an ℓ-congruence on R.
Conversely, a congruence A with equivalence ” on R extends to the congruence C´1A on RC , whose
underlying equivalence ”C is given by
a
c
”C b
c1
iff ac1c2 ” bcc2 for some c2 P C. (4.26)
By this definition, we see that the equivalence „C in (3.12) implies the equivalence ”C . We set
C´1A :“
"`a
c
,
b
c1
˘ | a
c
”C b
c1
*
Ă RC ˆRC ,
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which is a congruence on RC . The following diagram summarizes the structures we have so far
R
πA // //
_
τC

R{A
φ

RC
π
C´1A // // RC{pC´1Aq
We aim for additional comprehensive relations on these ν-semirings, for the case that A is a q-congruence.
Lemma 4.37. Let RC be the localization of R by a tangible multiplicative submonoid C Ď T , and let A
be a q-congruence on R.
(i) a
c
R T-1clspC´1Aq iff ac2 R T-1clspAq for any c2 P C.
(ii) If a
c
P P-1‚ pC´1Aq, then a P P-1‚ pAq.
Proof. (i): pñq: Suppose ac2 R T-1clspAq for some c2 P C, that is a ” b for some non-tangible b in A. Then,
acc2 ” bcc2 for all c P C, implying that a
c
”C bc , which is not tangible, and hence ac R T-1clspC´1Aq – a
contradiction.
pðq: Suppose ac2 P T-1clspAq, then ac
2
c2
“ a
1
P T-1clspC´1Aq, and hence a P T-1clspAq, implying that ac P
T
-1
clspC´1Aq – a contradiction.
(ii): P-1‚ pC´1Aq is closed for multiplication and thus a1 , b1 P P-1‚ pC´1Aq ñ ab1 P P-1‚ pC´1Aq, implying that
ab P P-1‚ pAq. On the other hand, if a R P-1‚ pAq is t-persistent, then there exists b P P-1‚ pAq such that
ab R P-1‚ pAq. Hence abc R P-1‚ pC´1Aq for every c P C, and thus ac R P-1‚ pC´1Aq, since b1 P P-1‚ pC´1Aq. 
Part (ii) of the lemma shows that the restriction of a tangible submonoid P-1‚ pC´1Aq of RC to R is a
tangible submonoid of R.
Recall that for an ℓ-congruence A the tangible projection T-1clspAq is a multiplicative monoid. The
next proposition provides the converse of Remark 4.36 for ℓ-congruences and plays a central role in our
forthcoming study.
Proposition 4.38. Let RC be the tangible localization of R by a tangible multiplicative submonoid C Ď T .
(i) An ℓ-congruence A on R extends to an ℓ-congruence C´1A on RC if and only if C Ď T-1clspAq.
(ii) The restriction A1|R “ A1XpRˆRq of an ℓ-congruence A1 on RC to R satisfies A1 “ C´1pA1|Rq.
Proof. Recall that 1 :“ 1R P C, since C Ď T is a tangible multiplicative submonoid.
(i): Let A be an ℓ-congruence on R and assume that C Ę T-1clspAq. Namely, there exists a tangible
c P CzT-1clspAq such that c ” b for some b R T . By extending A to C´1A we have c1 ”C b1 , since 1 P C,
which implies 1
c
c
1
”C 1c b1 “ bc – a non-tangible element in RC . On the other hand, 1c c1 “ 11 “ 1RC is the
identity of RC , and thus 1RC is non-tangible. Hence pRCqˆ Ę T-1clspC´1Aq, and therefore C´1A is not an
ℓ-congruence.
Conversely, suppose that C´1A is a congruence on RC which is not an ℓ-congruence. We have the
following two cases:
(a) T-1clspC´1Aq “ H, i.e., C´1A is not a q-congruence, and in particular 1RC R T-1clspC´1Aq. As A is an
ℓ-congruence, we have T-1clspAq ‰ H with 1 P Rˆ Ď T-1clspAq. Thus, there are a P RzC and c P C, where
a is non-tangible, such that a
c
”C 11 “ 1RC in RC{pC´1Aq. This means that ac2 ” cc2 for some c2 P C,
where ac2 is non-tangible (otherwise ac
2
1
1
c2
“ a
1
would be tangible, cf. Lemma 4.37.(i)). Therefore, since
ac2 ” cc2, we obtain that cc2 R T-1clspAq. But, cc2 P C, since C is a monoid, and hence C Ę T-1clspAq.
(b) T-1clspC´1Aq ‰ H. If pRCqˆ Ę T-1clspC´1Aq, then 1RC R T-1clspC´1Aq, and we are done by part (a). Oth-
erwise, T-1clspC´1Aq is not closed for multiplication, i.e., C´1A is a q-congruence but not an ℓ-congruence.
Let a1
c1
, a2
c2
P T-1clspC´1Aq, which implies a1, a2 P T-1clspAq by Lemma 4.37.(i), and hence a1a2 P T-1clspAq,
since A is an ℓ-congruence.
Assume that a1
c1
a2
c2
R T-1clspC´1Aq, which gives c11 a1c1 a2c2 c21 “ a1a21 R T-1clspC´1Aq, since c1c2 P C. Namely,
a1a2
1
”C bc1 for some non-tangible bc1 P RC , where b R T and c1 P C is tangible. This implies that
a1a2c
1c2 ” bc2 over R, for some c2 P C, where bc2 is non-tangible in R (cf. Lemma 4.37.(ii)). Hence
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a1a2c
1c2 R T-1clspAq, while a1a2 P T-1clspAq, implying that c1c2 R T-1clspAq, since T-1clspAq is a submonoid. Thus,
C Ę T-1clspAq, since cc2 P C.
(ii): To show that A1 Ď C´1pA1|Rq, let A1 Ă RC ˆ RC , and take pac , bc1 q P A1. Now assume that
pa
c
, b
c1
q R C´1pA1|Rq, which means that ac1c2 ı1|R bcc2 for all c2 P C, and in particular for c2 “ 1. But
then ac1 ı1|R bc, implying that ac
1
1
ı1 bc
1
, and thus a
c
ı1 b
c1
– a contradiction.
The opposite inclusion A1 Ě C´1pA1|Rq is trivial. 
Let A be an ℓ-congruence, and let CA :“ tcor pπAq be the tangible core (Definition 3.31) of the
canonical q-homomorphism πA : R Ý։ R{A. Then CA Ď T is a tangible multiplicative submonoid, by
Corollaries 3.34 and 4.26, equals to T-1clspAq Ď T by (4.22), which localizes R as in (3.14).
Definition 4.39. We define the localization of a ν-semiring R by an ℓ-congruence A to be the
tangible localization (Definition 3.39)
RA :“ C´1A R “ ptcor pπAqq´1R, where CA “ T-1clspAq,
whose elements are fractions a
c
with tangible c P CA.
Given an ℓ-congruence A on R, we write
AR :“ pT-1clspAqq-1A (4.27)
for the extension of A to the localization RA of R by A, cf. (4.26). Then, by Corollary 4.26, RA{AR is
a tangibly closed ν-semiring (but not necessarily a ν-domain), in which every tangible element is a unit.
For the localized ν-semiring RA :“ pRA, TA,GA, νAq, this gives the diagram
R
φ ((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
 
τCA // RA
πAR

RA{AR ,
(4.28)
which later helps us to construct local ν-semirings.
4.6. Prime congruences and ν-semiring localization.
Let A be a q-congruence with underlying equivalence ” on a ν-semiring R :“ pR, T ,G, νq. Recall that
we write
a ” ghost if a ” b for some b P G,
and that by Lemma 4.1 this condition is equivalent to a ” aν . To ease the exposition, we use both
notations. We write pR{Aq|˝tng for the t-persistent set of the quotient ν-semiring R{A, pR{Aq|tng for its
tangible set, and pR{Aq|gh for its ghost ideal.
The following definition is a key definition in this paper.
Definition 4.40. A g-prime congruence P (alluded for ghost prime congruence) on a ν-semiring R
is an ℓ-congruence whose underlying equivalence ”p satisfies for any a, b P R the condition
ab ”p ghost ñ a ”p ghost or b ”p ghost . (4.29)
That is, ab P G-1clspPq implies a P G-1clspPq or b P G-1clspPq, or equivalently a, b R G-1clspPq implies ab R G-1clspPq.
The g-prime (congruence) spectrum of R is defined as
SpecpRq :“ tP | P is a g-prime congruence on R u. (4.30)
In supertropical context, being “prime” for a congruence P essentially means that a product of two
non-ghost elements can never be equivalent to a ghost, while its tangible projection T-1clspPq is a (tangible)
monoid. By Lemma 4.1, Condition (4.29) is stated equivalently as
ab ”p pabqν ñ a ”p aν or b ”p bν , (4.31)
which means that the ghsotification of a product ab by P is obtained by ghostifying at least one of its
terms. Also, from (4.20) we obtain
ab R T-1clspPq ñ a R T-1clspPq or b R T-1clspPq,
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since a g-prime congruence is an ℓ-congruence, in which T-1clspPq “ P-1‚ pPq. (Thereby a R T-1clspPq for each
a R T ˝.) Accordingly, localizing by a g-prime congruence P is the same as localizing by an ℓ-congruence,
written specifically RP.
Remark 4.41. The condition that if ab P G-1clspPq then a or b belongs to G-1clspPq shows that the ghost
projection G-1clspPq of a g-prime congruence P is a g-prime ideal of R containing its ghost ideal G (Defini-
tion 3.18). Furthermore, it implies that the complement G-cclspPq “ RzG-1clspPq of G-1clspPq is a multiplica-
tive submonoid of R, consisting of non-ghost elements. In particular, it contains the t-persistent monoid
T
-1
clspPq “ P-1‚ pPq which is employed to execute localization.
We derive the following observation, which is of much help later.
Remark 4.42. The canonical surjection πA : R Ý։ R{A and its inverse ras ÞÝÑ π´1A prasq define a
one-to-one correspondence between all g-prime congruences on R{A and the g-prime congruences on R
that contain A, cf. Remark 4.29.(i).
If ϕ : R ÝÑ R1 is a q-homomorphism and P1 is a g-prime congruence on R1, then ϕ_pP1q is a g-prime
congruence on R. Indeed, first, ϕ_pP1q is an ℓ-congruence on R by Remark 4.29.(ii). Second, for the
ghost component, recall that ϕ_pP1q is determined by the equivalence ” given by a ” b iff ϕpaq ”1p ϕpbq.
Then, ab ” ghost iff ϕpabq “ ϕpaqϕpbq ”1p ghost iff ϕpaq ”1p ghost or ϕpbq ”1p ghost iff a ” ghost or
b ” ghost. Therefore, ϕ_pP1q is a g-prime congruence.
We start with an easy characterization of the simplest type of g-prime congruences, arising when the
clusters of an ℓ-congruence are the complement of each other.
Lemma 4.43. An ℓ-congruence A in which A “ TclspAq Y GclspAq is a g-prime congruence.
Proof. Assume that ab ” ghost where both a ­” ghost and b ­” ghost, hence a, b P T-1clspAq, as A “
TclspAq Y GclspAq is a disjoint union. But T-1clspAq is a multiplicative monoid of R, since A is an ℓ-
congruence, and thus ab P T-1clspAq, implying that ab ­” ghost – a contradiction. 
Example 4.44.
(i) The trivial congruence ∆pRq on a ν-domain R is a g-prime congruence.
(ii) Any g-prime congruence on a supertropical semifield (Definition 3.24) is an interweaving congru-
ence, cf. Example 4.34.
(iii) All g-prime congruences P on a definite ν-semifield F are determined by equivalences on the
tangible monoid T of F , which is an abelian group (Definition 3.19). Therefore, P-1‚ pPq “
T
-1
clspPq “ T for all P on F , where their equivalence classes are varied.
(iv) Let R :“ rF rλs be the (tangibly closed) ν-semiring of polynomial functions over a supertropical
semifield F . For any E “ tλ ` au the g-congruence GE (cf. (4.17)) is a g-prime congruence
on R. The same holds for any factor as in Theorem 3.48, with the respective conditions.
(v) The polynomial function f “ g1g2 “ pλ1`λ2` 1qpλ1`λ2`λ1λ2q “ pλ1` 1qpλ2` 1qpλ1`λ2q “
h1h2h3 in Example 3.49 demonstrates a pathological behavior where unique factorization fails.
Although the factor g1 is irreducible, its ghsotfication congruence GE, E “ tg1u, is not a g-prime
congruence, as f P G-1clspGEq, but the hi’s are not necessarily contained in G-1clspGEq.
Definition 4.40 lays the first supertropical analogy to the familiar connection between prime ideals and
integral domains in ring theory.
Proposition 4.45. Let A be a congruence on a ν-semiring R. The quotient R{A is a ν-domain (Defi-
nition 3.19) if and only if A is a g-prime congruence.
Proof. pñq : LetR{A be a ν-domain. As R{A is a tangibly closed ν-semiring, T-1clspAqmust be a monoid, so
A is an ℓ-congruence. For ab ” ghost in R, we have rabs “ rasrbs P pR{Aq|gh, implying that ras P pR{Aq|gh
or rbs P pR{Aq|gh, since R{A has no ghost divisors. This is equivalent to a ” ghost or b ” ghost, and thus
A is g-prime.
pðq : Let A “ P be a g-prime congruence. R{P is tangibly closed ν-semiring, by Corollary 4.26, since P
is an ℓ-congruence. Suppose that rasrbs P pR{Pq|gh, then rabs P pR{Pq|gh. Namely ab ”p ghost, implying
that a ”p ghost or b ”p ghost, since P is g-prime. Hence, ras P pR{Pq|gh or rbs P pR{Pq|gh, and thus
R{P has no ghost-divisors and is a ν-domain. 
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From Proposition 4.45 we deduce that a ν-semiring R is a ν-domain if and only if the trivial congruence
∆pRq on R is a g-prime congruence. When P is g-prime congruence as in Lemma 4.43, R{P is a definite
ν-domain, cf. Example 3.21 and Corollary 4.26.
Example 4.46. Let STRpN0q be the supertropical domain (Definition 3.24) over N0 “ N Y t0u, as
constructed in Example 3.25, and let P ‰ ∆pN0q be a nontrivial g-prime congruence on STRpN0q.
Suppose n ”p nν for some n P N0, then (4.31) inductively implies that 1 ”p 1ν or 0 ”p 0ν. But 1 “ 0
is the identity of STRpN0q, and thus in the latter case P is not a q-congruence. Hence T-1clspPq “ t0u,
which shows that all nontrivial g-prime congruences on STRpN0q have the same tangible cluster.
The ghost classes of P can be varied, induced by the equivalences n ”p nν of n P N. For a fixed p P N,
the ghost classes are as follows:
rnνs “ tnνu for each 0 ď n ă p, rpνs “ tnν | n ě pu.
Accordingly, we see that there exists an injection of N0 in the spectrum SpecpSTRpN0qq.
By similar considerations, as every tangible in STRpZq is invertible, the trivial congruence ∆pZq is
the only g-prime congruence on the supertropical semifield STRpZq. Indeed, if n ” nν then 0 “ p´nqn ”
p´nqnν “ e, which gives a ghost congruence. Furthermore, by Remark 4.4.(iii), if n ” m for n ą m,
then n “ n`m ” nν , which implies again 0 ” e. The same holds for the supertropical semifields STRpQq
and STRpRq.
Recalling that T-1clspPq “ P-1‚ pPq is a tangible monoid for every g-prime congruence P, we specialize
Proposition 4.38 to g-prime congruences.
Proposition 4.47. Let R be a ν-semiring, and let RC be its localization by a tangible multiplicative
submonoid C Ă R.
(i) A g-prime congruence P on R such that C Ď T-1clspPq extends to a g-prime congruence C´1P on
RC and satisfies pC´1Pq|R “ P.
(ii) The restriction P1|R :“ P1 X pR ˆ Rq of a g-prime congruence P1 on RC to R is a g-prime
congruence satisfying P1 “ C´1pP1|Rq. In particular C Ď T-1clspP1|Rq.
Proof. (i): First, C´1P is an ℓ-congruence on RC , by Proposition 4.38.(i). Assume that P is a g-prime
congruence on R. Take a
c
, b
c1
P RC such that ac bc1 ”C gh in C´1P, where gh is a ghost of RC , which implies
that g P G, since h P C is tangible. Then,
abphc2q “ abhc2 ”p gcc1c2 “ gpcc1c2q
for some c2 P C. Since P is g-prime and gpcc1c2q ”p ghost, then ab ”p ghost or hc2 ”p ghost. But
hc2 P C Ď T , and thus ab ”p ghost. By the same argument, as P is g-prime, this implies a ”p ghost or
b ”p ghost, and therefore ac or bc1 is ghost in RC . Hence, C´1P is a g-prime congruence on RC .
Clearly P Ď pC´1Pq|R. To verify the opposite inclusion, by the use of Proposition 4.38.(i), we only
need to show that this restriction preserves the property of being g-prime. Suppose a
1
P G-1clsppC´1Pq|Rq,
that is a
1
”C ghost in C´1P. As a1 P RC , there are a1 P R, c, c1 P C, and g P G such that
a
1
“ a
1
c
”C g
c1
. (˚)
From the right hand side, we have a1c1c2 ”p gcc2 for some c2 P C, where gcc2 P G. This implies
a1 ”p ghost, since the product c1c2 is tangible and P is g-prime. From the left hand side of (˚), we have
ac “ a1 ”p ghost, and thus a ”p ghost, as c P C is tangible. Therefore a P G-1clspPq, and we conclude that
a P G-1clspPq iff a1 P G-1clsppC´1Pq|Rq.
(ii): Suppose P1 is a g-prime congruence on RC , then an equivalence
a
c
b
c1
”1p gh to some ghost gh implies
that a
c
or b
c1
is ghost. In particular, this holds when c “ c1 “ h “ 1, and thus also for the restriction P1|R.
Hence, P1|R is a g-prime congruence. The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.38 shows that
P1 “ C´1pP1|Rq. Finally, C Ď T-1clspP1|Rq by Proposition 4.38.(i). 
Having the correspondences between g-prime congruences on R and g-prime congruences on RC settled,
we have the following desired result.
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Theorem 4.48. The canonical injection τC : R ãÝÑ RC of a ν-semiring R into its localization RC by a
tangible multiplicative submonoid C Ă R induces a bijection
SpecpRCq „ÝÝÝÝÑ tP P SpecpRq | C Ď T-1clspPqu, PC ÞÝÑ PC |R, (4.32)
that, together with its inverse, respects inclusions between g-prime congruences on R and g-prime con-
gruences on RC .
Proof. Proposition 4.38 determines the map of ℓ-congruences, while Proposition 4.47 restricts to the case
of g-prime congruences. 
4.7. Deterministic q-congruences.
In classical ring theory, prime and maximal ideals are main structural ideals, where there is no signifi-
cant intermediate ideal structure between them. In supertropical theory, with our analogues congruences,
we do have the following special ℓ-congruences.
Definition 4.49. A q-congruence D is called deterministic, if D “ TclspDq Y GclspDq, i.e., it has
only tangible and ghost classes. The set of all deterministic ℓ-congruences on R is denoted by
SpdpRq :“ tD | D is a deterministic ℓ-congruence u,
called the deterministic spectrum of R.
For example, every ℓ-congruence on a supertropical domain R (Definition 3.24) is deterministic, as each
element in R is either tangible or ghost. Over an arbitrary ν-semiring R deterministic q-congruences are
heavily dependent on the properties of R. For example, if R has two non-tangibles a, b whose sum a`b is a
unit, then R cannot carry a deterministic q-congruence which unites these elements, cf. Example 4.22.(i).
Lemma 4.50. A deterministic ℓ-congruence D is g-prime.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 4.43. 
Accordingly, we have the inclusion SpdpRq Ď SpecpRq of spectra (Definition 4.49).
Proposition 4.51. Let R be a ν-semiring, and let A be a q-congruence on R.
(i) R{A is a definite ν-semiring (Definition 3.11) iff A is a deterministic q-congruence.
(ii) R{A is a definite ν-domain (Definition 3.19) iff A is a deterministic ℓ-congruence.
Proof. (i): pñq : As R{A is a definite ν-domain, i.e., R{A “ pR{Aq|tng 9Y pR{Aq|gh, and A is a q-
congruence, rabs “ rasrbs P pR{Aqtng implies ras, rbs P pR{Aqtng, and thus a, b P T . Otherwise, rasrbs
belongs to the complement pR{Aq|gh. Hence, A is a deterministic q-congruence.
pðq : Assume that A “ D is a deterministic q-congruence, i.e., D “ TclspDq Y GclspDq. Then R{D has
only tangible and ghost classes, and thus R{D is definite.
(ii) A is g-prime by Lemma 4.50, where R{A is a ν-domain iff A is a g-prime congruence by Proposi-
tion 4.45. 
Example 4.52. Let DT be the congruence whose underlying equivalence ”d is determined by the relation
a ”d aν for all a R T .
In other words, DT “ GRzT is the g-congruence that ghostifies all non-tangible elements of R. We call
DT the ghost determination of R. (Note that DT is not necessarily an ℓ-congruence.)
4.8. Maximal ℓ-congruences.
In ring theory, a maximal ideal is defined set-theoretically by inclusions, and induces equivalences on
its complement. This characterization is sometimes too restrictive for ν-semirings, especially regarding
tangible clusters whose equivalences are not directly induced by relations on their complements. One
reason for this is that the tangible cluster and the ghost cluster in general are not complements of each
other. Furthermore, maximality of a congruence does not implies maximality of its tangible projection,
cf. (4.16). Therefore, we need a coarse setup that concerns tangible projections directly. We begin with
the naive definition.
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Definition 4.53. An ℓ-congruence (resp. q-congruence) on R is maximal, if it is a proper congruence
and is maximal with respect to inclusion in CongℓpRq (resp. in CongqpRq). The maximal spectrum of
a ν-semiring R is defined to be
SpmℓpRq :“ tM | M is a maximal ℓ-congruence u.
The classification of maximal ℓ-congruences on ν-semirings is rather complicated, involving a careful
analysis, as seen from the following constraints. Remark 4.27 shows that in ℓ-congruences, or in any
q-congruence on a ν-semiring, units enforce major constraints. For example, if b ` a “ u for u P Rˆ,
we cannot have a ” b, but it may happen that a or b is congruent to a non-tangible. Moreover, from
Example 4.22 we learn that two ordered units cannot be congruent to each other, and that a unit might
only be congruent to other units. (In addition, tangible projections must contain t-unalterable elements.)
The maximal ℓ-congruences consisting SpmℓpRq must obey these constraints.
Remark 4.54. From Remark 4.29.(i) it infers that R{M carries no nontrivial ℓ-congruences.
To link maximality to ν-primeness we need an extra coarse resolution, concerned with projections of
ℓ-congruences, more precisely with their tangible projection.
Definition 4.55. A t-minimal ℓ-congruence, alluded for tangibly minimal ℓ-congruence, is an
ℓ-congruence A whose projection T-1clspAq is minimal with respect to inclusion of tangible projections in R.
The t-minimal spectrum of a ν-semiring R is defined to be
SpnℓpRq :“ tN | N is a t-minimal ℓ-congruence u.
Namely, SpnℓpRq contains all ℓ-congruences A P CongℓpRq for which the complement T-cclspAq of the
tangible projection T-1clspAq is maximal in R.
In other words, t-minimalty of A is equivalent to maximality of non-tangible elements in R{A – the
analogy of maximal ideals in ring theory. As only ℓ-congruences are considered, for which Rˆ Ď T-1clspAq,
the trivial minimality of T-1clspAq “ H is excluded, and our setup is properly defined.
A t-minimal ℓ-congruence N need not be maximal in the sense of Definition 4.53, since it might be
contained in some M P SpmℓpRq with T-1clspNq “ T-1clspMq, but TclspNq Ă TclspMq. On the other hand,
recalling from (4.16) that A1 Ă A2 implies TclspA1q Ą TclspA2q, a maximal ℓ-congruence is t-minimal and
SpmℓpRq Ď SpnℓpRq.
Example 4.56. All maximal ℓ-congruences on a supertropical semifield F :“ pF, T ,G, νq share the same
tangible projection T , while their equivalence classes are varied over T ˆ T and RzT ˆ RzT . The same
holds for every t-minimal ℓ-congruence.
The ν-semiring rF rλs of polynomial functions (e.g., Trλs in Example 3.26) carries many maximal ℓ-
congruences and t-minimal ℓ-congruences. On the other hand, it has the unique maximal ideal rF rλszT .
A maximal ℓ-congruence M on rF rλs has tangible equivalence classes of the form rasm or raλ` bsm, with
a, b P T , as follows from Theorem 3.48.
A deterministic ℓ-congruence (Definition 4.49) need not be maximal nor t-minimal, and vice versa,
despite its tangible cluster is the complement of its ghost cluster. To deal with ν-primeness, we mostly
employ t-minimal ℓ-congruences.
Proposition 4.57. Every ℓ-congruence on a ν-semiring is contained in a maximal ℓ-congruence. Hence,
any ν-semiring R with CongℓpRq ‰ H carries at least one maximal ℓ-congruence.
Proof. Let A1 be an ℓ-congruence, and let A :“ tA P CongℓpRq | A1 Ă Au, which is nonempty since
A1 P A. Let C be an inclusion chain in A, and set K “ ŤAPC A. Suppose pa1, b1q, pa2, b2q P K, then
there are A1,A2 P C such that pai, biq P Ai, where either A1 Ă A2 or A2 Ă A1; say the former. Thus
pa1, b1q P A2, so pa1 ` a2, b1 ` b2q P A2 Ă K and xpai, biq P A2 for each i and every x P R. So K
is a congruence. Clearly, Rˆ Ď T-1clspAq for each A P C; thus Rˆ Ď T-1clspKq and K is a q-congruence.
Furthermore, if ab R T-1clspKq for a, b P T-1clspKq, then the same holds for some A P C – contradicting the
fact that A is an ℓ-congruence. Hence, K is an ℓ-congruence.
Therefore, A is an inclusion poset of ℓ-congruences containing A1, where every chain has as upper
bound the ℓ-congruence that is the union of all the ℓ-congruences in the chain. By Zorn’s Lemma, we
deduce that A has a maximal element, say M, which is an ℓ-congruence containing A1, and there exists
no ℓ-congruence on R that strictly contains M. 
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In particular, by the proposition, any t-minimal ℓ-congruence is contained in a maximal ℓ-congruence.
Corollary 4.58. Any ν-semiring R with SpecpRq ‰ H carries at least one (nontrivial) t-minimal ℓ-
congruence.
Proof. CongℓpRq Ą SpecpRq ‰ H and thus SpmℓpRq ‰ H, by Proposition 4.57, implying that SpnℓpRq ‰
H, since SpnℓpRq Ě SpmℓpRq. 
Maximality and t-minimality of congruence can be considered equivalently for q-congruences. However,
we are mostly interested in elements of SpecpRq and restrict to ℓ-congruences.
Proposition 4.59. If R{A is a ν-semifield, then A is a t-minimal g-prime congruence.
Proof. Assume R{A is a ν-semifield, namely pR{Aq|tng “ pR{Aqˆ, where every tangible u P pR{Aq|tng is a
unit. This means that T-1clspAq cannot be reduced further by additional equivalences of type u ” b with a
non-tangible b, since otherwise we would get an improper ℓ-congruence by Remark 4.14.(v). Hence, A is
t-minimal. As any ν-semifield is a ν-domain, Proposition 4.45 implies that A is a g-prime congruence. 
To overcome the discrepancy of maximality in the sense of congruences on ν-semirings, we drive the
next definition which generalizes the classical notion of a “local ring”.
Definition 4.60. A ν-semiring R is called local, if T-1clspNq “ T-1clspN1q for all N,N1 P SpnℓpRq. A
quotient R{N is called residue ν-semiring of the local ν-semiring R.
When R is local, despite T-1clspNq “ T-1clspN1q for all N,N1 P SpnℓpRq, we may have pR{Nq|tng ‰
pR{N1q|tng, since N and N1 can have different tangible classes. The same holds for their ghost clusters.
By the above discussion we see that any ν-semiring R with T Ď S is local; for example, when R is a
supertropical semifield.
Remark 4.61. A q-homomorphism ϕ : R{N ÝÑ R1{N1 of residue ν-semirings, where R and R1 are local
ν-semirings, is a local homomorphism, i.e., ϕ-1ppR1{N1qˆq “ pR{Nqˆ (Definition 2.10).
Similarly to (4.27), we write PR for C
´1P, where C “ T-1clspPq.
Corollary 4.62. The localization RP of a ν-semiring R by a g-prime congruence P (Definition 4.39)
is a local ν-semiring with t-minimal ℓ-congruence N “ PR, for which the residue ν-semiring RP{N is a
ν-semifield.
Proof. Observe that T-1clspPRq “ pRPqˆ, that is the tangible projection of PR consists of the units
in RP; thus T
-1
clspPRq cannot be reduced further and is t-minimal. Hence, T-1clspNq “ T-1clspPRq for every
N P SpnℓpRq, implying that RP is local.
The ℓ-congruence PR on RP is g-prime by Proposition 4.47, and thus RP{PR is a ν-domain by
Proposition 4.45. Furthermore, since PR unites each a R T-1clspPRq with a non-tangible element, we
obtain that every tangible in RP{PR is a unit. Therefore RP{PR is a ν-semifield. 
To indicate that PR is the t-minimal ℓ-congruence on RP determined by P, we write
NP :“ PR, (4.33)
and call it the central t-minimal ℓ-congruence of RP. By the proof of Corollary 4.62, every element
in T-1clspNPq is a unit, and hence T-1clspNNPq “ T-1clspNPq.
Notation 4.63. Given f P R, we write f¯pPq for the equivalence class r f
1
s in NP of the localization of f
by P. Namely, f¯pPq is an element of the residue ν-semiring RP{NP – the image of f under the map
composition R
τ
ãÝÑ RP
πÝ։ RP{NP, cf. (3.13) and (2.4), respectively.
For a subset E Ď SpecpRq, we write f¯ |E “ ghost, if f¯pPq is ghost in RP{NP, i.e., f¯pPq P G-1clspNPq,
for all P P E.
4.9. Radical congruences.
To approach the interplay between ghostified subsets and congruences on ν-semirings we employ sev-
eral types of radicals, which later are shown to coincide. (Radical congruences initially need not be
ℓ-congruences, but they are q-congruences.)
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4.9.1. Congruence radicals.
Definition 4.64. A q-congruence R on R is g-radical, alluded for ghost radical, if its underlying
equivalence ”r satisfies for any a P R the condition
ak ”r ghost for some k P N ñ a ”r ghost . (4.34)
We define the g-radical spectrum of R to be
SprpRq :“ t R | R is a g-radical congruence on R u.
The congruence radical, written c-radical, of a congruence A P CongpRq is defined as
radcpAq :“
č
R P SprpRq
R Ě A
R . (4.35)
When radcpAq “ A, we say that A is g-radically closed.
Law (4.34) can be equivalently stated by Lemma 4.1 as:
ak ”r pakqν ñ a ”r aν . (4.36)
The c-radical is defined for any congruence A, not necessarily a q-congruence, and A may not be contained
in any q-congruence. In this case we formally set radcpAq to be the empty set.
Lemma 4.65. A (nonempty) c-radical radcpAq is a q-congruence satisfying property (4.36).
Accordingly, a c-radical cannot be a ghost congruence, and a g-radically closed congruence must be a
q-congruence.
Proof. radcpAq ‰ H is a nonempty intersection of q-congruences; hence it is a q-congruence by Re-
mark 4.28. GclspAq Ď GclspRq for every g-radical congruence R containing A, thus (4.36) holds for each
ak P G-1clspAq, with k P N. 
Clearly, any g-prime congruence (Definition 4.40) is g-radical, and therefore there are the inclusions
SpdpRq Ď SpecpRq Ď SprpRq. (4.37)
By definition, SprpRq does not contain congruences that are not q-congruences, e.g., ghost congruences.
Yet, g-congruences, which could be ghost congruences, are involved in our framework and should be
considered.
Remark 4.66. In fact, formula (4.35) can be applied to an arbitrary subset of R ˆ R, not necessarily
to congruences, and in particular to sums A1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Ak of congruences. In this way we directly obtain a
congruence which is the c-radical of the closure of a sum of congruences (4.23).
Lemma 4.67. Let R be a g-radical congruence on R, then
R “
č
P P SpecpRq
P Ě R
P.
Proof. pĎq: Immediate by the inclusion (4.37).
pĚq: Each pa, bq P R is contained in every P Ě R, and therefore it belongs to their intersection. 
From Lemma 4.67 we deduce the following.
Corollary 4.68. Let A be a q-congruence on R, then
radcpAq :“
č
P P SpecpRq
P Ě A
P. (4.38)
This setup leads to an abstract form of a Nullstellensatz, analogous to the Hilberts Nullstellensatz,
now taking place over ν-semirings.
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Theorem 4.69 (Abstract Nullstellensatz). Let A be a q-congruence on a ν-semiring R, and define
VpAq :“ tP P SpecpRq | P Ě Au.13 For any f P R we have
f¯ |VpAq “ ghost ô f P G-1clspradcpAqq, (4.39)
cf. Notation 4.63.
Proof. Recall that NP “ PR is the central t-minimal ℓ-congruence of RP, cf. (4.33). The following hold
– f¯ |VpAq “ ghost iff (by notation)
– f¯pPq “ ghost for all P P VpAq iff (by definition)
– rf{1s P G-1clspNPq Ă RP for all g-prime congruences P Ě A iff (by Proposition 4.47)
– f P G-1cls
`Ş
PPVpAqP
˘ Ă R iff (by Corollary 4.68)
– f P G-1cls
`
radcpAq
˘
.

4.9.2. Set radicals.
We turn to our second type of radicals, applied to subsets E Ď R, possibly empty, via their ghostifying
congruences GE , or equivalently throughout ghost clusters.
Definition 4.70. The set-radical congruence, written s-radical, of a subset E Ď R is defined as
radspEq :“ radcpGEq “
č
P P SpecpRq
G
-1
clspPq Ě E
P . (4.40)
When E “ tau, we write radspaq for radsptauq and say that radspaq is a principal s-radical.
The set-radical closure rclpEq of E Ď R is the subset
rclpEq :“ G-1clspradspEqq Ď R .
A subset E is called radically g-closed if rclpEq “ E Y G.
It may happen that E is not contained in any ghost projection G-1clspPq, e.g. when E X Rˆ ‰ H.
In this case, we formally set radspEq and rclpEq to be the empty set, for example radspRq “ H and
rclpRˆq “ H. Otherwise, an s-radical congruence radspEq is identified with the c-radical of the g-
congruence GE of E, cf. (4.8). By Lemma 4.65, this implies that radspEq is a q-congruence (and thus is
not a ghost congruence) which obeys condition (4.36). Therefore, the correspondence between c-radicals
and s-radicals is established.
We also see that by definition
radspEq “ radspE Y Gq, (4.41)
for every E Ď R, in particular radspHq “ radspEq “ radspGq for all E Ď G. When radspEq is not empty,
radspEq decomposes E to ghost classes, while its ghost projection rclpEq Ă R dismisses this decomposition
and only care of being ghost or not (Remark 4.16). Moreover, we always have rclpEq Ď RzT ˆ, and
rclpEq ‰ R for any E. Also E Ď rclpEq, where rclpEq records the membership in the ghost projection
of GE , linking it to a ν-semiring ideal.
Lemma 4.71. A nonempty subset rclpEq is a g-radical ideal of R (Definition 3.18).
Proof. The subset rclpEq is the ghost kernel of the surjection π : R Ý։ R{ radspEq, which is an ideal by
Remark 4.15. If ak ” ghost, then ak P G-1clspradspEqq, implying that a P G-1clspradspEqq, since ak lies in the
intersection of g-prime congruences, cf. (4.40). 
Remark 4.72. For any congruence A we have
radspG-1clspAqq Ď radcpAq,
since G-1clspAq dismisses the decomposition into equivalence classes. On the other hand, viewing a subset
E Ď R as a partial congruence ∆pEq on R (Definition 2.4), we have
radspEq “ radcp∆pEqq “ radcpGEq.
We use both forms to distinguish between the different types of radicals.
13This set of congruences will be studied in much details later in §6.
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Considering radically g-closed subsets which contain no ghosts, we define
RSetpRq :“ tE Ď RzG | E is radically g-closed u,
for which the map
ϑ : RSetpRq „ÝÝÝÝÑ SprpRq, E ÞÝÑ radspEq, (4.42)
is bijective. Indeed, each radically g-closed subset E Ď RzG is uniquely mapped to radspEq, since
E Y G “ rclpEq “ G-1clspradspEqq. Conversely, a g-radical congruence R P SprpRq is mapped to its ghost
projection G-1clspRq.
For a g-prime congruence P and a subset E Ď G-1clspPq, we have radspEq Ď P and
E Ď E Y G Ď rclpEq Ď G-1clspPq. (4.43)
This leads to a notion of primeness for subsets of a ν-semiring.
Definition 4.73. A radically g-closed subset E P RSetpRq is called c-prime, if rclpEq “ G-1clspPq for
some g-prime congruence P.
The study of c-prime subsets and their role in arithmetic geometry is left for future work.
4.9.3. Properties of set radicals.
Properties of s-radical congruences (Definition 4.70) may classify the generators of their ghost clusters,
or at least determine dependence relations on these generators. These relations are useful for the passage
from subsets to congruences and vice versa. We first specialize (4.18) in Remark 4.18 to tangibles.
Lemma 4.74. Suppose a P R is t-persistent, i.e., a P T ˝, then radspaq Ď radspbq if and only if an “ bc
for some c P R and n P N.
Proof. pñq: Assume that radspaq Ď radspbq, hence an P G-1clspradspbqq for some n P N, and thus an “ bc`g,
where g P G, by Remark 4.18. But, an is tangible, whereas a is t-persistent, where g must be inessential
by (3.8), as follows from Axiom NS2 in Definition 3.11. Thus an “ bc.
pðq: The inclusion b P G-1clspPq gives b ”p bν, by Lemma 4.1, and thus an ”p panqν “ pbcqν . Since P
is g-prime, we deduce that a ”p aν . Taking the intersection of all such g-prime congruences, we obtain
radspaq Ď radspbq. 
Corollary 4.75. Let b P T ˝z gdivpRq be a t-persistent element in a tame ν-semiring R.
(i) If radspaq Ď radspbq, then a is t-persistent.
(ii) If a P G-1clspradspbqq, then an “ bc, for some c P R and n P N, and thus a P T .
(iii) If a P G-1clspradspEqq, then there exists a finite subset E1 Ă E such that an “
ř
j e
1
jcj for some
e1j P E1, cj P R, and n P N.
Proof. (i): As a is t-persistent, also an is t-persistent. Since radspaq Ď radspbq, from Lemma 4.74 we
obtain that an “ bc for some c P R. This forces that b, c P T , as R is tame (Definition 3.11), and
moreover that b and c are t-persistents, by Lemma 3.23.(iii).
(ii): Follows from (i), since a P G-1clspradspbqq implies that radspaq Ď radspbq.
(iii): By (ii), a P G-1clspradspEqq means that an “ bc for some b that is generated by a subset E1 of E and
possibly an extra ghost term, cf. Remark 4.18. But an is tangible, so, by (3.8), no extra ghost element
can be included. 
4.9.4. Ghostpotent radicals.
We turn to our third type of radical, emerging in a global sense.
Definition 4.76. An element a P R is called ghsotpotent, if ak P G for some k P N. The set
N pRq :“ ta P R | a is ghsotpotent u
is called the ghsotpotent ideal of R (see Remark 4.77 below). A ν-semiring R is said to be ghost
reduced, if N pRq “ G.
The ghostpotent radical congruence of R, written gp-radical, is defined to be the q-congruence
radgpRq :“ radspN pRqq,
determined by (4.40).
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As every ghost element a P G is ghostpotent, we see that G Ď N pRq. On the other hand, a t-persistent
element cannot be ghostpotent, i.e., T ˝XN pRq “ H, but we may have tangibles which are ghostpotents.
Therefore, we immediately deduce that radgpRq is indeed a q-congruence on R. (Alternatively, it follows
from (4.40) and Lemma 4.65.)
Remark 4.77. N pRq is an ideal of the ν-semiring R (Definition 2.14). Indeed, if a, b P N pRq, i.e.,
aka P G and bkb P G for some ka, kb P N, then
pa` bqka`kb “
ka`kbÿ
i“0
ˆ
ka ` kb
i
˙
aibka`kb´i,
where either i ě ka or ka ` kb ´ i ě kb. So, each term in the sum is a ghost, and N pRq is closed for
addition. For c P R, we have pacqka “ akacka P G, since G is an ideal, showing that ac P N pRq.
Clearly, when R is reduced radgpRq “ ∆pRq is the trivial congruence.
Lemma 4.78. A congruence A is the gp-radical of R if and only if R{A is ghost reduced.
Proof. A is the gp-radical of R iff for every a P R such that ak P G-1clspAq also a P G-1clspAq. Passing to the
quotient ν-semiring R1 :“ R{A, this is obviously equivalent to saying that ak P G1 implies a P G1, i.e.,
that R{A has no ghostpotents except pure ghosts. 
Remark 4.79. An element b P R is a ghostpotent if and only if b P G-1clspRq for every g-radical congruence
R P SprpRq (Definition 4.64). In particular b P G-1clspPq for every g-prime congruence P on R. Therefore,
when b is ghostpotent, we always have radspbq Ď radspaq for any a P R.
Clearly, any ghostpotent which is not ghost by itself is a ghost divisor (Definition 3.19), implying that
N pRqzG Ă gdivpRq.
Lemma 4.80. radgpRq “ radspGq “ radspHq.
Proof. pĎq : Suppose that a P N pRq is non-ghost, then ak “ ghost for some k P N. In any g-prime
congruence, ak ”p ghost implies a ”p ghost, and thus a P G-1clspradspGqq by (4.40).
pĚq : Immediate by (4.41), since G Ď N pRq.
The equality radspGq “ radspHq is given by (4.41). 
From the above exposition we derive the following theorem.
Theorem 4.81 (Krull). For any ν-semiring R we have
radgpRq “
č
P P SpecpRq
P . (4.44)
Proof. A direct consequence of Lemma 4.80, in the view of Definition 4.70. 
Corollary 4.82. Let a P R, then a P G-1clspradgpRqq if and only if a is a ghostpotent, i.e., a P N pRq.
Proof. pñq: By Theorem 4.81, a belongs to the ghost projection G-1clspPq of every g-prime congruence P
and thus is a ghostpotent.
pðq: Clear by definition, since a P N pRq. 
Corollary 4.83. For any a R N pRq there exists a g-prime congruence P such that a R G-1clspPq
The corollary is a strengthening of Lemma 4.30, applied there to q-congruences, and it can be enhanced
further for t-persistent elements.
Lemma 4.84. For each a P T ˝ there exists a g-prime congruence P such that a P T-1clspPq.
Proof. The multiplicative monoid C “ xay is tangible, since a is t-persistent. Take the tangible localiza-
tion RC of R by C, in which
a
1
is a tangible unit. By Corollary 4.83 there exists a g-prime congruence P1
on RC for which
a
1
R G-1clspP1q, and furthermore a1 P T-1clspP1q, since a1 is a unit and P1 is g-prime. Then,
by Proposition 4.47.(ii), the restriction of P1 to R gives a g-prime congruence P with C Ď T-1clspPq, and
thus a P T-1clspPq. 
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For the gp-radical, Remark 4.18 can be strengthened as follows.
Remark 4.85.
(i) A t-persistent element a P T ˝ cannot be written as a sum which involves a ghostpotent term b.
Indeed, otherwise, if a “ b` c such that bn P G, then an “ pb` cqn “ bn `řni“1 `ni˘bn´ici, which
contradicts Axiom NS2 in Definition 3.11, since an P T , cf. (3.8).
(ii) If R is a persistent full (resp. tangibly closed) ν-semiring, then R{ radgpRq is also persistent full
(resp. tangibly closed). Indeed, each member of T-1clspradgpRqq is t-persistent, since T “ T ˝ (resp.
T “ T ‚), where a t-persistent element cannot be ghostpotent, implying by (i) that T-1clspradgpRqq “
T is a monoid. Hence, R{ radgpRq is persistent full (resp. tangibly closed).
(iii) If R is a tame ν-semiring, then R{ radgpRq is also tame, since radgpRq is a q-congruence which
respects the ν-semiring operations.
4.9.5. Jacobson radical.
Finally, we reach the last type of radical, defined in terms of maximal ℓ-congruences (Definition 4.53).
Definition 4.86. The Jacobson radical of a congruence A on a ν-semiring R is defined as
jacpAq :“
č
M P SpmℓpRq
M Ě A
M .
Lemma 4.87. Let π “ πA : R Ý։ R{A be the canonical surjective homomorphism. Then,
(i) jacpAq “ π-1pjacpR{Aqq;
(ii) radcpAq “ π-1pradgpR{Aqq;
Proof. (i): Observe that the map M ÞÝÑ π-1pMq defines a bijection between all maximal ℓ-congruences
of R{A and the maximal ℓ-congruences on R that contain A, cf. Remark 4.29.(i). As inverse images with
respect to π commute with intersections, (i) follows from Definition 4.86 and Theorem 4.81.
(ii): Follows from the fact that a power an of an element a P R belongs to G-1clspAq if and only if
πpaqn P pR{Aq|gh. 
4.10. Krull dimension.
The development of dimension theory is left for future work. To give the flavor of its basics, we bring
some basic definitions.
Definition 4.88. A ν-semiring R is called noetherian (resp. q-noetherian), if any ascending chain
A0 Ĺ A1 Ĺ A2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨
of congruences (resp. q-congruences) on R stabilizes after finitely many steps, i.e., An “ An`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ for
some n.
R is called artinian (resp. q-artinian), if any descending chain
A0 Ľ A1 Ľ A2 Ľ ¨ ¨ ¨
of congruences (resp. q-congruences) stabilizes after finitely many steps.
The use of g-prime congruences, supported by the results if this section, allows for a natural definition
of dimension of ν-semirings.
Definition 4.89. The Krull dimension of a ν-semiring R, denoted dimpRq, is defined to be the supre-
mum of lengths of chains
T
-1
clspP0q Ń T-1clspP1q Ń ¨ ¨ ¨ Ń T-1clspPnq,
such that P0 Ł P1 Ł ¨ ¨ ¨ Ł Pn are g-prime congruences on R.
For example, any supertropical semifield (and more generally any ν-semifield) F has dimension 0,
while the ν-semiring rF rλs of polynomial functions over F has dimension 1, cf. Example 4.44. The case
of general ν-semirings is more subtle.
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Definition 4.90. The height htpPq (or codimension) of a g-prime congruence P, is the supremum of
the lengths of all chains of g-prime congruences contained in P, meaning that P0 Ĺ P1 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Pn “ P
such that T-1clspP0q Ń T-1clspP1q Ń ¨ ¨ ¨ Ń T-1clspPnq.
By Theorem 4.48, we see that the height of P is the Krull dimension of the localization RP of R
by P. A g-prime congruence has height zero if and only if it is a minimal g-prime congruence. The Krull
dimension of a ν-semiring is the supremum of the heights of all g-prime congruences that it carries.
The study of q-noetherian ν-semirings, q-artinian ν-semirings, and Krull dimension is left for future
work.
5. ν-modules
Modules over ν-semirings are a specialization of modules over semirings (Definition 2.17), playing the
similar role to that of modules over rings. As before, ν-semirings in this section are all assumed to be
commutative.
Definition 5.1. A left R-ν-module M :“ pM,H, µq over a (commutative) ν-semiring R :“ pR, T ,G, νq
is a smeimodule (Definition 2.17) having the structure of an additive ν-monoid (Definition 3.1) whose
ghost map µ :M ÝÑ H satisfies for all a P R, u, v PM the additional axioms:
MD1: µpauq “ aµpuq;
MD2: µpu` vq “ µpuq ` µpvq. 14
H is called the ghost submodule of M .
An R-ν-module congruence is a congruence on a ν-monoid which also respects multiplication by
elements of R, i.e., if u ” v, then au ” av for all a P R, u, v PM .
A homomorphism of R-ν-modules is a ν-monoid homomorphism (Definition 3.4)
ϕ : pM,H, µq ÝÝÝÝÑ pM 1,H1, µ1q,
in which ϕpauq “ aϕpuq for any a P R, u P M . In particular, ϕp0M q “ 0M 1 . The g-kernel of ϕ is
defined as
gker pϕq :“ tu PM | ϕpuq P H1u ĂM.
When R is clear from the context, to simplify notations, we write ν-module for R-ν-module. As in the
case of ν-semirings, we write uµ for the ghost image µpuq of an element u PM in the submodule H ĎM .
Since M has the structure of a ν-monoid, the ghost submodule H is partially ordered and it induces a
(partial) µ-ordering on the whole M , i.e., u ąµ v iff uµ ą vµ. We say that M is a ghost ν-module,
if H “M .
By definition, for every u PM ,
uµ “ u` u “ p1` 1qu “ eu (5.1)
i.e., µpuq “ eu. Axiom MD1 implies that µpeuq “ eµpuq, and thus µpauq “ aνµpuq for every a P R. One
observes that the action of R on M respects the µ-ordering (3.4) of M , i.e.,
u ąµ v ñ au ąµ av for all u, v PM, a ‰ 0 in R. (5.2)
Indeed, for u ąµ v in M , by the ν-monoid properties, apu` vq “ au “ pau` avq.
For a homomorphism ϕ : M ÝÑM 1 of ν-modules, we have ϕpuµq “ ϕpuqµ1 by Lemma 3.5, providing
the ghost inclusion ϕpHq Ď H1.
Definition 5.2. Let M be an R-ν-module, and let S ĎM be a subset. The ghost annihilator AnnRpSq
of S is the set of all a P R such that au is a ghost for every u P S, i.e.,
AnnRpSq “ ta P R | au P H for all u P Su.
The Krull dimension of M is defined as
dimRpMq :“ dimpR{{AnnRpMqq,
where the quotient R{{AnnRpMq is as given in Definition 4.9.
14This axiom is part of the ν-monoid structure that makes the ghost map a monoid homomorphism.
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Clearly, G Ď AnnRpSq for any subset S Ď M , while AnnRpHq “ R. When M “ R is a ν-semiring,
AnnRpSq is a ν-semiring ideal (Definition 2.14).
The usual verification shows that the direct sum of ν-modules is a ν-module. Thus, one can construct
the free ν-module as a direct sum of copies of R.
Definition 5.3. An R-ν-module M is free, if it is isomorphic to RpIq for some index set I. M is
projective, if there is a split epic from RpIq to M for some I (which can be taken to have order m, if M
is finitely generated by m elements).
Ghostifying congruences GN of ν-submodules N are naturally defined in terms of ν-monoids, cf. (4.8).
Definition 5.4. The quotient of a ν-module M by a ν-submodule N ĎM is defined as M{{N :“M{GN ,
where GN is the ghostifying congruence of N .
In fact, this process of quotienting is applicable for a general subset S ĎM , and not only for ν-submodules.
Given two R-ν-modulesM and N , we denote by HomRpM,Nq the set of all ν-module homomorphisms
φ : M ÝÑ N . A routine check shows that HomRpM,Nq, with R a commutative ν-semiring, is an R-ν-
module where aφ is defined via paφqpuq :“ aφpuq, cf. Proposition 3.7.
The category of ν-module over a ν-semiring R is denoted by νModR, its morphisms are ν-module
homomorphisms. As usual, we have the following functors.
Definition 5.5. The covariant functor
HomRpM, q : νModR ÝÝÝÝÑ νModR
is given by sending N to HomRpM,Nq and sending ϕ : N1 ÝÑ N2 to pϕ : HomRpM,N1q ÝÑ HomRpM,N2q
by pϕpφq “ ϕφ for φ :M ÝÑ N1.
The contravariant functor
Homp , Nq : νModR ÝÝÝÝÑ νModR
is given by sending M to HomRpM,Nq and sending the ν-module homomorphism ϕ : M1 ÝÑ M2 topϕ : HomRpM2, Nq ÝÑ HomRpM1, Nq by pϕpφq “ φϕ for φ :M2 ÝÑ N.
5.1. Exact sequences.
A sequence of R-ν-modules is a chain of morphisms of R-ν-modules
¨ ¨ ¨ φn´2ÝÝÝÝÑMn´1 φn´1ÝÝÝÝÑMn φnÝÝÝÝÑMn`1 φn`1ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
with indices varying over a finite or an infinite part of Z. The sequence satisfies the complex ghost
property at Mn if φn ˝ φn´1 “ Hn`1 or, in equivalent terms, im pφn´1q Ď gker pφnq, cf. Definition 3.6.
The sequence is said to be ghost exact (written g-exact) at Mn, if im pφn´1q “ gker pφnq. When
the sequence satisfies the complex ghost property at every Mn, it is called g-complex. Likewise, the
sequence is called g-exact, if it is exact at all places. Short g-exact sequences are sequences of type
H1 ÝÝÝÝÑM 1 φÝÝÝÝÑM ψÝÝÝ։M2 ÝÝÝÝÑ H2,
such that
(a) im pφq “ gker pψq;
(b) ψ is surjective.
Often we also require that φ is injective. Then, for short g-exact sequences, M 1 can be viewed as a
ν-submodule of M via φ, where ψ induces a homomorphism M{{M 1 ÝÑ M2. Conversely, for any ν-
submodule N ĎM the sequence
HN ÝÝÝÝÑ N ãÝÝÝÝÑM ÝÝÝ։M{{N ÝÝÝÝÑ HM{N p“ HM q
is a short g-exact sequence. A further study of g-exact sequences is left for future work.
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5.2. Tensor products.
The tensor product of modules over semirings has appeared in the literature; for example in [61].
Since the theory closely parallels tensor products over algebras, we briefly review it for the reader’s
convenience. Patchkoria has built an extensive theory of derived functors in [55], but assumes that the
modules are (additively) cancellative, in order to be able to use factor modules. Here, since factorization
by submodule is performed by means of ghostification, as indicated in Definition 5.4, we can avoid
cancellativity conditions on ν-modules.
Suppose M and N are R-ν-modules, and M :“ pM,G,`q is an additive ν-monoid (Definition 3.1). A
map
ψ :M ˆN ÝÝÝÝÑM
is bilinear (also called balanced), if
ψpu ` u1, vq “ ψpu, vq ` ψpu1, vq,
ψpu, v ` v1q “ ψpu, vq ` ψpu, v1q,
ψpua, vq “ ψpu, avq,
(5.3)
for all a P R, u, u1 PM, v, v1 P N .
Definition 5.6. A tensor product of R-ν-modules M and N (over R) is an R-ν-module T , together
with an bilinear map ψ : M ˆ N ÝÑ T , such that the universal property holds: For each bilinear map
φ : M ˆ N ÝÑ L to some ν-module L, there is a unique linear map ϕ : T ÝÑ L such that φ “ ϕ ˝ ψ,
i.e., that renders the diagram
M ˆN
φ

ψ // T
ϕ
vv♥ ♥
♥ ♥
♥ ♥
♥ ♥
L
commutative.
Given R-ν-modules M :“ pM,HM , µM q and N :“ pN,HN , µNq, a routine verification shows that
RpM ˆNq is a again an R-ν-module with ghost submodule HMˆN :“ RpHM ˆHN q – GpHM ˆHN q.
Its µ-ordering is induced jointly from the µ-orderings of M and N by coordinate-wise addition. By the
ν-module properties one can identify RpM ˆNq with M ˆN . But, to stress the fact that HMˆN is
determined as e ¨ pM ˆNq, we retain the notation RpM ˆNq.
Let T be the congruence on RpM ˆNq whose underlying equivalence „t is given by the generating
relations
piq pu` u1, vq „t pu, vq ` pu1, vq,
piiq pu, v ` v1q „t pu, vq ` pu, v1q,
piiiq a ¨ pu, vq „t pau, vq „t pu, avq,
(5.4)
for a P R, u, u1 PM , v, v1 P N . We define the tensor product of M and N to be
M bR N :“ RpM ˆNq{T,
and set 0b :“ 0M b 0N , which is the class r0RpMˆNqs. The equivalence classes rpu, vqs of T are denoted
as customary by ub v.
Observe that f „t f 1 and g „t g1 in T implies f ` g „t f 1` g1; therefore T induces a binary operation
rf s` rgs :“ rf ` gs on M bR N . So, it suffices to check that f ` g „t f 1` g, which is built from the three
relations (5.4). The operation ` of M bR N is commutative, associative, and unital with respect to 0b,
as this is the case in RpM ˆNq and T is a congruence.
The ghost submodule HMbRN of M bR N is defined as
HMbRN :“ tub v | u P HM or v P HNu.
When no confusion arises, we write uµ and vµ for µM puq and µN pvq, respectively. Recalling from (5.1)
that uµ “ e ¨ u, by the third generating relation in (5.4) we have
puµ, vq “ peu, vq „t e ¨ pu, vq „t pu, evq “ pu, vµq,
moreover
puµ, vq “ peu, vq “ pe2u, vq „t e ¨ peu, vq „t peu, evq “ puµ, vµq,
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providing the equivalence
puµ, vµq „t e ¨ pu, vq. (5.5)
Therefore
HMbRN “ te ¨ pu, vq | u PM, v P Nu “ HM bR HN .
To define the ghost map µb of M bR N , first observe by (5.5) that the ghost map of RpM ˆNq is
given by µRpMˆNq “ pµM , µN q, and it respects the defining relations (5.4) of T. Indeed, writing rµ for
µRpMˆNq, for the first generating relation we have:rµpu` u1, vq „t e ¨ pu` u1, vq „t pu` u1, evq
„t pu, evq ` pu1, evq „t e ¨ pu, vq ` e ¨ pu1, vq
„t rµpu, vq ` rµpu1, vq.
The second relation is checked similarly, where for the third relation we haverµpa ¨ pu, vqq „t ea ¨ pu, vq „t peau, vq „t e ¨ pau, vq „t rµpau, vq.
We assign M bR N with the ghost map
µb : M bR N ÝÝÝÝÑ HM bR HN , defined by ub v ÞÝÑ uµ b vµ,
for which
pub vqµb “ rpu, vqrµs “ rpuµ, vµqs “ re ¨ pu, vqs “ uµ b vµ (5.6)
for all u, u1 P HM , v, v1 P HN .
The partial ordering ăb of HMbRN is induced from the partial ordering of HRpMˆNq, determined as
ub v ăb u1 b v1 ô u ă u1 and v ă v1, (5.7)
for u, u1 P HM , v, v1 P HN . Equivalently, the partial ordering ăb can be extracted directly from the
additive structure of ghost submonoid HMbRN , that is
ub v ăb u1 b v1 ô ub v ` u1 b v1 “ u1 b v1.
This formulation shows that the ordering ăb does not depend on the representatives of classes ub v in
M b N , so we only need to verify that ăb respects the third generating relation in (5.4). But this is
clear by choosing a ¨ pu, vq as representatives.
We define a map
p ¨ q : R ˆ pM bR Nq pa,rfsqÞÝÑra¨fsÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑM bR N,
which by routine check seen to be well defined, namely f „t g ñ a ¨ f „t a ¨ g, for any a P R.
Proposition 5.7. pM bR N,HM bR HN , µbq is an R-ν-module.
Proof. First, observe that M bR N is a ν-monoid (Definition 3.1) and its ghost map µb coincides with
the ν-monoid operation. Indeed, let L :“ RpM ˆNq, write rµ for µL, and for elements f, g P L use (5.6)
to obtain
rf ` gsµb “ rpf ` gqrµs “ rf rµ ` grµs “ rf rµs ` rgrµs “ rf sµb ` rgsµb
and p0bqµb “ r0rµLs “ r0Ls “ 0b. Since rf sµb “ rf rµs and rµ is an idempotent map on L, then µb is
idempotent as well.
Having the partial ordering ąb on HM b HN defined in (5.7), we verify the axioms of a ν-monoid
(Definition 3.1).
NM1: Assume µbprf sq ąb µbprgsq, that is rf rµs ą rgrµs, implying that f rµ ą grµ. Thus rf s ` rgs “
rf ` gs “ rf s.
NM2: If µbpfq “ µbpgq, that is rf rµs “ rgrµs, then f rµ “ grµ and rf s ` rgs “ rf ` gs “ rf rµs “ rf sµb .
NM3: The condition rf s`rgs R HMbRHN and rf s`rgsµb P HMbRHN are equivalent to f`g R HL
and f`grµ P HL, which implies f`g “ f rµ`g. But then rf s`rgs “ rf`gs “ f rµ`g “ rf rµs`rgs “
rf sµb ` rgs, since rf sµb “ rf rµs.
Finally, a routine check shows that M bR N is an R-ν-module via ( ¨ ), since L by itself is an R-ν-
module. 
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Remark 5.8. Since RpM ˆNq is generated by tpu, vq | u PM, v P Nu, we see that M bR N is generated
as an ν-module by tu b v | u P M, v P Nu. Therefore, the ghost submodule HMbRN of M bR N is
generated by tuµ b vµ | u P M, v P Nu, since uµ b vµ “ re ¨ pu, vqs “ erpu, vqs by (5.6). Thus, if
rf s “ ři ai ¨ pui b viq, then
rf sµb “ e ¨ rf s “
ÿ
i
ai ¨ e ¨ e ¨ rpui, viqs “
ÿ
i
ai ¨ rpeui, eviqs “
ÿ
i
ai ¨ rpuµi , vµi qs.
Hence, the ghost map µb is induced by the ghost maps µM and µN of M and N , respectively.
Corollary 5.9. The tensor product T “M bR N exists for any R-ν-modules M and N .
Proof. Follows from Proposition 5.7. 
For two ν-semirings R and R1, an pR,R1q-ν-bimodule is a ν-module M such that:
(a) M is a left R-ν-module and also a right R1-ν-module;
(b) pauqb1 “ apub1q for all a P R, b1 P R1 and u PM .
An pR,Rq-ν-bimodule is shortly termed R-ν-bimodule.
Theorem 5.10. There is a left adjoint functor TenN p q to the contravariant functor Homp , Nq in
Definition 5.5.
The theorem is a restatement of the adjoint isomorphism, writing TenN pMq as M bR N, that is
HompW,HompM,Nqq “ HompW bM,Nq.
TenN p q is called the tensor product functor b N, where all constructions of TenN p q are
naturally isomorphic, by the uniqueness of the left adjoint functor.
Proof of Theorem 5.10. The proof follows from the above construction of the tensor product M bR N ,
based on congruences instead of ν-submodules, and a verification of the adjoint isomorphism.
Given an abelian semigroup S :“ pS,`q, any bilinear map ψ :M ˆN ÝÑ S gives rise to a semigroup
homomorphism determined by ubv ÞÝÑ ψpu, vq. Having gone this far, one follows the program spelled out
in [40, §3.7] to show that if M is an pR1, Rq-ν-bimodule and N is an pR,R2q-ν-bimodule, then M bR N
is an pR1, R2q-ν-bimodule under the natural operations
a1pub vq “ a1ub v, pub vqa2 “ ub va2.
The verification of the adjoint isomorphism now is exactly as in the proof of [40, Propositon 3.2]. 
Remark 5.11. Let R,M , and N be ν-semirings, with q-homomorphisms φ : R ÝÑM and ψ : R ÝÑ N ,
that make M and N into R-ν-modules. For every ν-semiring A and q-homomorphisms α : M ÝÑ A,
β : N ÝÑ A, rendering a commutative diagram with φ and ψ, there is a unique q-homomorphism
ξ :M bR N ÝÑ A such that the whole diagram commutes:
A
M bR N
ξ
dd
Noo
β
oo
M
α
RR
OO
R
φ
oo
ψ
OO
(the maps M ÝÑ M bR N and N ÝÑ M bR N are the obvious maps u ÞÝÑ u b 1 and v ÞÝÑ 1 b v).
For q-homomorphisms α : M ÝÑ A and β : N ÝÑ A, the map ξ : M bR N ÝÑ A is determined by
ub v ÞÝÑ αpuq ¨ βpvq.
Once we have the notion of a tensor product at our disposal, we can recover classical structures,
especially localization of ν-modules.
Definition 5.12. The tangible localization of an R-ν-module M by a tangible submonoid C Ď R is
defined as
MC :“ RC bM,
where RC is the tangible localization of R by C (Definition 3.39).
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When C is generated by a t-persistent element f P T ˝, we write Mf for MC .
5.3. F -ν-algebra.
Let F be a ν-semifield, and let A be an F -ν-module equipped with an additional binary operation
p ¨ q : AˆA ÝÑ A. A is an algebra over F , if the following properties hold for every elements x, y, z P A,
a, b P F :
(a) Right distributivity: px` yq ¨ z “ x ¨ z ` y ¨ z,
(b) Left distributivity: x ¨ py ` zq “ x ¨ y ` x ¨ z,
(c) Multiplications by scalars: paxq ¨ pbyq “ pabqpx ¨ yq.
In other words, the binary operation p ¨ q is bilinear. An algebra over F is called F -ν-algebra, while F
is said to be the base ν-semifield of A.
A homomorphism of F -ν-algebras A,B is a homomorphism φ : A ÝÑ B of ν-modules (i.e., an
F -linear map) such that φpxyq “ φpxqφpyq for all x, y P A. The set of all F -ν-algebra homomorphisms
from A to B is denoted by HomF pA,Bq.
Definition 5.13. An F -ν-algebra is said to be finitely generated, if there exist f1, . . . , fn P A such
that any f P A can be presented in the form
f “
nÿ
j“1
ajfj , with a1, . . . an P F.
The elements f1, . . . , fn are called generators of A.
Tensor products and ν-algebras lay a foundation for developing new types of algebra, parallel to known
algebras, e.g., exterior ν-algebra, Lie ν-algebra, or Clifford ν-algebra.
Part II: Supertropical Algebraic Geometry
6. Varieties
Recall that all our underlying ν-semirings (Definition 3.11) are assumed to be commutative. Hence-
forth, since ν-semirings are referred to also as ν-algebras whose elements are functions, unless otherwise
is specified, A :“ pA, T ,G, νq denotes a commutative ν-semiring. For a clearer exposition, given a q-
congruence A on A, we explicitly write pA{Aq|˝tng (resp. pA{Aq|‚tng) for the t-persistent set (resp. a
t-persistent monoid) of the quotient ν-semiring A{A, and pA{Aq|ual for the set of its t-unalterable ele-
ments. Similarly, we write pA{Aq|tng for the tangible set of A{A, and pA{Aq|gh for its ghost ideal. To
unify notations, we write A|ual, A|‚tng, A|˝tng, A|tng, and A|gh for S, T ‚, T ˝, T , and G, respectively.
Notation 6.1. A g-prime congruence is denoted by P, where its underlying equivalence is denoted by ”p.
We let X “ SpecpAq be the g-prime spectrum of A whose formal elements are g-prime congruences
(Definition 4.40). Later, X is realized as a topological space. To designate this view, we denote a point
of X by x, where Px stands for g-prime congruence assigned with x. We write Ax for the localization APx
of A by Px (Definition 4.39).
Elements of A are denoted by the letters f, g, h, as from now on they are realized also as functions (as
explained below). We write xf1, . . . , fℓy for the subset generated by elements f1, . . . , fℓ P A, i.e., all finite
sums of the form
ř
i gifi with gi P A.
Recall from Remark 4.16 that G-1clsp q and T-1clsp q provide respectively the class-forgetful maps
Gclsp q : CongqpAq ÝÑ A and Tclsp q : CongqpAq ÝÑ A that encode clusters’ decomposition. Re-
call also that a g-prime congruence P is an ℓ-congruence, and thus its tangible projection T-1clspPq is a
multiplicative monoid, written T-1clspPq “ P-1‚ pPq.
Comment 6.2. A subset E Ď A can be realized as the trivial partial congruence ∆pEq, which set
theoretically is contained in AˆA (Definition 2.4). We are mainly concerned with the case that ∆pEq Ď
GclspPq, written equivalently as E Ď G-1clspPq, where P is a g-prime congruence. When possible, to simplify
notations, we use the latter form. Equivalently, this setup is formulated in terms of g-congruences as
GE Ď P, cf. (4.8), which reads as f ”p fν in P for all f P E. We alternate between these equivalent
descriptions, for a clearer exposition.
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Our forthcoming exposition includes some equivalent definitions, relying on different structural views,
that later help for a better understanding of the interplay among the involved objects.
6.1. Varieties over ν-semirings.
Let A “ pA, T ,G, νq be a ν-semiring, and let SpecpAq be its g-prime spectrum (Definition 4.40). The
elements of A can be interpreted as functions on SpecpAq by defining fpPq to be the residue class rf s
of f in A{P, that is
f : P ÞÝÑ rf s P A{P. (6.1)
Thereby, every element f P A determines a map
SpecpAq ÝÝÝÝÑ
ž
PPSpecpAq
A{P Ď
ž
PPSpecpAq
QpA{Pq,
where fpPq P pA{Pq|gh if f P G-1clspPq, and likewise fpPq P pA{Pq|tng when f P T-1clspPq. Namely, on a
g-prime congruence P the function f possesses ghost or tangible, respectively; but it could also result in
a class which is neither ghost nor tangible.
Remark 6.3. A function f R A|tng cannot not be congruent to any h P T-1clspPq, in each P P SpecpAq,
but it is not necessarily evaluated as ghost. When f R A|gh, it may still be considered as tangibly evaluated
on some P.
Since P P SpecpAq is a g-prime congruence, a ghost product pfgqpPq P pA{Pq|gh of functions f, g P A
implies that fpPq P pA{Pq|gh or gpPq P pA{Pq|gh. Equivalently, this reads as fg ”p ghost implies
f ”p ghost or g ”p ghost, where ”p is the underlying equivalence of P. Hence, f ”p fν or g ”p fν by
Lemma 4.1. We identify f P A with the pair pf, fq P AˆA.
We define the ghost locus of a nonempty subset E Ď A to be
VpEq :“ tP P SpecpAq | fpPq P pA{Pqgh for all f P Eu.
For f P A we therefore equivalently define (cf. Comment 6.2):
Vpfq :“ tP P SpecpAq | f P G-1clspPqu
“ tP P SpecpAq | pf, fq P GclspPqu,
“ tP P SpecpAq | s.t. f ”p fν in Pu,
Dpfq :“ tP P SpecpAq | f R G-1clspPqu
“ tP P SpecpAq | pf, fq R GclspPqu “ SpecpAqzVpfq
(6.2)
A set of the form Dpfq is called a principal subset. Using the bijection ι : E „ÝÝÑ ∆pEq, a subset VpEq
can be written as
VpEq :“ tP P SpecpAq | E Ď G-1clspPqu
“ tP P SpecpAq | ∆pEq Ď GclspPqu.
(6.3)
We use these equivalent forms of VpEq and Dpfq to ease the exposition.
Comment 6.4. Note that P P Dpfq does not imply that f P T-1clspPq, which means that as a function f
need not take tangible values on P. However, it takes non-ghost values on the entire Dpfq.
A ν-variety in SpecpAq is a subset of type VpEq for some E Ď A; it is called ν-hypersurface when
E “ tfu for some f P A, in other words GE is a principal q-congruence. We write VXpfq and DXpfq
when we want to keep track of the ambient space X “ SpecpAq.
Recall that an element f P A is ghostpotent, belonging to N pAq, if fn P A|gh for some n P N (Definition
4.76), where f by itself could be ghost.
Remark 6.5. Since A|gh :“ G Ď G-1clspPq for any g-prime congruence P, from (6.3) we obtain that
VpEq “ VpE Y Gq for any E Ď A. Therefore, VpEq “ VpGq when E Ď G, and Vpgq “ VpGq for any
g P A|gh. Clearly, VpAq “ H, since Aˆ Ę G-1clspPq for every P P SpecpAq, by Remark 4.15. On the
other hand, for principal subsets, we immediately see that Dpfq “ H for every f P A|gh, and more
generally for all f P N pAq, while Dpfq “ SpecpAq for any unit f P Aˆ and any f P A|ual, in particular
Dp1q “ SpecpAq.
Recall that f P G-1clspPq means that f ” g for some g P A|gh, yet f need not be ghost in A.
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Proposition 6.6. Let E,E1 be subsets of A, and let pEiqiPI be a family of subsets of A. Then,
(i) Vphq “ SpecpAq for any h P A|gh, and for any ghostpotent h P N pAq;
(ii) Vpfq “ H for every unit f P Aˆ;
(iii) E Ă E1 ñ VpEq Ą VpE1q;
(iv) VpŤiPI Eiq “ ŞiPI VpEiq “ VpřiPI Eiq;
(v) VpEE1q “ VpEq Y VpE1q, where EE1 “ tff 1 | f P E, f 1 P E1u.
Proof. (i)–(iii) are obvious, since each P P SpecpAq is an ℓ-congruence, where h P G-1clspPq for every
h P N pAq, cf. Remarks 4.79 and 6.5. In addition, Aˆ Ď G-cclspPq for each P, since otherwise P would be
a ghost congruence, and thus Vpfq “ H.
(iv): The set VpŤiPI Eiq consists of all P P SpecpAq with ŤiPI Ei Ď G-1clspPq, hence Ei Ď G-1clspPq for
every i P I, and therefore coincides with ŞiPI VpEiq. Given P P SpecpAq, ŤiPI Ei is contained in G-1clspPq
iff the set
ř
iPI Ei generated by
Ť
iPI Ei (which is a semiring ideal) is contained in G
-1
clspPq. Therefore,
we see that, in addition, VpŤiPI Eiq coincides with VpřiPI Eiq.
(v): Take P P SpecpAq such that P R VpEq and P R VpE1q. Then E Ę G-1clspPq and E1 Ę G-1clspPq, and
there are elements f P E and f 1 P E1 such that f, f 1 R G-1clspPq. But then, ff 1 R G-1clspPq since P is
a g-prime congruence, and thus P R VpEE1q so that VpEE1q Ď VpEq Y VpE1q. Conversely, P P VpEq
implies E Ď G-1clspPq and hence EE1 Ď G-1clspPq by Remark 4.41, thus P P VpEE1q. This shows that
VpEq Ď VpEE1q and, likewise, VpE1q Ď VpEE1q. 
For the set-radical closure rclpEq of a subset E Ď A, determined by s-radical (Definition 4.70), we
receive a one-to-one correspondence.
Proposition 6.7. VpEq “ VprclpEqq for any E Ă A.
Proof. Clearly, E Ď rclpEq, and thus VpEq Ě VprclpEqq by Proposition 6.6.(iii). Conversely, by (4.43),
E Ď G-1clspPq is equivalent to rclpEq Ď G-1clspPq, since P is g-prime. This holds for any P P VpEq, and thus
VpEq Ď VprclpEqq. 
With the above setting, the g-prime spectrum SpecpAq is endowed with a Zariski type topology, defined
in the obvious way.
Corollary 6.8. Let A be a ν-semiring, and let X “ SpecpAq be its spectrum. There exists a Zariski
topology on X whose closed sets are subsets of type VpEq Ď X, where E Ď A. Moreover:
(i) The sets of type Dpfq with f P A are open and satisfy Dpfq XDpgq “ Dpfgq for f, g P A.
(ii) Every open subset of X is a union of sets of type Dpfq, which form a basis of the topology on X.
Proof. The characteristic properties of closed sets of a topology are given by parts (i), (iii), and (iv) of
Proposition 6.6, where (iv) is generalized by induction to finite unions of sets of type VpEq. The sets
of type Dpfq are open, as they are complements of sets of type Vpfq, and thus satisfy the intersection
property by Proposition 6.6.(iv). Finally, an arbitrary open subset U Ď X “ SpecpAq is the complement
of a closed set of type VpEq for some subset E Ď A. Therefore, VpEq “ ŞfPE Vpfq and hence U “Ť
fPE Dpfq, which says that every open subset in X is a union of sets of type Dpfq. 
Note that, in contrast to the familiar spectra of rings, arbitrary open sets in the Zariski topology on
SpecpAq need not be dense.
Proposition 6.9. f P AzpA|gh Y gdivpAqq iff Dpfq is dense in X (Definition 3.19).
Proof. Dpfq ‰ H is dense iff Vpgq “ X for every closed set Vpgq that contains Dpfq. The inclusion
Dpfq Ă Vpgq means that gpxq P pA{Pxq|gh for every x P X for which fpxq R pA{Pxq|gh. This holds
iff gpxqfpxq P pA{Pxq|gh for every x P X iff gf is a ghostpotent (Corollary 4.83) iff g is ghostpotent
and f R gdivpAq is not ghost. The former condition holds, since Vpgq “ X for every g such that Vpgq
contains Dpfq. 
Remark 6.10. If A is a tame ν-semiring, then Dpfq is dense iff f P A|tngz gdivpAq, since otherwise,
either, f P A|gh and thus Dpfq “ H, or f is a ghost divisor by Lemma 3.23.(i) and thus Dpfq is not
dense by Proposition 6.9.
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We strengthen Remark 6.5 and Proposition 6.6.
Lemma 6.11. Let A be a ν-semiring.
(i) Vpfq “ SpecpAq iff f is a ghostpotent.
(ii) If Vpfq Ď Vpgq where f is a ghostpotent, then g is a ghostpotent.
(iii) Dpfq “ H iff f is a ghostpotent.
(iv) Dpfq “ Dpgq iff radspfq “ radspgq, cf. Definition 4.70.
(v) If f is a unit (or t-unalterable) in A, then Dpfq “ SpecpAq.
(vi) Dpfnq “ Dpfq for any f P A.
(vii) If Dpfq Ď Dpgq where f P A|˝tng and A is a tame ν-semiring, then g P A|˝tng.
(viii) E1 Ď E iff DpE1q Ď DpEq iff VpE1q Ě VpEq iff radspE1q Ď radspEq.
Proof. (i): Vpfq “ SpecpAq ô f P G-1clspPq for every g-prime congruence P on A ô f is ghostpotent,
cf. Remark 4.79.
(ii): Follows immediately from part (i).
(iii): Dpfq “ H ô Vpfq “ SpecpAq, and apply part (i).
(iv): Using set theoretic considerations we see that
Dpfq Ď Dpgq ô Vpfq Ě Vpgq ô radspfq Ď radspgq. (˚)
By symmetry we conclude that radspfq “ radspgq.
(v): pñq: Dpfq “ SpecpAq “ Dpgq for some unit g P Aˆ ñ radspgq Ď radspfq by (˚) ñ gn “ fh by
Lemma 4.74. But gn is a unit, and thus fh is also a unit, implying that f is a unit by Remark 3.14.
pðq: f P Aˆ is a unit of A ñ Vpfq “ H ñ Dpfq “ SpecpAq, by Lemma 6.6.(ii).
(vi): Vpfnq “ Vpfq X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Vpfq “ Vpfq by Lemma 6.6, taking complements we get Dpfnq “ Dpfq.
(vii): Follows from Corollary 4.75, applied to (˚), as f is t-persistent and A is tame.
(viii): It is an obvious generalization of (iv), combined with Proposition 6.6.(iii). 
By Comment 6.2, a subset E of a ν-semiring A is identified with ∆pEq, realized as a partial ghost
concurrence. In addition, E is canonically associated to the congruence GE by the means of ghostifica-
tion (4.7), which gives the inclusion ∆pEq Ď GclspGEq. In this view, Vp q defines a map A ÝÑ SpecpAq
via (6.3), which extends naturally to the map
Vp q : CongpAq ÝÝÝÝÑ SpecpAq, A ÞÝÑ VpAq,
where VpAq is defined as
VpAq :“ tP P SpecpAq | P Ě Au. (6.4)
Using the same notation, we apply Vp q to both subsets E of A and arbitrary congruences on A, no
confusion arises. More generally, Vp q can be applied to subsets S Ă AˆA, e.g., to A1XA2 and A1`A2.
We write VA, when want to stress the fact that V is taken over A.
Remark 6.12. With this notation, we have VpGEq “ VpEq for any E Ď A. Indeed,
VpGEq “ tP P SpecpAq | P Ě GEu
“ tP P SpecpAq | P Ě ŞA such that E Ď G-1clspAqu
“ tP P SpecpAq | E Ď G-1clspPqu “ VpEq.
Note that GE need not be a q-congruence, e.g., if E XAˆ ‰ H; in such case VpGEq “ H by definition.
We define the converse map of (6.1) to be the map
Kp q : SpecpAq ÝÝÝÝÑ CongqpAq rĂ CongpAqs
that sends a subset Y Ď SpecpAq to the q-congruence
KpY q :“
č
PPY
P. (6.5)
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KpY q is indeed a q-congruence, since it is an intersection of ℓ-congruences, cf. Remark 4.28. In particular,
KptPuq “ P for any P P SpecpAq, while KpSpecpAqq “ radgpAq by Theorem 4.81.
The map Kp q determines the restricted map from SpecpAq to A, given in terms of projections:
Kghp q : SpecpAq ÝÝÝÝÑ A, Y ÞÝÑ
č
PPY
G
-1
clspPq “ G-1clspKpY qq.
For Y “ VpAq, the inclusion pf, fq P KpY q implies f P G-1clspPq for each P P Y . Therefore, KghpY q is the
subset of all functions in A that take ghost values over the entire Y .
Remark 6.13. From (6.5) it follows immediately that
(i) If Y Ă Y 1 Ă SpecpAq, then KpY q Ą KpY 1q,
(ii) KpŤjPJ Yjq “ ŞjPJ KpYjq for any family of subsets pYjqjPJ of SpecpAq.
Applying Vp q to congruences, we get the following.
Proposition 6.14. Let A be a ν-semiring, and let X “ SpecpAq.
(i) KpVpEqq “ radspEq for any subset E Ď A, cf. Definition 4.70. In particular, KpVpEqq “ GE
when GE “ radcpGEq, cf. Definition 4.64.
(ii) VpKpY qq coincides with the closure Y of Y Ă X with respect to the Zariski topology on X, and
Y “ VpKpY qq for closed subsets Y Ă X.
Proof. (i): Using Proposition 6.7 and Lemma 4.67, write
KpVpEqq “
č
PPVpEq
P “
č
P P SpecpAq
GclspPq Ě ∆pEq
P “
č
P P SpecpAq
G
-1
clspPq Ě E
P “ radspEq.
(This assertion is also obtained from Lemma 6.15 by considering ∆pEq as a partial ghost congruence.)
(ii): First Y Ď VpKpY qq, since
VpKpY qq “ tP P SpecpAq | P Ě KpY qu
“
"
P P SpecpAq | P Ě Ş
PPY
P
*
,
and clearly P P VpKpY qq for every P P Y . Moreover, Y Ď VpKpY qq, since the closure Y of Y in X
is the smallest closed subset in X that contains Y , i.e., the intersection of all closed subsets VpEq Ď
SpecpAq such that Y Ď VpEq. To see that Y “ VpKpY qq, it remains to check that Y Ď VpEq implies
VpKpY qq Ď VpEq. Indeed, from the inclusion Y Ď VpEq we conclude that ∆pEq Ď GclspPq for all
P P Y , hence ∆pEq Ď GclspKpY qq, which is equivalent to E Ď G-1clspKpY qq. Then, VpKpY qq Ď VpEq by
Proposition 6.6.(iii). 
Proposition 6.14, together with Lemma 6.11, shows that Vpfq “ Vpgq is equivalent to radspfq “ radspgq,
for f, g P A, and therefore also to Dpfq “ Dpgq.
Lemma 6.15. Let A P CongpAq be an arbitrary congruence on A, then:
(i) VpradcpAqq “ VpAq,
(ii) KpVpAqq “ radcpAq.
Proof. Write explicitly to obtain the following.
piq : VpradcpAqq “ tP P SpecpAq | P Ě radcpAqu
“
"
P P SpecpAq | P Ě Ş
P P SpecpAq
P Ě A
P
*
“ tP P SpecpAq | P Ě Au “ VpAq,
piiq : KpVpAqq “ Ş
PPVpAq
P “ Ş
P P SpecpAq
P Ě A
P “ radcpAq.

Accordingly, we conclude that, if A is a q-congruence, then also KpVpAqq is a q-congruence, unless
VpAq is empty.
Remark 6.16. The usual straightforward inverse Zariski correspondence holds for A1,A2 P CongpAq:
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(i) VpA1 Y A2q “ VpA1q X V pA2q, cf. (4.23);
(ii) If A1 Ě A2, then VpA1q Ď VpA2q;
(iii) VpA1 X A2q Ě VpA1q Y VpA2q.
By this remark and Lemma 6.15, using Notation 6.1, we conclude the following.
Corollary 6.17. Let A be a ν-semiring, and let X “ SpecpAq be its spectrum.
(i) For x P X we have txu “ VpPxq and the closure of x consists of all P Ě Px.
(ii) A point x P X is closed if and only if Px is a maximal ℓ-congruence in SpecpAq.
(Note that part (ii) does not hold for a t-minimal ℓ-congruence (Definition 4.55).)
Corollary 6.18. The mappings between X “ SpecpAq and CongqpAq, given by"
closed
subsets in X
*
K //
"
c-radical congruences
R “ radcpRq on A
*
,
V
oo
Y
VpRq
✤ // KpY q
R
✤oo ,
are inclusion-reversing, bijective, and inverse to each other. Furthermore,
K
ˆď
jPJ
Yj
˙
“
č
jPJ
KpYjq, K
ˆč
jPJ
Yj
˙
“ radc
ˆÿ
jPJ
KpYjq
˙
,
for a family pYjqjPJ of subsets Yi Ă X, where in the latter equation the Yi’s are closed in X.
Proof. The assertions infer from Proposition 6.14, except the latter equation. Since Yj “ VpKpYjqq by
Proposition 6.14.(ii), from Proposition 6.6.(iv) we obtainč
jPJ
Yj “ V
ˆÿ
jPJ
KpYjq
˙
, and thus K
ˆč
jPJ
Yj
˙
“ radc
ˆÿ
jPJ
KpYjq
˙
by Remark 4.66 and Proposition 6.14.(i). 
Quasi compactness occurs for open sets in the Zariski toplology of SpecpAq.
Proposition 6.19. Let A be a ν-semiring, and let X “ SpecpAq be its spectrum. Every set Dpgq Ă X,
with g P A, is quasi-compact. In particular, X “ Dp1q is quasi-compact.
Proof. Since the sets Dpfq form a basis of the Zariski topology on X (Corrollary 6.8), it is enough to show
that every covering of Dpgq admits a finite subcover. We may assume that g R A|gh is not a ghospotent,
since otherwise Dpgq “ H by Lemma 6.11. Let F :“ pfiqiPI be a family of elements in A such that
Dpgq Ď ŤiPI Dpfiq. Taking complements, this is equivalent to
Vpgq Ě
č
iPI
Vpfiq “ VpGFq,
where GF is the ghostifying congruence of F . Then, radspgq Ă radspFq “ radcpGF q by Proposition 6.14,
and there exists n P N such that gn P G-1clspGF q.
GF is the minimal congruence determined by the ghost relations on F . Its ghost projection G
-1
clspGF q
is an ideal of A (Remark 4.15), generated by elements from F and elements of A|gh (Remark 4.18). Thus,
there exists a finite set of indices i1, . . . , im P I such that gn “
řm
j“1 aijgij , with gij P G-1clspGF q. In terms
of ideals, this implies xgny Ď xgi1 , . . . , gimy.
Since gn is not a ghost, the set tgi1 , . . . , gimu contains a subset K of non-ghost elements tfk1 , . . . , fkℓu
from F . Hence gn P G-1clspGKq, and Vpgq “ Vpgnq Ě Vptfk1 , . . . , fkℓuq. Therefore Dpgq Ď
Ťℓ
j“1Dpfkj q,
and Dpgq admits a finite subcover. 
Recall from Remark 2.3.(iii) that a q-homomorphism ϕ : A ÝÑ B of ν-semirings induces the congruence
pull-back map
aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÝÝÝÑ SpecpAq, P1 ÞÝÑ ϕ_pP1q, (6.6)
given by pa, bq P P if pϕpaq, ϕpbqq P P1. The map aϕ is well defined for g-prime congruences, preserving
g-primes as well, by Remark 4.42.
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Proposition 6.20. Let A be a q-congruence on A, and let π : A ÝÑ A{A be the canonical surjection.
The map
aπ : SpecpA{Aq ÝÝÝÝÑ SpecpAq, P1 ÞÝÑ π_pP1q,
induces a homeomorphism of topological spaces SpecpA{Aq „ÝÝÑ VpAq, where VpAq is equipped with the
subspace topology obtained from the Zariski topology of SpecpAq.
Proof. The map aπ defines a bijection between SpecpA{Aq and the subset of SpecpAq consisting of all g-
prime congruences which contain A, cf. Remark 4.42. Hence, it provides a bijection SpecpA{Aq „ÝÝÑ VpAq.
Considering this map as an identification, for elements f P A, we obtain
SpecpAq Ě Dpfq X VpAq “ Dpπpfqq Ď SpecpA{Aq.
Since π is surjective, for f P A{A, the sets Dpfq Ď SpecpA{Aq correspond bijectively to the restrictions
VpAq XDpfq Ď SpecpAq with f P A, which proves the assertion. 
Corollary 6.21. The spectrum of a ν-semiring A and the spectrum of its reduction A{ radgpAq are
canonically homeomorphic.
Proof. Recall that the gp-radical radgpAq of A is defined as the s-radical of the ghostpotent ideal N pRq Ě
A|gh (Definition 4.76). Therefore, VpradgpAqq “ VpA|ghq “ SpecpAq by Lemma 4.80, and Proposition 6.20
applies. 
6.2. Irreducible varieties.
To deal directly with irreducibility of ν-varieties, analogous to irreducibility over rings, in this sub-
section we assume that our underlining ν-semiring A is tame.
We recall the following standard definitions.
Definition 6.22. Let X ‰ H be an arbitrary topological space.
(i) X is called irreducible, if any decomposition X “ X1 Y X2 into closed subsets X1, X2 implies
X1 “ X or X2 “ X. A subset Y Ă X is irreducible, if it is irreducible under the topology induced
from X on Y .
(ii) A point x P X is closed, if the set txu is closed; x is generic, if txu “ X; x is a generalization
of a point y P X, if y P txu.
(iii) A point x P X is called a maximal point, if its closure txu is an irreducible component of X.
Thus, a point x P X is generic if and only if it is a generalization of every point of X . Since the closure
of an irreducible set is again irreducible, the existence of a generic point implies that X is irreducible.
Proposition 6.23. For the spectrum X “ SpecpAq of a tame ν-semiring A the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) X is irreducible as a topological space under the Zariski topology,
(ii) A{ radgpAq is a ν-domain,
(iii) radgpAq is a g-prime congruence.
Proof. piq ñ piiq: The ν-semiring A{ radgpAq is tame by Remark 4.85.(iii), so we may replace A by its
reduction A{ radgpAq, cf. Corollary 6.21, to get a reduced tame ν-semiring with G :“ radgpAq “ A|gh.
Let X be irreducible. Suppose there exist non-ghost elements f, g P AzG such that fg ” ghost, then, by
Remark 6.5 and Proposition 6.6.(v),
X “ VpGq “ Vpfgq “ Vpfq Y Vpgq.
Namely, X decomposes into the closed subsets Vpfq,Vpgq Ď X , implying X “ Vpfq or X “ Vpgq, since X
irreducible. If Vpfq “ X r“ VpGqs, then we conclude by Proposition 6.14 that radspfq coincides with
radspGq “ radgpAq, cf. Lemma 4.80, and, hence, that f ” ghost. Similarly, Vpgq “ X implies that
g ” ghost. This shows that A has no ghost divisors, i.e. gdivpAq “ H. Moreover, since A is tame,
A|˝tngz gdivpAq is a tangible monoid by Lemma 3.23.(ii), and therefore A is a ν-domain.
piiq ô piiiq: Immediate by Proposition 4.45.
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piiq ñ piq: Assume that A is a ν-domain and X “ X1 YX2 is a proper decomposition of X into closed
subsets X1, X2. Then, for G :“ A|gh, Remark 6.13 and Proposition 6.14 give
radspGq “ KpXq “ KpX1q XKpX2q, KpX1q ‰ radspGq ‰ KpX2q.
Now, for fi P G-1clspKpXiqqzG, i “ 1, 2, we get f1f2 ” ghost – a contradiction as A was assumed to be a
ν-domain. Therefore X must be irreducible. 
Theorem 6.24. Let Y Ă X “ SpecpAq be a closed subset, where A a tame ν-semiring. Then, Y is
irreducible if and only if KpY q is a g-prime congruence.
Proof. Write A “ KpY q, then Y “ VpAq and A “ radcpAq, cf. (6.5) and Lemma 6.15. Thus, the
homeomorphism SpecpA{Aq „ÝÝÑ Y of Proposition 6.20 is applicable. Accordingly, Y is irreducible iff
SpecpA{Aq is irreducible iff A{A is a ν-domain (by Proposition 6.23) iff A is a g-prime congruence (by
Proposition 4.45). 
Corollary 6.25. The mappings K and V between X “ SpecpAq and CongqpAq, given in Corollary 6.18,
with A a tame ν-semiring, yield mutually inverse and inclusion-reversing bijections"
irreducible closed
subsets of X
*
K //
"
g-prime congruences
on A
*
,
V
oo
Y
tyu
✤ // KpY q
Py
.✤oo
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 6.18 and Theorem 6.24, since VpPyq “ tyu by
Corollary 6.17. 
Let x P X be a point of X “ SpecpAq corresponding to the g-prime congruence Px on A. The
topological notions of Definition 6.22 have the following algebraic meanings.
(a) x is closed iff Px is a maximal ℓ-congruence.
(b) x is a generic point of X iff Px is the unique minimal g-prime congruence, which exists iff the
gp-radical radgpAq of (a tangibly closed ν-semiring) A is a g-prime congruence. Thus, Proposi-
tion 6.23 shows that X is irreducible iff radgpAq is a g-prime congruence.
(c) x is a generization of a point y P X iff Px Ă Py.
(d) x is a maximal point iff Px is a minimal g-prime congruence.
The next example recovers the traditional correspondence between irreducible polynomials and irre-
ducible hypersurfaces. This correspondence is not so evident in standard tropical geometry, whose objects
are polyhedral complexes satisfying certain constraints, cf. §3.11.
Example 6.26 (Tangible hypersurfaces). Let f be a tangible polynomial function in the tame ν-semiringrF rΛs, with F a ν-semifield, cf. §3.9. Write Y :“ Vpfq “ tP P SpecpAq | Gf Ď Pu, and let KpY q “Ş
PPY P, which is the s-radical R :“ radspfq of f (Definition 4.70 and Proposition 6.14).
Recall that an element f is irreducible, if it cannot be factored as a nontrivial product gh with
g, h P rF rΛs. If f factorises into irreducible polynomial functions f “ gm11 ¨ ¨ ¨ gmss , then radspfq “
radspgm11 ¨ ¨ ¨ gmss q, cf. Lemma 4.74, which is g-prime iff s “ 1, i.e., f “ gm11 , where f is not irreducible if
m1 ą 1. Therefore, when f is irreducible, radspfq is a g-prime congruence, and by Proposition 6.24 we
conclude that Y is an irreducible ν-variety.
The example assumes that the polynomial function f is tangible, which thereby captures all standard
tropical hypersurfaces via Example 3.26, see also parts (i) and (ii) of Example 3.55. However, in general,
irreducibility of a function f P rF rΛs does not imply irreducibility of its ν-variety, for example take f as
in Example 3.49.(ii).
Example 6.27. The spectrum AR “ SpecpAq of the ν-semiring A “ rRrλs of polynomial functions in
variable λ over a ν-semiring R is referred to as the affine line over R, viewed as an object over SpecpRq
via the projection AR ÝÑ SpecpRq induced by the canonical injection R ãÝÑ rRrλs.
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6.3. Homomorphisms and functorial properties.
Let ϕ : A ÝÑ B be a q-homomorphism of ν-semirings. By Remark 2.3.(iii), ϕ determines for any
q-congruence Ab on B a q-homomorphism A{ϕ_pAbq ãÝÑ B{Ab. In the case of a g-prime congruence
Py P SpecpBq on a ν-semiring B, the factor ν-semiring B{Py is a ν-domain (Proposition 4.45). Moreover,
since ϕ is a q-homomorphism, ϕ induces the map ϕ_ from q-congruences on B to q-congruences on A
which preserves intersection, i.e.,
ϕ_pA1b X A2bq “ ϕ_pA1bq X ϕ_pA2bq. (6.7)
Recall that ϕ_ defines the map (6.6) of spectra, written shortly as
aϕ : Y ÝÝÝÝÑ X, Py ÞÝÑ ϕ_pPyq, (6.8)
where X “ SpecpAq and Y “ SpecpBq.
Lemma 6.28. The following diagram commutes for any y P SpecpBq
A
ϕ //
π

B
πPy

A{ϕ_pPyq 
 ϕx //
 _

B{Py _

QpA{ϕ_pPyqq 
 ϕx // QpB{Pyqq
In particular, for f P A, we have
ϕxpfpaϕpyqqq “ ϕpfqpyq,
i.e., f ˝ aϕ “ ϕpfq.
Recall that f P A is viewed as a map f : P ÞÝÑ rf s on SpecpAq, cf. (6.1).
Proof. The map aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÑ SpecpAq in (6.8) gives the upper part of the diagram, whereas the
lower part is the canonical extension to residue ν-semiring, cf. the beginning of §6.1. 
Proposition 6.29. Let ϕ : A ÝÑ B be a q-homomorphism, and let aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÑ SpecpAq be the
associated map of spectra. Then,
(i) paϕq-1pVpEqq “ VpϕpEqq for any subset E Ă A,
(ii) aϕpVpAbqq “ Vpϕ_pAbqq for any congruence Ab on B.
Proof. (i): The relation y P paϕq-1pVpEqq for y P SpecpBq is equivalent to aϕpyq P VpEq, and hence to
E Ď G-1clspaϕpyqq. Thus f P G-1clspaϕpyqq for all f P E. In functional interpretation, cf. the beginning
of §6.1, this means that fpaϕpyqq P pA{aϕpyqq|gh for all f P E, which by Lemma 6.28 is equivalent to
ϕpfqpyq P pA{aϕpyqq|gh. Thus, y P paϕq-1pVpEqq is equivalent to y P VpϕpEqq.
(ii): By Proposition 6.14.(ii), aϕpVpAbqq can be written as VpKpaϕpVpAbqqqq. Using (6.7), we have
KpaϕpVpAbqqq “
č
Py P VpAbq
ϕ_pPyq “ ϕ_
ˆ č
Py P VpAbq
Py
˙
“ ϕ_pradcpAbqq “ radcpϕ_pAbqq,
and, in view of Lemma 6.15, the claim follows by applying Vp q. 
Corollary 6.30. The map aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÑ SpecpAq associated to a q-homomorphism ϕ : A ÝÑ B is
continuous with respect to Zariski topologies on X “ SpecpAq and Y “ SpecpBq, i.e., the preimage of
any open (resp. closed) subset in X is open (resp. closed) in Y with
paϕq-1pDpfqq “ Dpϕpfqq, paϕq-1pVpfqq “ Vpϕpfqq,
for every f P A.
Proof. The former holds as the preimages of aϕ is compatible with passing to complements. The latter
follows from Proposition 6.29. 
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Next, we focus on a q-homomorphism ϕ : A ÝÑ B whose associated map aϕ is injective, and therefore
defines an isomorphism between SpecpBq and im paϕq.
Proposition 6.31. Let ϕ : A ÝÑ B be a q-homomorphism such that every f 1 P B can be written as
f 1 “ ϕpfqh1 for some f P A and a unit h1 P Bˆ. Then, aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÑ SpecpAq is injective and defines
a homomorphism SpecpBq „ÝÝÑ im paϕq Ă SpecpAq, where im paϕq is equipped with the subspace topology
induced from the Zariski topology on SpecpAq.
Proof. Write X “ SpecpAq, Y “ SpecpBq. Assume that y1, y2 P Y satisfy aϕpy1q “ aϕpy2q, namely
ϕ_pPy1q “ ϕ_pPy2q. We claim that Py1 “ Py2 , that is y1 “ y2. Indeed, given pf 11, f 12q P Py1 , there
exist f1, f2 P A and h11, h12 P Bˆ such that pf 11, f 12q “ pϕpf1qh11, ϕpf2qh12q. Then, pϕpf1q, ϕpf2qq “
pf 11h11-1, f 12h12-1q P Py1 , and hence pf1, f2q P ϕ_pPy1q “ ϕ_pPy2q. This implies pϕpf1q, ϕpf2qq P Py2 and
therefore pf 11, f 12q “ pϕpf1qh11, ϕpf2qh12q P Py2 , so that Py1 Ď Py2 . By symmetry Py1 Ě Py2 , implying
that Py1 “ Py2 . Hence y1 “ y2, and thus aϕ is injective.
Recall that a subset U Ď im paϕq is closed (resp. open) with respect to the subspace topology of im paϕq
iff there is a closed (resp. open) set pU Ď X such that U “ pU X im paϕq. Since aϕ : Y ÝÑ X is continuous
by Corollary 6.30, clearly also the induced bijection arϕ : Y ÝÑ im paϕq is continuous. We next verify
that arϕ is a homeomorphism, i.e., that for any closed subset V Ă Y there is a closed subset U Ă X such
that V “ paϕq-1pUq. If V “ VpE1q for some subset E1 Ď B, adjusting the elements of E1 by suitable units
in Bˆ, we may assume that E1 Ď ϕpAq. Then, taking E1 “ ϕpEq for some E Ď A, Proposition 6.29 gives
V “ VpE1q “ VpϕpEqq “ paϕq-1pVpEqq “ paϕq-1pUq,
with U “ VpEq, as required. 
Corollary 6.32. Let A be a q-congruence on A, and let π : A ÝÑ A{A be the canonical projection. The
map aπ : SpecpA{Aq ÝÑ SpecpAq defines a closed immersion of spectra, i.e., a homeomorphism
SpecpA{Aq „ÝÝÝÝÑ VpAq Ă SpecpAq.
Proof. Proved in Proposition 6.20. Alternatively, im paπq “ VpAq as follows from Proposition 6.31. 
Recall that the tangible cluster and the ghost cluster of a congruence on A are disjoint, but need not
be the complement of each other, and so does their projections. Recall also that an open set Dpfq in
SpecpAq may contain points over which f is not tangibly evaluated. To cope with this discrepancy, we
designate several special subsets within open sets of SpecpAq, as described below.
The tangible support of an element f P A is defined as
Epfq :“  P P SpecpAq | f P T-1clspPq( Ď Dpfq. (6.9)
That is, Epfq is the subset of Dpfq on which, as a function (6.1), f takes tangible values, cf. §6.1. Epfq is
nonempty for every t-persistent f P A|˝tng, by Lemma 4.84, where Epfq “ SpecpAq for every f P Aˆ. The
latter also holds for all t-unalterable elements f P A|ual (Definition 4.23), for which Dpfq “ Epfq. On the
other hand, by definition, Epfq “ H for any f R A|˝tng, since every P is an ℓ-congruence. Furthermore,
Dpfq XDpgq “ Dpfgq by Corollary 6.8, and hence
Epfq X Epgq “ Epfgq (6.10)
for any f, g P A. Tangible supports are generalized to (nonempty) subsets E Ď A by defining
EpEq :“  P P SpecpAq | E Ď T-1clspPq( “ č
hPE
Ephq. (6.11)
For these tangible supports, Corollary 6.30 specializes further.
Proposition 6.33. Let ϕ : A ÝÑ B be a q-homomorphism, and let aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÑ SpecpAq be the
associated map of spectra. Then, paϕq-1pEpEqq “ EpϕpEqq, for any subset E Ď A,
Proof. The relation y P paϕq-1pEpEqq for y P SpecpBq is equivalent to aϕpyq P EpEq, and hence to
E Ď T-1clspaϕpyqq. Therefore, f P T-1clspaϕpyqq for all f P E. This means that fpaϕpyqq P pA{aϕpyqq|tng
for all f P E, which by Lemma 6.28 is equivalent to ϕpfqpyq P pA{aϕpyqq|tng. Thus, y P paϕq-1pEpEqq is
equivalent to y P EpϕpEqq, since ϕ is a q-homomorphism. 
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Given an open set Dpfq and a tangible multiplicative monoid C Ď A|tng of A (accordingly C must
consist of t-persistent elements and thus C Ď A|˝tng), we define the restricted subset
DpC, fq :“  P P Dpfq | C Ď T-1clspPq( Ď Dpfq. (6.12)
In other words, DpC, fq can be written in terms of (6.11) as
DpC, fq “ Dpfq X EpCq “ Dpfq X
č
hPC
Ephq, (6.13)
i.e., the restriction of Dpfq to the tangible support of C, which could be empty. In general, f need not
be contained in C nor in the tangible projections T-1clspPq of P P DpC, fq.
Properties 6.34. For a restricted subset DpC, fq we have the following properties.
(a) DpC, fq “ Dpfq for C Ă A|ual.
(b) DpC, fq “ EpCq for any C and f P A|ual.
(c) DpC, fq “ EpCq “ Dpfq “ SpecpAq for f P A|ual and C Ă A|ual.
(d) If f P C, then DpC, fq “ EpCq.
(e) DpC, fq “ DpC 1, fq if the generating sets of C and C 1 are different by units.
Although, in general, f is independent on C, we still have the following observation.
Lemma 6.35. DpC, fq is nonempty for any non-ghostpotent f R N pAq and C Ď A|˝tng.
Proof. Let AC be the tangible localization of A by C, in which
f
1
is not a ghost. By Corollary 4.83 there
exists a g-prime congruence P1 on AC for
f
1
R G-1clspP1q. Then, by Proposition 4.47.(ii), the restriction
of P1 to A gives a g-prime congruence P with C Ď T-1clspPq and f R G-1clspPq. Hence, P belongs to DpC, fq
by (6.12), and DpC, fq is nonempty. 
Using the restricted subsets (6.12), we have the next analogy to Corollary 6.32, now referring to
localization.
Corollary 6.36. Let C Ď A|˝tng be a tangible multiplicative submonoid of a ν-semiring A. The canonical
q-homomorphism τ : A ÝÑ AC induces a homomorphism
aτ : SpecpACq „ÝÝÝÝÑ
č
hPC
DpC, hq “
č
hPC
Ephq “ EpCq. (6.14)
Thus, aτ : SpecpACq ãÝÑ
Ş
hPC Dphq is an injective homeomorphism.15
Proof. Using Proposition 6.31, we only need to determine the image im paτq of aτ . Recall from Propo-
sitions 4.38 and 4.47 that taking inverse images with respect to τ : A ÝÑ AC yields a bijective cor-
respondence between all g-prime congruences on AC and the g-prime congruences P on A satisfying
C Ď T-1clspPq. But, for a point x P SpecpAq, we have C Ď T-1clspPxq iff x P DpC, hq for all h P C, so that
im paτq “ ŞhPC DpC, hq. The latter equalities follow from (6.11) and (6.13). 
If im paτ q is open in SpecpAq, i.e., when im paτ q “ ŞhPC Dphq, then aτ is called an open immersion
of spectra. For example, aτ is an open immersion for a finitely generated tangible monoid C Ď A|ual of
t-unalterable elements, say by h1, . . . , hℓ P Aˆ, since
Ş
hPC DpC, hq “
Ş
hPC Dphq “ Dph1 ¨ ¨ ¨hℓq.
Remark 6.37. The occurrence of open immersions of g-prime spectra might be rare, as it appears
when DpC, hq “ Dphq for all h P C, e.g., for units of A, cf. Properties 6.34.(b). An open subset
Dphq may contain g-primes over which h does not possesses tangibles, even if h is t-persistent. In
contrary, localization is performed only upon t-persistents. As a consequence of that a g-prime congruence
in
Ş
hPC Dphq which includes equivalences of h P C to non-tangibles (or non-t-persistents) does not
necessarily have a pre-image in SpecpACq under the map aτ in (6.14).
From Remark 4.27 it follows that (6.14) is an open immersion for any subgroup C Ď Aˆ Ď A|ual of
units, since any g-prime congruence P is an ℓ-congruence, in which t-unalterables are congruent only to
t-persistent elements; in particular A|ual Ď T-1clspPq.
15This is the place where our theory slightly deviates from classical theory in which this homeomorphism is bijective.
However, later we are mainly interested in the converse homomorphism, and show that it is a surjective homeomorphism.
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In the extreme case that C “ T , where T :“ A|tng is a monoid, then the ν-semiring A is tangibly
closed, AT “ QpAq, and
aτ : SpecpQpAqq „ÝÝÝÝÑ
č
hPT
DpT , hq “  P P SpecpAq | T-1clspPq “ A|tng(.
We denote the subset
 
P P SpecpAq | T-1clspPq “ A|tng
(
by SptpAq.
7. Sheaves
We recall the classical setup of sheaves over a topological space X , applied here to ν-semirings. Later,
some of the below objects are slightly generalized, making them applicable for our framework. In this
framework standard objects may have different interpretations. Yet, our forthcoming abstraction well-
captures the familiar notions, as described next.
Definition 7.1. A presheaf F of ν-semirings on a topological space X consists of the data (U, V,W Ď X
are open sets):
(a) A ν-semiring F pUq for every U ;
(b) A restriction map ρVU : F pV q ÝÑ F pUq for each pair U Ă V , such that ρUU “ idFpUq for any U ,
and ρWU “ ρVU ˝ ρWV for any U Ď V ĎW .
The elements σ of F pUq are called the sections of F over U .
A presheaf F is a sheaf, if for any coverings U “ Ťi Ui by open sets Ui Ă X the following hold:
(c) If σ, σ1 P F pUq with σ|Ui “ σ1|Ui for all i, then σ “ σ1.
(d) If σi|UiXUj “ σj |UiXUj for any σi P F pUiq, σj P F pUjq, then there exists σ P F pUq such that
σ|Ui “ σi (which is unique by (c)).
A morphism of presheaves φ : F ÝÑ G is a family of maps φU : F pUq ÝÑ G pUq, for all U Ď X open,
such that ρVU ˝ φV “ φU ˝ ρVU for all pairs U Ă V from X.
The stalk of a sheaf F at a point x P X is the inductive limit (i.e., colimit)
Fx :“ limÝÑ
UQx
F pUq. (7.1)
That is, Fx is the set of equivalence classes of pairs pU, σq, where U is an open neighborhood of x and
σ P F pUq, such that pU1, σ1q and pU2, σ2q are equivalent if σ1|V “ σ2|V for some open neighborhood
V Ď U1 X U2 of x. For each open neighborhood U of x there is the canonical map
F pUq ÝÝÝÝÑ Fx, σ ÞÝÑ σx,
sending σ P F pUq to the class σx of pU, σq in Fx, called the germ of σ at x. A standard proof shows
that the map
F pUq ÝÝÝÝÑ
ź
xPU
Fx, f ÞÝÑ pfxqxPU ,
is injective for any open set U Ă X .
A morphism ϕ : F ÝÑ G of sheaves on X induces a map of the stalks at x
ϕx :“ limÝÑ
UQx
ϕU : Fx ÝÝÝÝÑ Gx,
providing a functor F ÝÑ Fx from the category of sheaves on X to the category of sets.
Given a continuous map φ : X ÝÑ Y of topological spaces and a sheaf F on X , the direct image
of F is the sheaf φ˚F on Y , defined for open subsets V Ă Y by
pφ˚F qpV q “ F pφ-1pV qq,
whose restriction maps are inherited from F . For a morphism ψ : F ÝÑ G of sheaves, the family of
maps φ˚pψqV :“ ψφ-1pV q, with V Ă Y open, is a morphism φ˚pψq : φ˚F ÝÑ φ˚G . Therefore, φ˚ is
a functor from the category of sheaves on X to the category of sheaves on Y that admits composition
ψ˚pφ˚F q “ pψ ˝ φq˚F for a continuous map ψ : Y ÝÑ Z.
Henceforth, unless otherwise is indicated, we assume that A is a tame ν-semiring, i.e., every
f P AzpA|tng Y A|ghq can be written as f “ p ` eq for some p, q P A|tng (Definition 3.11). This is a
very mild assumption, holds in all of our examples, especially in Examples 3.25 and 3.26. Recall from
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Lemma 3.23 that, since A is tame, A|˝tngz gdivpAq is a monoid of t-persistent elements. We denote this
monoid by A|˚tng, for short. Recall from §3.4 that Aˆ Ď A|˚tng.
7.1. Functoriality towards sheaves.
Sheaves have characteristic functorial properties which are shown later to fit well our constructions.
We begin with a t-persistent element f P A|˝tng, and write
Cpfq :“ t1, f, f2, . . . u (7.2)
for the tangible monoid generated by f . For an element f R A|˝tng, i.e., is not t-persistent, we formally
set Cpfq “ t1u. For this monoid we have the inclusion Cpfq Ď T-1clspPq in every P P Epfq where
Epfq “ DpCpfq, fq if f P Cpfq, cf. (6.9) and (6.12). We write Af for the tangible localization ACpfq of A
by Cpfq, cf. §3.8.
Remark 7.2. Given f P A|˝tng, we assign the set Dpfq Ă SpecpAq with the localization Af of A
by Cpfq. Then, for h P A|˝tng, the inclusion Dpfq Ď Dphq gives rise to a ν-semiring q-homomorphism
τhf : Ah ÝÑ Af . Indeed, Dpfq Ď Dphq is equivalent to Vpfq Ě Vphq and to radspfq Ď radsphq by
Lemma 6.11.(iv). Furthermore, h P A|˝tng, and hence, by Lemma 4.74, fn “ hg for some n P N and
g P A.
The canonical map τf : A ÝÑ Af shows that τf pfqn “ τf phqτf pgq, and hence τf phq is a unit in Af .
Thus, by the universal property of localization (Proposition 3.41), the q-homomorphism τf : A ÝÑ Af
factorizes uniquely as τf “ τh ˝ τhf through the q-homomorphisms τh : A ÝÑ Ah and τhf : Ah ÝÑ Af ,
i.e., the diagram
A
τh

τf // Af
Ah
τhf
88♣
♣
♣♣
♣
♣
♣
commutes. Then, in functorial sense, τhf : Ah ÝÑ Af is assigned to the inclusion Dpfq Ď Dphq. Also, for
every f P A|˝tng the map τff : Af ÝÑ Af is the identity map, and for any inclusions Dpfq Ă Dpgq Ă Dphq,
the map composition Ah
τhg // Ag
τ
g
f // Af coincides with τhf : Ah ÝÑ Af .
Besides basic open sets Dpfq with f t-persistent, our topological space also includes sets Dpfq which
are determined by elements f R A|˝tng. Each such Dpfq should be allocated with a ν-semiring. To cope
with this type of open sets, in a way that is compatible with the case of f P A|˝tng, for every f P A we
define the subset
S˚pfq :“ th P A|˚tng | Dpfq Ď Dphqu Ď A|˚tng, (7.3)
which consists of t-persistent elements which are not ghost divisors. We then let
Spfq :“ xCpfq, S˚pfqy Ď A|˝tng, (7.4)
be the set multiplicatively generated by Cpfq and S˚pfq. Accordingly, S˚pfq “ Spfq when f R A|˝tng, or
when f P A|˚tng.
Lemma 7.3. For any f P A, the subset Spfq is a tangible multiplicative submonoid of A
Proof. Spfq is nonempty, as 1 P A|˚tng and Dpfq Ď Dp1q for every f P A. If Dpfq Ď Dph1q and
Dpfq Ď Dph2q for h1, h2 P Spfq, then Dpfq Ď Dph1q XDph2q “ Dph1h2q by Corollary 6.8.(i).
If f R A|˝tng, then both h1, h2 P S˚pfq. But A|˚tng is a tangible monoid by Lemma 3.23.(ii), since A
is a tame ν-semiring, and thus h1h2 P S˚pfq Ď A|˚tng, implying that S˚pfq “ Spfq is a multiplicative
submonoid of A|˚tng Ď A|˝tng. (The same holds for f P A|˚tng.)
If f P A|˝tng, i.e., f is t-persistent, then h1h2 P A|˝tng by Lemma 6.11.(vii), since Dpfq Ď Dph1h2q. Thus,
Spfq is a multiplicative submonoid of A|˝tng. 
Properties 7.4. Let f be an element of A.
(a) All units h P Aˆ are contained in Spfq, in particular 1 P Spfq.
(b) Spfq “ A|˚tng for any ghostpotent f P N pAq, since Dpfq “ H (see Lemma 3.23.(ii)).
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(c) Spfq “ Aˆ for every unit f P Aˆ XA|˝tng, since Dpfq “ SpecpAq (cf. Lemma 6.11.(v)).
(d) When f P A|˝tng is t-persistent, Cpfq Ď Spfq, and Spfq contains all powers of f .
(e) If f R A|˝tng, then Spfq does not contain f , even if f P A|tng. But, it contains every h P A|˚tng
such that h –ν f , if exist.
(f) Sphq Ď Spfq for every h P Spfq.
Note that Dpfq Ď Dpgq is equivalent to Spfq Ě Spgq, and hence to
g ”p ghost ñ f ”p ghost , (7.5)
in every P P SpecpAq.
Remark 7.5. Spfq X Spgq Ď Spfgq for any f, g P A. Indeed, h P Spfq X Spgq means that Dphq Ě Dpfq
and Dphq Ě Dpgq, and thus Dphq Ě DpfqYDpgq Ě DpfqXDpgq “ Dpfgq, by Corollary 6.8.(i). Moreover,
Spfgq Ě Spfq, since Dpfgq Ď Dpfq, and, by symmetry, also Spfgq Ě Spgq, hence Spfgq Ě Spfq Y Spgq.
The inclusion Cpfq Ď Spfq for t-persistent elements from Properties 7.4.(d) gives rise to an isomor-
phism of localized ν-semirings.
Lemma 7.6. For f P A|˝tng, the map ιf : Af ÝÑ ASpfq is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let τf : A ÝÑ Af be the canonical injection, and let h P Spfq. Then, τf phq P Aˆf is a unit,
since Dpfq Ď Dphq by Remark 7.2. Thus, τf maps Spfq into the group of units in Af , and hence
ιf : Af ÝÑ ASpfq is an isomorphism by the universal property of localization (Proposition 3.41). 
Remark 7.7. Given f P T-1clspPq, and hence f P A|˝tng, we have the injection Af ãÝÑ AP. Then
Lemma 7.6 gives the injection ASpfq ãÝÑ AP, which implies that Spfq Ď T-1clspPq.
We can now extend Remark 7.2 to all elements in A, to obtain functoriality of arbitrary open sets Dpfq.
Lemma 7.8. The inclusion Dpfq Ď Dphq gives rise to a q-homomorphism
rτhf : ASphq ÝÝÝÝÑ ASpfq.
Furthermore, if f, h P A|˝tng, then rτhf “ ιf ˝ τhf .
Proof. Dpfq Ď Dphq implies Sphq Ď Spfq, whose elements are all t-persistents. Thereby, the canonical
q-homomorphism rτf : A ÝÑ ASpfq maps Sphq to units of ASpfq, i.e., rτf pSphqq Ď pASpfqqˆ. Then, by the
universal property of localization (Proposition 3.41), rτf factorizes uniquely as rτf “ rτh ˝ rτhf through the
q-homomorphisms rτh : A ÝÑ ASphq and rτhf : ASphq ÝÑ ASpfq, rendering the diagram
A
rτh

rτf // ASpfq
ASphq
rτhf
77♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
commutative. The relation rτhf “ ιf ˝ τhf is obtained from Remark 7.2 and Lemma 7.6. 
We see that for every f P A the map rτff : ASpfq ÝÑ ASpfq is the identity map, and for any inclusions
Dpfq Ă Dpgq Ă Dphq, the map compositions
ASphq
rτhg // ASpgq rτ
g
f // ASpfq
coincides with rτhf : ASphq ÝÑ ASpfq.
For a ghostpotent f P N pAq we haveDpfq “ H and thus Spfq “ A|˚tng, cf. Properties 7.4.(b). Thereby,
the localized ν-semiring ASpfq is the same for all f P N pAq, and for any h P A the q-homomorphismrτhf : ASphq ÝÑ ASpfq can be taken to be the identity map. However, we are mostly interested in elements
f R N pAq, for which Dpfq ‰ H.
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Let A be a tame ν-semiring, and let X “ SpecpAq be its g-prime spectrum (Definition 4.40). Denote
by DpXq the category whose objects are open subsets Dpfq Ď X , with f P A, and its morphisms are
inclusions Dpfq Ď Dphq. By the above construction (Lemma 7.8) we obtain a well defined functor
OX : DpXq ÝÝÝÝÑ νSmr
from DpXq to the category νSmr of ν-semirings (Definition 3.37), given by
Dpfq ÞÝÑ ASpfq,
Dpfq Ď Dphq ÞÝÑ ASphq ÝÑ ASpfq.
(7.6)
The image of OX restricts to the subcategory of tame ν-semirings in νSmr. From our preceding discussion
we conclude the following.
Corollary 7.9. OX is a presheaf of (tame) ν-semirings on DpXq.
Given an element f P A, assumed not to be ghostpotent, with Spfq as defined in (7.4), we write
Xf :“ Spec
`
ASpfq
˘
.
We define the (tangible) cover set of Dpfq to be
Cpfq :“
č
hPSpfq
Dphq, (7.7)
for which we have Dpfq Ď Cpfq. When f P A|˝tng is t-persistent, f P Spfq and thus Cpfq “ Dpfq, where
the map ιf : Af ÝÑ ASpfq is isomorphism by Lemma 7.6. If f P N pAq, then Cpfq “
Ş
hPA|˚tng
Dphq, cf.
Properties 7.4.(b).
Recall from (6.12) that DpC, fq denotes the restriction of Dpfq to those g-primesP P SpecpAq satisfying
C Ď T-1clspPq, where C is a multiplicative tangible submonoid of A. Obviously, Dpfq Ď Dphq implies
DpC, fq Ď DpC, hq. Furthermore, by Lemma 6.35, the restricted set DpC, fq is nonempty for C “ Spfq
when f R N pAq, cf. Corollary 4.83.
Remark 7.10. Letting S :“ Spfq with f P A, Corollary 6.36 asserts that the canonical q-homomorphism
τ : A ÝÑ ASpfq induces an isomorphism
aτ : Xf „ÝÝÝÝÑ CpS, fq :“
č
hPS
DpS, hq “ EpSq, P1x ÞÝÑ P1x|A,
by restricting g-prime congruences on ASpfq to g-prime congruences on A, cf. Propositions 4.38 and 4.47.
(This correspondence relies on the bijection between g-prime congruences on ASpfq and those g-prime
congruences on A with Spfq Ď T-1clspPq.) The latter equality to EpSq –the tangible support of Spfq– is by
definition, see (6.11).
Note that when f R A|˝tng, Dpfq does not necessarily contain the entire restriction CpS, fq of the cover
set Cpfq to S :“ Spfq, but their intersection CpS, fq X Dpfq is nonempty, again by Lemma 6.35. Also,
we always have Epfq Ď CpS, fq, cf. (6.9). Otherwise, if f P A|˝tng, then CpS, fq Ď DpS, fq Ď Dpfq, since
f P S :“ Spfq.
We denote by Df phq the open set Dphq Ď SpecpASpfqq associated to h P ASpfq. To summarize, in this
setting, for the case of t-persistent elements f P A|˝tng we have the following.
Lemma 7.11. Let A be a (tame) ν-semiring and let f P A|˝tng be a t-persistent element.
(i) The canonical q-homomorphism τ : A ÝÑ ASpfq induces an injective homeomorphism
aτ : Xf ãÝÝÝÝÑ Dpfq Ă X
and, conversely, a surjective homeomorphism
aτ : Dpfq ÝÝÝ։ Xf .
(ii) paτ q-1pDpgqq “ Df pτpgqq for any g P A|˝tng with Dpgq Ď Dpfq. Furthermore, paτ q-1 induces a
bijective correspondence between sets Dpgq Ď Dpfq and the open sets Df phq, where h P ASpfq.
(iii) The restriction of the functor OX : DpXq ÝÑ νSmr to the subcategory induced on Dpfq is
equivalent to the functor OXf : DpXf q ÝÑ νSmr.
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Proof. (i): Corollary 6.36 gives aτ : Xf „ÝÝÑ CpS, fq “ DpS, fq Ď Dpfq, for S “ Spfq, which proves the
first part and also induces the converse map aτ , showing that aτ is onto.
(ii): Corollary 6.30 gives the first part. The map ιf : Af ÝÑ ASpfq is isomorphism by Lemma 7.6, so
that ASpfq can be replaced by Af . Then, the second part is clear, as h “ gfk P Af yields
Df phq “ Df
ˆ
fg
fk`1
˙
“ Df
`
τpfgq˘ “ paτ q-1`Dpfgq˘,
where Dpfgq Ď Dpfq.
(iii): Obtained by the canonical isomorphism ASpfgq
„ÝÝÑ `ASpfq˘τpSpgqq. 
Lemma 7.11 applies only to t-persistent elements f P A|˝tng, while Remark 7.10 refers to the tangible
support EpSpfqq “ CpSpfq, fq of the tangible cover Cpfq of Dpfq, rather than to their (nonempty)
intersection. This type of intersection is dealt next.
Definition 7.12. Let f P A, and take Spfq from (7.4) to be the multiplicative monoid C in (6.12). The
subset qDpfq :“ DpSpfq, fq “ tP P Dpfq | Spfq Ď T-1clspPqu Ď Dpfq (7.8)
is called the focal zone of Dpfq. An element f P A is said to be strict, if qDpfq “ Dpfq.
Clearly, every ghostpotent f P N pAq is strict, whereas qDpfq “ Dpfq “ H. On the other edge, every
t-unalterable element f P A|ual, and in particular every unit, is strict with qDpfq “ Dpfq “ SpecpAq.
Example 7.13. Monomials having t-persistent coefficients in the polynomial ν-semiring A “ F rΛs over
a ν-semifield F are strict, cf. Example 3.17.(i) and §3.9.
As Spfq Ď A|˝tng is a tangible monoid for any f P A (Lemma 7.3), the focal zone qDpfq Ď Dpfq is
canonically defined for every f P A, and by Lemma 6.35 is nonempty whenever f R N pAq. Moreover,
Epfq Ď qDpfq, since Cpfq Ď Spfq by Properties 7.4.(d), where Epfq could be empty, e.g., when f R A|˝tng.
The focal zone qDpfq can be written in terms of tangible support (6.11) asqDpfq :“ DpSpfq, fq “ Dpfq X č
hPSpfq
Ephq “ Dpfq X EpSpfqq Ď Dpfq, (7.9)
providing a useful form.
Remark 7.14. Focal zones respect intersections of open sets in the sense thatqDpfgq Ď qDpfq X qDpgq Ď Dpfq XDpgq “ Dpfgq
for any f, g P A, since Spfq Y Spgq Ď Spfgq by Remark 7.5. This also shows that if Dpfq X Dpgq ‰ H,
then qDpfq X qDpgq ‰ H, whereas qDpfgq ‰ H by Lemma 6.35, since Spfgq is a tangible monoid.
Also, the inclusion Dpfq Ă Dphq implies qDpfq Ă qDphq, since Sphq Ă Spfq for every h P Spfq, cf.
Properties 7.4.(f).
This remark can be strengthened further for t-persistent elements, specializing Corollary 6.8 to focal
zones.
Lemma 7.15. qDpfgq “ qDpfq X qDpgq, when f, g P A|˝tng.
Proof. qDpfgq Ď qDpfq X qDpgq by Remark 7.14. Suppose qDpfgq Ĺ qDpfq X qDpgq, and let P P p qDpfq XqDpgqqz qDpfgq, i.e., Spfgq Ę T-1clspPq, which means that there exits h P Spfgq with h R T-1clspPq. On
the other hand, Dpfgq Ď Dphq iff Vpfgq Ě Vphq iff radspfgq Ď radsphq by Lemma 6.11.(iv), and thus
pfgqn “ hb` c with b P A, c P G, by Remark 4.18. Then, pfgqn R T-1clspPq, implying that pfgq R T-1clspPq,
and furthermore that f R T-1clspPq or g R T-1clspPq, since T-1clspPq is a monoid. Say f R T-1clspPq. But,
f P Spfq, since f P A|˝tng, and thus Spfq Ę T-1clspPq. Hence, P R qDpfq, so P R qDpfq X qDpgq. 
Note that by definition qDpfq Ď CpSpfq, fq for any f P A, cf. (7.7), while qDpfq “ CpSpfq, fq when
f P A|˝tng. In this view Corollary 6.30 specializes to focal zones.
Lemma 7.16. Let ϕ : A ÝÑ B a be q-homomorphism, and let aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÑ SpecpAq be the induced
map (6.8). Then, qV “ paϕq-1pqUq, where V :“ paϕq-1pUq, for any open set U Ă SpecpAq.
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Proof. Let U “ Dpfq. Then, U Ă Dphq for each h P Spfq, and by Corollary 6.30 we get
V “ Dpϕpfqq “ paϕq-1pDpfqq Ă paϕq-1pDphqq “ Dpϕphqq.
Hence ϕphq P Spϕpfqq, which gives ϕpSpfqq Ď Spϕpfqq. By (7.9) and the specialization in Proposi-
tion 6.33, i.e., paϕq-1pEpSpfqqq “ EpϕpSpfqqq, we obtain the inclusion qV Ď paϕq-1pqUq.
On the other hand, if qV Ĺ paϕq-1pqUq, then there exists h1 P Spϕpfqq Ă B such that paϕq-1pqU q Ę
Eph1q X Epϕphqq for some h P Spfq Ă A. Then, W :“ Dph1q X Dpϕphqq is an open subset of SpecpBq,
which is contained in Dpϕphqq and contains Dpϕpfqq as well, by the first part. Therefore, aϕpW q is an
open set of SpecpAq which is contained in Dphq, so there exists g P A|˝tng such that aϕpW q “ Dpgq. As
Dpϕpfqq Ď W , we get that Dpfq Ď Dpgq, and hence g P Spfq with Dpϕpgqq “ W . But, this shows that
paϕq-1pqUq Ď Eph1q X Epϕphqq, and hence qV “ paϕq-1pqUq. 
The setup (7.9) allocates each open set Dpfq in the Zariski topology on X :“ SpecpAq with a distin-
guished (nonempty) subset – its focal zone qDpfq. By the lemma, focal zones respect contiguity of maps
between spectra, induced by q-homomorphisms of ν-semirings.
Having gone this far with functorial properties, one can prove that, restricting to basic open cov-
erings Dpfq “ ŤiPI Dpfiq, subject to certain constrainers concerning their focal zones, the functor
OX : DpXq ÝÑ νSmr as defined in (7.6) is a sheaf of (tame) ν-semirings. It extends to the entire
spectrum X “ SpecpAq of A by letting
OXpUq “ limÐÝ
DpfqĂU
OXpDpfqq “ limÐÝ
fPA,
DpfqĂU
ASpfq
for open subsets U Ă X , where the first projective limit runs over all open subsets Dpfq Ă X that are
contained in U , and the second over all f P A such that Dpfq Ă U . By the universal property of projective
limits OX is a functor on the category of open subsets in X . Moreover, if U “ Dpgq is an open set, for
some g P A, then OXpUq is canonically isomorphic to OXpDpgqq “ ASpgq and OX restricts to a functor
on DpXq, isomorphic to OX , yielding OX as a sheaf of ν-semirings on X .
Nevertheless, the above level of generality is not required for the purpose of the present paper, and
below we provide an explicit construction of a structure sheave, obtained directly in terms of sections
which are coincident with stalk structures, subject to focal zones.
Let M be an A-ν-module (Definition 5.1), and let X “ SpecpAq. Using OX one can define the map
F : Dpfq ÝÝÝÝÑMSpfq,
where MSpfq “M bA ASpfq is the localization of M by the multiplicative system Spfq determined by f
in A (Definition 5.12). Then, F is a functor from the category DpXq of all open subsets Dpfq Ă X to
the category of A-ν-modules, and it extends to a sheaf of A-ν-modules on all open subsets of X . Since
MSpfq is an ASpfq-ν-module for every f P A, the ν-module structure on F extends canonically to a
OX -ν-module structure, called the OX -ν-module associated to M .
7.2. Structure sheaves.
We begin with an explicit construction of local sections which are patched together to a sheaf OX
of (tame) ν-semirings on X :“ SpecpAq, and are compatible with functoriality as described previously
in §7.1. Recall that Ax denotes the localization of A by the g-prime congruence Px, corresponding to a
point x in X (Notation 6.1). By Definition 4.39, such localization is defined for Px by letting APx :“ AC ,
where C “ T-1clspPxq. Recall also from Definition 7.12 that qDpfq denotes the focal zone of Dpfq Ď X .
With these notations, by (7.8) we can write
Spfq Ď T-1clspPxq ô x P qDpfq, (7.10)
which easily restates our correspondence.
In classical algebraic geometry over rings, which employs ideals, the inclusion of a prime ideal px in
a basic open set Dpfq automatically implies that f P Azpx, where Azpx is a multiplicative system. The
same holds for a collection of elements f1, . . . , fn P Azpx, where now px belongs to the intersection of
the corresponding Dpfiq. These inclusions in a multiplicative system are curtail for localization, as these
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elements become units in Ax. Furthermore, they establish the correspondence Af ÝÑ Ax having the
required universal property that coincides with inductive limits.
In the supertropical setting, since the complement of a ghost projection G-1clspPq in A may contain
elements which are not t-persistent and thus cannot determine units, maps of type ASpfq ÝÑ Ax are
not always properly accessible for every x P Dpfq. Therefore, a direct supertropical analogy to classical
approach does not suit for this setting and our construction of sections basically relies on those points
of Dpfq that admit the right behaviour, i.e. Spfq Ď T-1clspPq. These points are the points of the focal
zone qDpfq of Dpfq, defined for every f P A which is not ghostpotnet. As we shall see, this specialization
answers all our needs, especially concerning computability with inductive limits.
Given an open set U “ Dpfq, where f P A is assumed not to be ghostpotent, we write qU “ qDpfq for
its (nonempty) focal zone (7.8).
Definition 7.17. Let U Ď X be an open set. We say that a map
σ : U ÝÝÝÝÑ
ž
xP qU
Ax, σ “ pσxqxP qU , σx P Ax, (7.11)
is locally quotient of A on U , if for every x P qU there is a neighborhood V in U and elements f, g P A
with g P T-1clspPyq such that σy “ fg in Ay for all y P qV . Such maps are the (local) sections of the
structure ν-sheaf OX of X, defined via
OXpUq :“
 
σ | σ is locally quotient of A on U(
for all open sets U in X.
The conditions in this definition imply that the elements of OXpUq are local, and that these sections
indeed form a sheaf OX on X (Definition 7.1) due to the following structure over all open sets U, V
of X . The restriction maps OXpUq ÝÑ OXpV q are induced from the inclusions ι : U ãÝÑ V by sending
σ ÝÑ σ˝ι. Given sections σ1, σ2 P OXpUq, their addition σ1`σ2 is the section that sends x to σ1pxq`σ2pxq
in Ax for every x P qU . Similarly, their multiplication σ1 ¨ σ2 sends x to the product σ1pxqσ2pxq in Ax for
every x P qU . Associativity and distributivity of these operations follow from the point-wise operations
of Ax. The t-persistent (resp. tangible, ghost) elements of OXpUq are the sections with σpxq P Ax|˝tng
(resp. σpxq P Ax|tng, σpxq P Ax|gh) for all x P qU . Accordingly, OXpUq is endowed with a structure of
a (tame) ν-semiring. Note that for any f R N pAq the local sections (7.11) on U “ Dpfq are subject to
elements within its (nonempty) focal zone qU “ qDpfq. Therefore, having Lemmas 7.15 and 7.16, these
sections coincide with the functor (7.6) given by OX : U ÞÝÑ ASpfq, since Spfq Ď T-1clspPxq for each x P qU .
To customize the stalk Fx at a point x P X (cf. (7.1)) to our setup, we introduce the family
Dx :“
 
Dphq | h P A|˝tng, qDphq Q x(
“  Dphq | h P A|˝tng, Dphq Q x with Sphq Ď T-1clspPxq(. (7.12)
of open sets of X , determining by t-persistent elements h P A|˝tng, that contain x. In particular, X “
Dp1q P Dx for every x P X , and thus Dx is nonempty. An open neighborhood U of x which belongs
to Dx is denoted by Ux.
Remark 7.18. Dx is closed for intersection, as follows from Lemma 7.15. Namely,
Dpfq,Dpgq P Dx ñ Dpfq XDpgq P Dx,
where Dpfq XDpgq “ Dpfgq by Corollary 6.8.(i).
For t-persistent elements f P A|˝tng we have the correspondence
x P qDpfq ô Spfq Ď T-1clspPxq ô Dpfq P Dx, (7.13)
cf. (7.8) and (7.12), respectively.
Definition 7.19. The ν-stalk OX,x of OX at a point x P X is defined to be the inductive limit
OX,x :“ limÝÑ
UxPDx
OXpUxq (7.14)
of sections σ P OXpUxq over Dx.
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For each open neighborhood Ux P Dx of x we have the well-defined canonical map
OXpUxq ÝÝÝÝÑ OX,x, σ ÞÝÑ σx,
sending σ P OXpUxq to the germ σx in the ν-stalk OX,x.
Theorem 7.20. Let A be a (tame) ν-semiring and let X “ SpecpAq be its spectrum.
(i) For any x P X the ν-stalk OX,x of the ν-sheaf OX is isomorphic to the local ν-semiring Ax.
(ii) The ν-semiring OXpDpfqq, with strict f P A|˝tng, is isomorphic to the localized ν-semiring ASpfq.
(iii) In particular, OXpXq – A.
Proof. (i): The map sending a local section σ in a neighborhood Ux P Dx of x to σx P Ax provides a
well-defined q-homomorphism of ν-semirings
ϕ : OX,x ÝÝÝÝÑ Ax, pUx, σq ÞÝÑ σx pP Axq,
which we claim is a bijection.
Surjectivity of ϕ: Each element of Ax has the form
f
g
with f, g P A where g P T-1clspPxq is t-persistent,
thus Spgq Ď T-1clspPxq (cf. Remark 7.7) and Dpgq P Dx. Hence, the fraction fg is well-defined on the focal
zone qDpgq Ď Dpgq, and `Dpgq, f
g
˘
defines an element in OX,x (cf. Lemma 7.15) that is mapped by ϕ to
the given element.
Injectivity of ϕ: Let σ1, σ2 P OXpUxq for some neighborhood Ux P Dx of x, and assume that σ1 and σ2
have the same value at x, namely pσ1qx “ pσ2qx. We will show that σ1 and σ1 coincide over qVx in a
neighborhood Vx P Dx of x, so that they define the same element in OX,x. Shrinking Ux if necessary, we
may assume that σi “ figi on qUx, for i “ 1, 2, where fi, gi P A with gi P T-1clspPxq. As σ1 and σ1 have the
same image in Ax, it follows that hf1g2 “ hf2g1 in A for some h P T-1clspPxq. Therefore, we also have
f1
g1
“ f2
g2
in every local ν-semiring Ay such that g1, g2, h P T-1clspPyq. But, the set of such y’s (cf. (7.10))
is the set qDpg1q X qDpg2q X qDphq, laying in the open set Dpg1q X Dpg2q X Dphq, and belongs to Dx, since
g1, g2, h are t-persistents (Remark 7.18). Hence, σ1 “ σ2 on qVx for some neighborhood Vx P Dx of x, and
thus on the entire set Vx, as required. Therefore, ϕ is injective.
(ii): Recall from Lemma 7.6 that, for a t-persistent element f P A|˝tng, the ν-semiring ASpfq is isomor-
phic to Af , where f P Spfq. We define the q-homomorphism of ν-semirings
ψ : ASpfq ÝÝÝÝÑ OXpDpfqq,
g
hℓ
ÞÝÑ g
hℓ
, h P Spfq,
given by sending g
hℓ
to the section of OXpDpfqq that assigns to any x P qDpfq the image of ghℓ in Ax. (The
elements g
hℓ
are well defined in Ax, since Spfq Ď T-1clspPxq for x P qDpfq.)
Injectivity of ψ: Assume that ψ
`
g1
h
ℓ1
1
˘ “ ψ` g2
h
ℓ2
2
˘
, with h1, h2 P Spfq. Then, for every x P qDpfq there is a
t-persistent element hx P T-1clspPxq such that hxg1hℓ22 “ hxg2hℓ11 . Namely hx is contained in the equaliser
E :“ Eqpg1hℓ22 , g2hℓ11 q of g1hℓ11 and g2hℓ22 (Definition 2.15) – a ν-semiring ideal. Let GE be its ghostifying
congruence (4.8). Then, for any x P qDpfq, we have E Ę G-1clspPxq, whereas hx P E with hx P T-1clspPxq. As
this holds for any x P Dpfq, where Dpfq “ qDpfq since f is strict, we have VpGEqXDpfq “ H, or in other
words VpEq “ VpGEq Ď Vpfq. Then, radspfq Ď radspEq by Lemma 6.11.(viii), implying that fm P E for
some m (Corollary 4.75.(iii)). Therefore, fmg1h
ℓ2
2 “ fmg2hℓ11 in A, and hence g1hℓ11 “
g2
h
ℓ2
2
in ASpfq.
Surjectivity of ψ: Let σ P OXpUq, where U “ Dpfq. By definition, U can be covered by open sets Ui on
which σ is represented as a quotient gi
fi
, with fi P T-1clspPxq for all x P qUi, i.e., Ui Ď Dpfiq. To emphasize,
fi P A|˝tng, namely it is t-persistent. As the open sets of type Dphiq form a base for the topology of X ,
we may assume that Ui “ Dphiq for some hi.
We may also assume that fi “ hi, and therefore hi P A|˝tng is t-persistent as well. Indeed, since
Dphiq Ď Dpfiq, by taking complements we obtain Vpfiq Ď Vphiq, and thus radsphiq Ď radspfiq by
Lemma 6.11.(viii). Therefore hi P G-1clspradspfiqq and, since A is tame, hℓi “ cfi for some c P A by
Corollary 4.75.(ii). Thus gi
fi
“ cgi
hℓ
i
. Replacing hi by h
ℓ
i (since Dphiq “ Dphℓiq by Lemma 6.11.(vi)) and gi
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by cgi, we can assume that Dpfq is covered by open sets of type Dphiq, and that σ is represented by gihi
on qDphiq Ă Dphiq.
More precisely, Dpfq can be covered by finitely many such sets Dphiq. Indeed, Dpfq Ď
Ş
iDphiq iff
Vpfq Ě Şi Vphiq “ Vpřixhiyq, where xhiy is the ideal generated by hi, cf. Proposition 6.6.(iv). By
Lemma 6.11.(viii) and Corollary 4.75.(iii) this is equivalent to fn P řixhiy for some n, which means
that f can be written as a finite sum fn “ ři bihi with bi P A. Hence, we may assume that only finitely
many hi are involved.
Over the intersection Dphiq X Dphjq “ Dphihjq we have two elements gihi and
gj
hj
representing σ,
subject to qDphiq X qDphjq “ qDphihjq (Lemma 7.15), which contains the focal zone qDphihjq of Dphihjq.
Then, by the injectivity proven above, it follows that gi
hi
“ gj
hj
in ASphihjq. But the product hihj is
t-persistent, i.e., h1h2A|˝tng, implying that ASphihjq is isomorphic to Ahihj by Lemma 7.6, and hence
phihjqmgihj “ phihjqmgjhi for some m. As we have only finitely many hi, we may choose one m which
holds for all i, j. Replacing gi by gih
m
i and hi by h
m`1
i for all i, we remain with σ represented by
gi
hi
on Dphiq, subject to qDphiq, and furthermore gihj “ gjhi for any i, j.
Write fn “ ři bihi as above, which is possible since the Dphiq’s cover Dpfq, and let g “ ři bigi, with
bi P A. Then, for every hj we have
ghj “
ÿ
i
bigihj “
ÿ
i
bihigj “ fngj ,
thus f
g
“ hj
gj
on qDphjq Ď Dphjq. Hence, σ is represented on Dpfq, subject to qDpfq, by gfn P ASpfq, and
therefore ψ : ASpfq ÝÑ OXpDpfqq is surjective.
(iii): Every unit f P Aˆ, in particular 1, is strict, and thus A “ Af – OXpXq “ OXpDpfqq by
part (ii). 
7.3. Locally ν-semiringed spaces.
Let A and B be ν-semirings, having the spectra X “ SpecpAq and Y “ SpecpBq, respectively. Recall
that a q-homomorphism ϕ : A ÝÑ B induces the pull-back map aϕ : Y ÝÑ X of congruences, given by
sending Pb P SpecpBq to ϕ_pPbq in SpecpAq, cf. (6.6) and Remark 2.3.(iii).
Definition 7.21. A ν-semiringed space pX,OXq is a topological space X together with a structure
ν-sheaf OX of (commutative) ν-semirings. A morphism of ν-semiringed spaces is a pair of maps
pφ, φ#q : pX,OXq ÝÝÝÝÑ pY,OY q,
where φ : X ÝÑ Y is a continuous map of topological spaces and φ# : OY ÝÑ φ˚pOXq is a morphism of
ν-sheaves on Y (Definition 7.1).
The ν-sheaf φ˚pOXq on Y is defined by V ÞÝÑ OXpφ-1pV qq for open subsets V Ă Y , and φ# is a
system of ν-semiring q-homomorphisms
φ#pV q : OY pV q ÝÝÝÝÑ OXpφ-1pV qq, V Ă Y open, (7.15)
which agree with restriction morphisms. In addition, by Lemma 7.16, φ-1pV q respects focal zones, that
is qU “ φ-1pqV q for U “ φ-1pV q.
The map φ : X ÝÑ Y induces for any x P X a maprφ : Dx ÝÝÝÝÑ Dφpxq, Ux ÞÝÑ Vφpxq, (7.16)
of sets of the form (7.12). This is seen by (7.13), as a membership of Dpfq in Dx corresponds to
containment of x in focal zones qDpfq, while φ respects focal zones by Lemma 7.16.
Compositions of morphisms of ν-semiringed spaces are defined in the natural way. A ν-semiringed
space pX,OXq restricts to an open subset U Ă X , yielding the ν-semiringed space pU,OX |U q. The
injection pU,OX |U q ãÝÑ pX,OXq is then a morphism of ν-semiringed spaces, called open immersion of
ν-semiringed spaces.
Remark 7.22. A morphism pφ, φ#q : pX,OXq ÝÑ pY,OY q of ν-semiringed spaces canonically induces
for each x P X a ν-semiring q-homomorphism φ#x : OY,φpxq ÝÑ OX,x. Indeed, for open subsets Vy Ă Y
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with Vy P Dφpxq, i.e., y “ φpxq, the compositions
OY pVyq φ
#pVyqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ OXpφ-1pVyqq ÝÝÝÝÑ OX,x
agree with the restriction morphisms of OY , respecting focal zones as well, and therefore induce a q-
homomorphism φ#x : OY,φpxq ÝÑ OX,x.
Recall that SpnℓpAq denotes the set of all t-minimal ℓ-congruences (Definition 4.55) on a ν-semiring A,
and that A is local, if all t-minimal ℓ-congruences N P SpnℓpAq have the same tangible projection T-1clspNq
(Definition 4.60). (For example, any ν-semifield is local.) In particular, by Corollary 4.62, the localiza-
tion AP of A by a g-prime congruence P is a local ν-semiring with central t-minimal ℓ-congruence NP,
cf. (4.33).
As OX,x is isomorphic to the local ν-semiring Ax :“ APx (Theorem 7.20), to allocate the central t-
minimal ℓ-congruence of OX,x we identify OX,x with its isomorphic image, and take the ℓ-congruenceNPx
on Ax, which we denote by Nx. A q-homomorphism ϕ : A ÝÑ B of local ν-semirings is called local q-
homomorphism, if for any NB P SpnℓpBq there exists NA P SpnℓpAq such that ϕ_pNBq “ NA. Namely,
aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÑ SpecpAq maps t-minimal ℓ-congruences to t-minimal ℓ-congruences. For example, given
a q-homomorphism ϕ : A ÝÑ B and a g-prime congruence Pb on B, the congruence Pa “ ϕ_pPbq is a
g-prime congruence on A (Remark 4.42), then it follows that the induced q-homomorphism APa ÝÑ BPb
is local.
Definition 7.23. A ν-semiringed space pX,OXq is a locally ν-semiringed space, if all its ν-stalks OX,x
are local ν-semirings. A morphism pφ, φ#q : pX,OXq ÝÑ pY,OY q of locally ν-semiringed spaces is a
morphism of ν-semiringed spaces such that for all x P X the morphisms
φ#x : pφ-1OY qx “ OY,φpxq ÝÝÝÝÑ OX,x
of ν-stalks are local q-homomorphisms.
Wewrite HompB,Aq for the set of all ν-semiring q-homomorphismsB ÝÑ A, and HomppX,OXq, pY,OY qq
for the set of all morphisms of locally ν-semiringed spaces pX,OXq ÝÑ pY,OY q.
Theorem 7.24. Let A and B be ν-semirings, with spectra X “ SpecpAq, Y “ SpecpBq and structure
ν-sheaves OX , OY , respectively.
(i) pX,OXq is a locally ν-semiringed space with ν-stalk OX,x – Ax at every x P X.
(ii) The canonical map
Υ : HomppX,OXq, pY,OY qq ÝÝÝÝÑ HompB,Aq, pφ, φ#q ÞÝÑ φ#pY q,
is a bijection.
(iii) For any morphism pφ, φ#q : pX,OXq ÝÑ pY,OY q as in (i), and a point x P X, the associated
map of ν-stalks
φ#x : OY,φpxq ÝÝÝÝÑ OX,x
coincides canonically with the map Bφpxq ÝÑ Ax obtained from φ#pY q : B ÝÑ A by localization.
Proof. (i): Follows form Theorem 7.20.(i).
(ii): Let ϕ : B ÝÑ A be a q-homomorphism of ν-semirings, and let
φ “ aϕ : X ÝÝÝÝÑ Y, P ÞÝÑ ϕ_pPq,
be the induced map of spectra, given by φpxq “ ϕ_pxq. First, φ : X ÝÑ Y is continuous by Corollary 6.30.
Given x P X , we can localize ϕ to obtain the local q-homomorphism ϕx : Bϕ_pxq ÝÑ Ax of local
ν-semirings. Then, for any open set V Ă Y we obtain the q-homomorphism of ν-semirings
φ#pV q : OY pV q “
ž
φ-1pxqP qV
Bφ-1pxq ÝÝÝÝÑ
ž
xP qU
Ax “ OXpφ-1pV qq, U “ φ-1pV q,
which gives a morphism of ν-sheaves φ# : OY ÝÑ φ˚pOXq. The restriction of φ# to focal zones qU and qV
coincides with φ, since qU “ φ-1pqV q by Lemma 7.16. By compatibility of sections with the continuity of φ,
sending x P X to φpxq P Y , Theorem 7.20 shows that the morphism of ν-stalks φ#x : OY,φpxq ÝÑ OX,x
coincides with the canonical map Bφpxq “ Bϕ_pxq ÝÑ Ax, which is local. Hence, pφ, φ#q is a morphism
of locally ν-semiringed spaces.
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Conversely, let pφ, φ#q : OpXq ÝÑ OpY q be a morphism of locally ν-semiringed spaces. On global
sections, by Theorem 7.20.(iii), the map φ# induces a q-homomorphism of ν-semirings
ϕ : B – OY pY q ÝÝÝÝÑ φ˚OXpXq “ OXpXq – A.
Furthermore, for any x P X there is the induced map of ν-stalks φ#x : OY,φpxq ÝÑ OX,x, which must
coincide with ϕ on global sections, and thus rendering the diagram
B

ϕ“Υppφ,φ#qq“φ#pY q // A

Bφpxq – OY,φpxq
φ#x // Ax – OX,x
commutative. (The homomorphism φ#x is local, by assumption.) Since φpxq “ pφ#x q-1pxq, it follows
that φ#x is the localization of ϕ, which shows that φ coincides with
aϕ. Hence, φ# is induced from ϕ, and
the morphism pφ, φ#q of locally ν-semiringed spaces derives from ϕ.
(iii): As pφ, φ#q is a morphism of locally ν-semiringed spaces, by part (i) it coincides with the local map
Bφpxq ÝÑ Ax. 
7.4. Local ν-semirings.
The ν-stalk OX,x (Definition 7.19) of a locally ν-semiringed space pX,OXq is called the local ν-
semiring of pX,OXq at x, cf. Definition 4.60. Its central t-minimal ℓ-congruence (4.33) is obtained
from Ax as
Nx :“ T-1clspPxqPx,
and Kpxq :“ OX,x{Nx is the corresponding residue ν-semifield, cf. Corollary 4.62. The tangible (resp.
ghost) cluster of the central t-minimal ℓ-congruence Nx on the ν-semiring OX,x is the set of all sections
that possess tangible (resp. ghost) values at the point x P X .
If Ux P Dx is an open neighborhood of x P X , cf. (7.12), and f P OXpUxq, we write fpxq P Kpxq for
the image of f under the composition of the canonical q-homomorphisms OXpUxq ÝÑ OX,x ÝÑ Kpxq.
Writing X for a locally ν-semiringed space pX,OXq, the following definitions of geometric notions are
now directly accessible in terms of local ν-semirings.
(a) The local dimension dimxpXq of X at a point x P X is defined to be the Krull dimension
(Definition 4.89) of the local ν-semiring OX,x. The dimension dimpXq of the whole X is the
supremum of local dimensions dimxpXq over all x P X .
(b) The Zariski cotangent space to X at a point x is defined as Nx{N2x, realized as a ν-module
over the residue ν-semifield Kpxq “ OX,x{Nx (cf. Definition 2.6 and (2.7)), whose dual is called
the Zariski tangent space to X at x.
(c) X is called nonsingular at a point x P X , if the Zariski tangent space to X at x has dimension
equal to dimxpXq; otherwise, X is said to be singular at x (i.e., the dimension of the Zariski
tangent space is larger).
The study of these notions requires a further development of dimension theory, this is left for future work.
8. ν-schemes
8.1. Affine ν-schemes.
Having the structure of locally ν-semiringed spaces settled, we employ these objects as prototypes for
the so-called schemes, introduced by A. Grothendieck.
Definition 8.1. An affine ν-scheme is a locally ν-semiringed space pX,OXq which is isomorphic to a
locally ν-semiringed space over a ν-semiring, i.e., pX,OXq – pSpecpAq,OSpecpAqq for some ν-semiring A.
A ν-scheme is a locally ν-semiringed space pX,OXq that has an open covering by affine ν-schemes
pUi,OX |UiqiPI . A morphism of ν-schemes is a (local) morphism of locally ν-semiringed spaces.
Often, for short, we write X for the ν-scheme pX,OXq, and φ : X ÝÑ Y for a morphism pφ, φ#q :
pX,OXq ÝÑ pY,OY q of ν-schemes. The sheaf OX is called the structure ν-sheaf of X . OXpUq is called
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the ν-semiring of sections of OX over U , with U Ď X open, and is sometimes denoted ΓpU,OXq. The
notation ΓpXq stands for ΓpX,OXq, where ΓpAq denotes ΓpXq with X “ SpecpAq.
Example 8.2 (Affine spaces). Let A “ rRrλ1, . . . , λns be the ν-semiring of polynomial functions over a
(tame) ν-semiring R, cf. §3.9. Then, AnR :“ SpecpAq is the affine space of relative dimension n over R.
The restriction of a morphism of ν-schemes φ : X ÝÑ Y to a subset U Ă X gives the morphism
φ|U : U ÝÑ Y of ν-schemes, obtained by composing the open immersion pU,OX |U q ãÝÑ pX,OXq with
the morphism φ : pX,OXq ÝÑ pY,OY q. Then, an open subset V Ă Y determines the open subset
φ-1pV q Ă X , together with a unique morphism of ν-schemes φ1 : φ-1pV q ÝÑ V that renders the diagram
X
φ // Y
φ-1pV q
?
OO
φ1 // V
?
OO
commutative. All together, ν-schemes and their morphisms (Definition 8.1) establish the category νSch,
containing the full subcategory νASch of affine ν-schemes (the morphisms between affine ν-schemes are
the same in νASch and in νSch).
A morphism φ : X ÝÑ Y of ν-schemes is injective (resp. surjective, open, closed. homeomorphism),
if the continuous map X ÝÑ Y of the underlying topological spaces has this property.
Recall from (6.8) that for a q-homomorphism ϕ : A ÝÑ B we have the induced map
aϕ : SpecpBq ÝÝÝÝÑ SpecpAq, P1 ÞÝÑ ϕ_pP1q. (8.1)
For a second q-homomorphism ψ : B ÝÑ C, we then have apψ ˝ ϕq “ aϕ ˝ aψ. With this view, Spec can
be viewed as a contravariant functor
Spec : νSmr ÝÝÝÝÑ νASch
from the category of ν-semirings to the category of affine ν-schemes, assigning to a ν-semiring A the
corresponding affine ν-scheme pSpecpAq,OSpecpAqq and to a q-homomorphism B ÝÑ A the corresponding
morphism pSpecpAq,OSpecpAqq ÝÑ pSpecpBq,OSpecpBqq as characterized in Theorem 7.24.(i).
On the other hand, if φ : X ÝÑ Y is a morphism of ν-semiringed spaces, using the notation ΓpU,OXq “
OXpUq, we obtain a q-homomorphism of ν-semirings
Γpφq :“ φ#Y : ΓpY,OY q “ OY pY q ÝÝÝÝÑ ΓpX,OXq “ pφ˚OXqpY q “ OXpXq. (8.2)
In this way, Γ sets up a contravariant functor
X ÞÝÑ OXpXq,
X ÝÑ Y ÞÝÑ φ#pY q : OY pY q ÝÑ OXpXq,
from the category of ν-semiringed spaces to the category νSmr of ν-semirings, which restricts to a
contravariant functor
Γ : νASch ÝÝÝÝÑ νSmr.
on the category of affine ν-schemes.
Recall that by Theorem 7.24 morphisms of affine ν-schemes correspond bijectively to q-homomorphisms
of ν-semirings, and thus we can state the following.
Proposition 8.3. The category of affine ν-schemes νASch is equivalent to the opposite of the category
νSmr of ν-semirings.
Proof. The functor Spec : νSmr ÝÑ νASch is surjective by definition, and Γ˝Spec is clearly isomorphic
to id on ν-semirings. It suffices to show that for any two ν-semirings A and B the maps
HompA,Bq
Spec // HompSpecpBq, SpecpAqq
Γ
oo
are mutually inverse bijections. But, Γ ˝ Spec “ id by (8.2), while it follows from Theorem 7.24 that
Spec ˝Γ “ id. 
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8.2. Open ν-subschemes.
The restriction pU,OX |U q of a ν-scheme pX,OXq to an open set U Ă X , called open ν-subscheme
of X , is by itself is a ν-scheme by Lemma 7.11.(iii). If U is an affine ν-scheme, then U is an affine open
ν-subscheme.
Proposition 8.4. Let X be a ν-scheme, and let U Ă X be an open set.
(i) The locally ν-semiringed space pU,OX |Uq is a ν-scheme.
(ii) The open subsets that give rise to affine open ν-subschemes are a basis of the topology.
Proof. By definition, the locally ν-semiringed space X can be covered by affine ν-schemes. By Propo-
sition 6.19 each of these affine ν-schemes has a basis of its topology which consists of affine ν-schemes.
This yields both parts of the proposition. 
Let U Ď X be an open subset, considered as an open ν-scheme of X , with the inclusion ι : U ãÝÑ X .
For V Ď X open, the restriction map of the structure ν-sheaf OX gives a q-homomorphism of ν-semirings
ΓpV,OXq ÝÝÝÝÑ ΓpV X U,OXq “ Γpι-1pV q,OX|U q “ ΓpV, ι˚OX|U q.
These maps determine a morphism ι# : OX ÝÑ ι˚OX|U of ν-sheaves of ν-semirings and, hence, by the
inclusion U Ď X , a morphism U ÝÑ X of ν-schemes. An affine open covering of a ν-scheme X is an
open covering X “ Ťi Ui by affine open ν-subschemes Ui of X .
Lemma 8.5. Let X be a ν-scheme, and let U, V be affine open ν-subschemes of X. For every x P U XV
there exists an open ν-subscheme W Ď U X V containing x, such that W is a principal open, cf. (6.2),
both in U and in V .
Proof. Replacing V by a principal open set of V containing x, we may assume that V Ď U . Choose
t-persistent f P ΓpU,OXq such that x P qDpfq, where Dpfq Ď V , i.e. an element f P T-1clspPxq. Let f |V
be the restriction of the image of f under the q-homomorphism ΓpU,OXq ÝÑ ΓpV,OXq. Then, DU pfq “
DV pf |V q, which also implies that ΓpU,OXqf “ ΓpV,OXqf |V , by the sheaf axioms (Definition 7.1). 
8.3. Gluing ν-schemes.
With the notion of morphisms of ν-schemes at our disposal (Definition 8.1), the gluing procedure of
ν-schemes becomes applicable in the usual way. That is, we start with a given collection of ν-schemes
pXiqiPI , and an open set Uij Ď Xi for each i ‰ j, together with a family of isomorphisms of ν-schemes
ψij : Uij
„ÝÝÝÝÑ Uji
such that for all i, j, k P I
(a) ψji “ ψ-1ij ;
(b) ψijpUij X Uikq “ Uji X Ujk;
(c) pψjk ˝ ψijq|UijXUik “ ψik|XijXUik (compatibility condition).
With this data, we define the ν-scheme X by gluing the pXiqiPI along the ψij in the obvious way, i.e.,
the unique ν-scheme X covered by open ν-subschemes isomorphic to the Xi whose identity maps on
Xi X Xj Ď X correspond to the isomorphisms ψij . When the Xi are affine ν-schemes with structure
ν-sheaves OXi , OXipXiXXjq is naturally identified with OXj pXiXXjq. Accordingly, as any ν-scheme X
admits a covering by affine open ν-subschemes pXiqiPI , X can be viewed as a gluing of the affine ν-
schemes Xi along their intersections Xi XXj .
Example 8.6. Let R be a ν-semiring. The projective space PnR over R is obtained by gluing n ` 1
copies Ui “ AnR, i “ 0, . . . , n, of affine space AnR (cf. Example 6.27). Each Ui “ SpecpAiq is the g-prime
spectrum of a ν-semiring Ai of polynomial functions in n indeterminates over R, cf. §3.9, written as
Ai “ rR„λ0
λi
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
qλi
λi
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λn
λi

,
where qλi means that λi is to be discarded. The ν-semirings Ai are viewed as ν-subsemirings of the Laurent
polynomials rRrλ0, . . . , λn, λ-10 , . . . , λ-1n s.
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We define a gluing datum with index set t0, . . . , nu as follows: for 0 ď i, j ď n, let
Uij “
"
DUipλjλi q Ď Ui if i ‰ j,
Ui if i “ j.
Furthermore, let ϕii “ idUi , and for i ‰ j let
ϕji : Uij ÝÝÝÝÑ Uji
be the isomorphism defined by the equality (as ν-subsemirings of rRrλ0, . . . , λn, λ-10 , . . . , λ-1n s)
rR„λ0
λi
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
qλi
λi
, ¨ ¨ ¨ λn
λi

λi
λj
ÝÝÝÝÑ rR„λ0
λi
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
qλj
λj
, ¨ ¨ ¨ λn
λi

λj
λi
of the affine ν-schemes Uij and Uji. Since the isomorphisms ϕij are defined by equalities, the cocycle
condition holds trivially, and we obtain a gluing datum. This gives a ν-scheme, called the projective
space PnR of relative dimension n over R. The ν-schemes Ui are considered as open ν-subschemes of P
n
R.
A morphism from a glued ν-schemeX to another ν-scheme Y can be determined by a given collection of
morphismsXi ÝÑ Y that coincide on the overlaps in the obvious sense. In this gluing view, Theorem 7.24
generalizes as follows.
Proposition 8.7. Let X “ SpecpAq be any ν-scheme and let Y “ SpecpBq be an affine ν-scheme.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between morphisms X ÝÑ Y and ν-semiring q-homomorphisms
B – ΓpBq “ OY pY q ÝÑ OXpXq “ ΓpAq – A.
Proof. Let tUiu be an open affine cover of X , and let tUi,j,ku be an open affine cover of UiXUj. Giving a
morphism φ : X ÝÑ Y is the same as giving morphisms φi : Ui ÝÑ Y such that φi and φj agree on UiXUj,
i.e., such that φi|Ui,j,k “ φj |Ui,j,k for all i, j, k. Since the Ui and Ui,j,k are affine, by Theorem 7.24, the
morphisms φi and φi|Ui,j,k correspond exactly to q-homomorphisms of ν-semirings OY pY q ÝÑ OUipUiq “
OXpUiq and OY pY q ÝÑ OUi,j,kpUi,j,kq “ OXpUi,j,kq, respectively. Hence, a morphism φ : X ÝÑ Y is the
same as a collection of ν-semiring q-homomorphisms φ#i : OY pY q ÝÑ OXpUiq such that the compositions
ρUi,Ui,j,k ˝φ#i : OY pY q ÝÑ OXpUi,j,kq and ρUj ,Ui,j,k˝φ#j : OY pY q ÝÑ OXpUi,j,kq agree for all i, j, k. By the
sheaf axiom for OX , this is exactly the data of a q-homomorphism OY pY q ÝÑ OXpXq of ν-semirings. 
8.4. Properties of ν-schemes.
In this subsection, unless otherwise is specified, we assume that all ν-schemes are built over tame
ν-semirings (Definition 3.11).
8.4.1. Generic points.
Let X be a ν-scheme, and let Z Ď X be a subset. A point z P Z is a generic point of Z, if the
set tzu is dense in Z (Definition 6.22). Topologically, if Z admits a generic point, then Z is irreducible.
In the case of underlying topological spaces of ν-schemes, the converse relation holds:
Proposition 8.8. The map
X ÝÝÝÝÑ tZ Ď X | Z closed, irreducible u, x ÝÑ txu,
is a bijection, i.e., every irreducible closed subset contains a unique generic point.
Proof. The correspondence holds for affine ν-schemes by Corollary 6.25, as X “ SpecpAq where A is
tame. Let Z Ď X be closed irreducible, and let U Ď X , Z X U ‰ H, be an affine open subset. The
closure of Z X U in X is Z, since Z is irreducible, and Z X U is irreducible. Hence, the generic point in
ZXU is a generic point of Z. A generic point z P Z is contained in every open subset of X that meets Z,
and thus in every U . The uniqueness of generic points is then derived from the affine uniqueness. 
Any point x in a ν-scheme X as above has a generalization by a maximal point q, that is, the generic
point of an irreducible component of X such that x P tqu. On the other hand, specializations to closed
points are more subtle, as a nonempty ν-scheme X may have no closed points, even if it is irreducible.
But, when X is affine, this cannot happen (as any g-prime congruence is contained in a maximal ℓ-
congruence by Proposition 4.57), which implies that in a quasi-compact ν-scheme X the closure txu of
any x P X contains a closed point.
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Proposition 8.9. Let φ : X ÝÑ Y be an open morphism of ν-schemes, where Y is irreducible with
generic point q. Then, X is irreducible if and only if the fiber φ-1pqq is irreducible.
Proof. φ is open, and thus φ-1pqq “ φ-1ptquq “ φ-1pY q “ X . Then the claim follows from the topological
property that a subspace is irreducible iff its closure is irreducible. 
Recall that a ν-domain is a tangibly closed ν-semiring that has no ghost divisors (Definition 3.19).
Remark 8.10. Let A be a ν-domain with spectrum X “ SpecpAq, and let QpAq be its ν-semifield
of fractions. The trivial congruence ∆pAq of A is a g-prime congruence, corresponding to the point
q P X, where X is the closure of tqu. Therefore, q is contained in every nonempty open set of X, i.e.,
q is a generic point of X. The local ν-semiring OX,q is the localization of A by ∆pAq, and thus, by
Theorem 7.20.(i),
OX,q – QpAq.
For all tangible multiplicative monoids T Ď C of A the canonical q-homomorphism T´1A ÝÑ C´1A is
injective, and the localizations T´1A are considered as ν-subsemirings of QpAq.
For every f R N pAq, we have OXpDpfqq “
š
xP qU Ax, U “ Dpfq, by definition (7.11) of structure
ν-sheaves. If V Ď X is an arbitrary open subset, then OXpV q “
Ş
U OXpUq where U “ Dpfq runs
through the open sets U Ď V . Equivalently, OXpV q “
Ş
f OXpUq with U “ Dpfq Ď V . By Theorem 7.24
Ax – OX,x for every x P X, and thus, for any nonempty open subset V Ď X we have
OXpV q –
č
xP qV
OX,x,
where qV “ ŞUĎV qU.
8.4.2. Reduced and integral schemes.
We generalize the notion of being reduced from ν-semirings to ν-schemes.
Definition 8.11. A ν-scheme X is called reduced, if all its local ν-semirings OX,x are ghost reduced
ν-semirings (Definition 4.76). X is integral, if it is reduced and irreducible.
Proposition 8.12. Let X be a ν-scheme.
(i) X is reduced if and only if for every open subset U Ď X the ν-semiring ΓpU,OXq is reduced.
(ii) X is integral if and only if for every open subset H ‰ U Ď X the ν-semiring ΓpU,OXq is a
ν-domain.
(iii) If X is an integral ν-scheme, then for each x P X the local ν-semiring OX,x is a ν-domain.16
Proof. (i): Suppose X is reduced and U Ď X is open. Assume f P ΓpU,OXq such that fn “ ghost for
some n. If we had f ‰ ghost, then there would exist x P U with fx ‰ ghost in OX,x, but fnx “ ghost.
Conversely, given a ghostpotent f P OX,x (Definition 4.76), there exists an open U Ď X and a lift
f P ΓpU,OXq of f . Shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that f is ghostpotent, and hence is ghost.
(ii): LetX be integral. All open ν-subschemes ofX are integral, so it is enough to show that ΓpX,OXq is a
ν-domain. Taking f, g P ΓpX,OXq such that fg “ ghost, we have X “ VpfqYVpgq, and by irreducibility,
say, X “ Vpfq. Checking this locally on X , which we may assume is affine, we claim that f must be
ghost. Indeed, f lies in the intersection of the ghost projections of all g-prime congruences, i.e., in the
ghostpotent ideal of the affine ν-semiring of X . Since X is reduced, by (i), the ghost projection of its
ghostpotent radical congruence is the ghost ideal of ΓpX,OXq. Namely, ΓpX,OXq is a ν-domain, cf.
Lemma 4.78 and Lemma 6.23.
Conversely, if all ΓpU,OXq are ν-domains, then X is reduced by (i). For nonempty affine open subsets
U1, U2 Ď X with empty intersection, if exists, the sheaf axioms imply that
ΓpU1 Y U2,OXq “ ΓpU1,OXq ˆ ΓpU2,OXq.
Obviously, the product on the right contains ghost divisors.
(iii): Follows from (ii), since any tangible localization of a ν-domain is a ν-domain. 
16The converse does not hold.
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An affine ν-scheme over X “ SpecpAq is integral if and only if the corresponding ν-semiring A is a
ν-domain. Then, the generic point q of X corresponds to the trivial congruence ∆pAq of A, and the local
ν-semiring OX,q is the localization of A by ∆pAq, i.e., by A|‚tng “ A|tng, which is a monoid as A is a
ν-domain. But, this localization is just the ν-semifield of fractions QpAq of A (Definition 3.39). This also
shows that the local ν-semiring at the generic point of an arbitrary integral ν-scheme is a ν-semifield.
Definition 8.13. Let q P X be the generic point of an integral ν-scheme X. The local ν-semiring OX,q
is a ν-semifield, denoted by KpXq and called the function ν-semifield of X.
For an integral ν-scheme all “ν-semirings of functions” are contained in its function ν-semifield.
Proposition 8.14. Let X be an integral ν-scheme with generic point q, and let KpXq be its function
ν-semifield.
(i) If U “ SpecpAq is a nonempty open affine ν-subscheme of X, then KpXq “ QpAq. Furthermore,
QpOX,xq “ KpXq for x P X.
(ii) For nonempty open subsets U Ď V Ď X, the maps
ΓpV,OXq ρ
V
UÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΓpU,OXq f ÞÝÑfqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ KpXq
are injective.
(iii) For every nonempty open subset U Ď X and for every open covering U “ Ťi Ui the following
holds
ΓpU,OXq “
č
i
ΓpUi,OXq “
č
xPU
OX,x,
where the intersection occurs in KpXq.
Proof. (i): For x P U “ SpecpAq Ď X we have q P U , where q corresponds to the trivial congruence on
the ν-domain A. Since OX,x – Ax, we have KpXq “ OU,q “ QpAq “ QpAxq.
(ii): Given H ‰ U Ď X , it suffices to prove that if f P ΓpU,OXq with fq “ ghost in KpXq, then f is a
ghost. Since f “ ghost is equivalent to f |V “ ghost for all open nonempty affine ν-subschemes V Ď U ,
we may assume that U “ SpecpAq is affine. Then, the map ΓpU,OXq ÝÑ KpXq is just the canonical
inclusion A ãÝÑ QpAq “ KpXq.
(iii): The injectivity of the restriction maps ρUUi : U ÝÑ Ui, and the fact that OX is a sheaf, implies left
equality. The analogous assertion for affine integral ν-schemes in Remark 8.10 gives the right equality. 
8.5. Fiber products.
Let Y be a ν-scheme. A ν-scheme over Y is a ν-schemeX with a morphism φ : X ÝÑ Y . A morphism
of ν-schemes X,Z over Y is a morphism of ν-schemes X ÝÑ Z that renders the diagram
X
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
// Z
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
Y
commutative. A ν-scheme over Y “ SpecpBq is termed a ν-scheme over B, for short. A ν-scheme X over
a ν-semifield F is of finite type, if X has a finite cover by open affine subsets Ui “ SpecpAiq, where
each Ai is a finitely generated F -ν-algebra, cf. §5.3. We then have the following observations for an affine
ν-scheme X “ SpecpAq.
(a) X is a ν-scheme over F if and only if there exists a morphism F ÝÑ A, i.e., if A is an F -ν-algebra.
(b) A morphism X ÝÑ Y “ SpecpBq is a morphism of ν-schemes over F if and only if the corre-
sponding q-homomorphism B ÝÑ A of ν-semirings is a morphism of F -ν-algebras.
(c) X is of finite type over F if and only if F is a finitely generated F -ν-algebra (Definition 5.13).
(d) X is reduced and irreducible if and only if fg “ ghost in A implies f “ ghost or g “ ghost,
i.e., if and only if A is a ν-domain. Indeed, suppose that fg “ ghost where f ‰ ghost and
g ‰ ghost. If f “ gn or g “ fm for some m,n P N, then A has a ghostpotent, namely X is not
reduced. Otherwise, X decomposes into two proper closed subsets Vpfq and Vpgq, and thus X is
not irreducible.
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Definition 8.15. Let φ : X ÝÑ S and ψ : Y ÝÑ S be morphisms of ν-schemes. Their fiber product
X ˆS Y is defined to be a ν-scheme together with “projection” morphisms πX : X ˆS Y ÝÑ X and
πY : XˆS Y ÝÑ Y such that the square in (8.3) below commutes, and such that for any ν-scheme Z with
morphisms Z ÝÑ X and Z ÝÑ Y rendering (8.3) commutative with φ and ψ there is a unique morphism
ξ : Z ÝÑ X ˆS Y which renders the whole diagram
Z
ξ
## !!
%%
X ˆS Y
πX

πY
// Y
ψ

X
φ
// S
(8.3)
commutative.
A routine proof shows that the fiber product is uniquely determined by its property.
Lemma 8.16. If the fiber product XˆS Y exists, then it is unique. (Namely, if two fiber products satisfy
the above property, then they are canonically isomorphic.)
Proof. Let F1 and F2 be two fiber products satisfying the property of Definition 8.15, i.e., each Fi is
assigned with morphisms to X and Y . Since Fi is a fiber product, the morphism ξij : Fi ÝÑ Fj ,
i, j P t1, 2u, renders the diagram
Fi
ξij
 
""
Fj
πX

πY
// Y
ψ

X
φ
// S
commutative. Composing together, by the uniqueness part of Definition 8.15, it follows that ξij ˝ξji “ id,
and thus F1 and F2 are canonically isomorphic. 
Remark 8.17. From Definition 8.15 we obtain the following properties.
(i) X ˆS Y “ X ˆT Y for any open subset S Ă T (morphisms from any Z to X and to Y that
commute with φ and ψ are the same, independently if the base ν-scheme is S or T ).
(ii) Given open subsets U Ď X and V Ď Y , the fiber product
U ˆS V “ π-1XpUq X π-1Y pV q Ď X ˆS Y
is an open subset of the fiber product X ˆS Y .
We next show that fiber products of ν-schemes always exist, where in the affine case they should
correspond to tensor products in commutative ν-algebra. Using the tensor product of ν-modules, cf. §5.2,
we can construct the fiber product of ν-schemes.
Proposition 8.18. Let φ : X ÝÑ S and ψ : Y ÝÑ S be morphisms of ν-schemes. Then, the fiber
product X ˆS Y exists.
Proof. Assume first that X “ SpecpAq, Y “ SpecpBq, and S “ SpecpRq are affine ν-schemes. The
morphisms X ÝÑ S and Y ÝÑ S provide A and B as R-ν-modules by Theorem 7.24, yielding the
tensor product AbR B. We claim that SpecpAbR Bq is the fiber product X ˆS Y . Indeed, a morphism
Z ÝÑ SpecpAbR Bq corresponds to a q-homomorphism AbR B ÝÑ OZpZq by Proposition 8.7, which
by Remark 5.11 is the same as q-homomorphisms A ÝÑ OZpZq and B ÝÑ OZpZq. The latter induce the
same q-homomorphism on R, which again by Proposition 8.7 corresponds to morphisms Z ÝÑ X and
Z ÝÑ Y , which in turn give rise to the same morphism from Z ÝÑ S. Therefore, SpecpAbR Bq is the
desired product.
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Assume that X , Y and S are general ν-schemes, and take coverings by open affine ν-schemes, first
of S, and then of φ-1pSiq, ψ-1pSiq by Xi,j , Yi,k, respectively. The fiber products Xi,j ˆSi Yi,k exist
by the construction of tensor products, which are also fiber products over S by Remark 8.17.(i). If
we had another such product Xi1,j1 ˆS Yi1,k1 , both of them would contain the (unique) fiber product
pXi,j X Xi1,j1q ˆS pYi,k X Yi1,k1q as an open subset by Remark 8.17.(ii), hence they can be glued along
these isomorphic open subsets. Thus, the ν-scheme X ˆS Y obtained by glueing these patches satisfies
the fiber product property. 
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